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Western State Normal School
ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR 1912-13
1912
Friday, June 14.................................·...Class Day
Sunday, June 16........................Baccalaureate Address
Monday, June 17 ..................................Alumni Day
Tuesday, June 18..............................Commencement

SU1rnER TERM.

Monday, June 24......................Classification of Students
Tuesday, June 25 ..........................• Recitations Begin
Friday, August 2...................,.....1Summer Term Closes

FALL TERM.

Monday, September 23..............Classification of Students
TuesdayJ September 24 ....................... Recitations Begin
Friday, September 27 ............ Faculty Reception to Students
Thursday, November 28 ..................Thank,sgiving Recess
Friday, December 13.......... ,:, ...............Fall Term Closes

1913
WINTER TERM.

Monday, January 6.......................Winter Term Begins
Saturday, February 22.................Washington',s. Birthday
Friday, March 28 ........•.....•...........Winter Term Closes

SPRING TERM.

Monday, April 7 .......................... Spring Term Begins
Friday, May 30 ...............................•..Memorial Day
Friday, June 20...,....................,..............Class Day
Sunday, June 22..................... ,,.Baccalaureate Address
Monday, June 23..................................Alumni Day
Tuesday, June 24 .............................Commencement

SUMMER TERM.

Monday, June 30.........................Summer Term Begins
Friday, August 8...................... ."Summer Term Closes

FALL TERM.

Monday, September 22......................Fall -Term Begins

SOCIAL CALENDAR 1912-13
1912.

Fall Term.

Friday, September 27-Faculty Reception ...Fischer's Orchestra
Thursday, Oct. 3, 4 p. m.-Normal Literary Society Reception to
1Students.
Tuesday, Oot. 8, 4 p. m.-Amphictyon Society Reception to Stu
dents.
Saturday, Oct. 12, 4 p. m.-Girls' Tea, Hostesses, Committee
·Senior Girls. 1
Friday, Oct. 18-Sooial Evening, Committee, Music and Expression De-partments.
Thursday, Oct. 24, 4 p. m.-Practice Teachers' "At Home."
Saturday, Nov. 2 -Senior Party to Junior-s ..Fischer's Orchestra
Friday, Nov. 15-1Normal Literary Society ·Social Evening for
Amphictyon Society.
Saturday, Nov. 23-Men's Supper, Committee, Senior Men.
Saturday, Dec. 7--Christmas Party ........Fischer•� Orchestra
Committee, High School Seniors and Juniors.
1918,

Winter Term,

Saturday, Jan. 18-School Par:ty ..........Fischer's Orchestra
Committee, Domestic Science and Domestic Art Departments.
Thursday, Jan. 23, 4 p. m.-Practice Teachers' "At Home."
Saturday, Feb. 1, 3 p. m.-GirJs' Tea, Committee, Y. W. C. A.
Friday, Feb. 7-Men's Indoor Meet.
Friday, Feb. 14--'Amphictyon Society Reception to Normal Lit
erary Society.
Friday, Feb. 28-Basket Ball Game.
Saturday, Mar. 15-School Party ............Fischer's Orchestra
Committee, Manual Training Department.
1913.

Spring Term.

-Saturday, April 19�Junior Party to Seniors.Fis-cher's Orchestra
Thursday, April 24, 4 p. m.--"P.ractice Teachers' "At Home."
Thursday, May 1 -Oratorical Contest.
Saturday, May 3 -School Party ............Fi-scher's Orchestra
Committee, Music and Art Departments.
Thursday, May 8--"Rural Progress Lecture and Reception.
Saturday, May 17, 3 p. m.-Gi·rLs' Tea, Committee, Kindergarten
Department.
Saturday, June 7-School Party ...
. ........Fischer's Orchestra
Committee, Graded School Course Students.
Friday, June 20, 2: 30 p. m.--"Senior Play.
Monday, June 23-Alumni Party ..........Fischer's Orchestra
Tuesday, June 24-Commencement Luncheon.

Faculty
D. B. WALDO, A. M., President ...._ .......157 Thompson Street
HELIDN HA.LOH ..•.......................939 Walwood Place
Construction.
EDITH C. BARNUM .........................709 W. Lovell St.
First Grade, Training School.
ESTHER BRALEY, A. B ....................101 Oaklan:d Drive
Librarian.
DORA I. BUOKINGH.AM ....................711 Academy St.
Assistant, Kindergarten.
ERNEST BURNHAM, A. M ..................1630 Grove Ave.
Director Rural School Department.
ROBERT B. CHITTENDEN ..................712 Academy .St.
Assistant Secretary.
MARIE C. COLE ..............................316 W. Vine St.
Clerk, Training School.
IDA M. DENSMORE ......................953 Walwood Place
Director Training School.
JOHN B. FAUGHT, Ph. D ...................1409 Academy St.
Mathematics..
ELVA FORNOROOK, A. B ........,..............727 W. Main St.
Expression.
JOHN E. FOX, A. B .............,..............517 Minor Ave.
Physioo.
ANNA L. FRENCH ......................•..775 W. South St.
Assistant Librarian.
HELEN FROST
Physical Education.
LUCY GAGE ..................................225 •Stuart Ave
Kindergarten.
EMELIA GOLDSWORTHY .............,....105 W. Dutton St.
Public School Art.
BESSIE B. GOODRiIOH .....................709 W. Lovell St.
Rural School Methods,.
LEROY H. HARVEY, Ph. D ...................204 Monroe St.
Biology.
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T. PAUL HICKEY, A. B ...................939 Walwood Place
History.
HILDRED HANSON ...........................415 Davis St.
Public School Music.
LENA HARRINGTON
Rural 01:Jservation School.
LUCIA HARRISON, A. B .....................527 W. Lovell St.
Geography.
J. C. HOCKENBERRY, Ph. D .............723 W. Lovell St.
Education.
BEULAH HOOTMAN ......................301 Woodw'ard Ave.
Assistant, Public School Music.
SOPHIE E. HUTZEL, A. B ......................710 W. Lovell
Assis,tant, German.
GEORGE F. JILLSON, A. B ..................1113 Merrill St.
Assistant, Mathematics.
ELIZABETH JOHNSON .......................838 w. Lovell
!Fourth Grade, Training School.
ADELE M. JONES, B. S ...................510 W. Walnut St.
Domestic Art.
BERTRAND L. JONES,A.B ....................1213 Grand Ave.
English Language and Literature.
MATIE LEE JONES ...................,....510 W. Walnut St.
Physical Education.
ELEANOR JUDSON .......................712 W. Lovell St.
Public ,School A;rt.
CATHERINE KOCH, B. •S.....................510 W. Walnut St.
Assistant, Rural School Courses.
ALICE L. M!ARiSH, B. S .....................927 Walwood Place
English.
NELLIE M'CONNELL ...........................409 Pearl St.
,second Graae, Training School.
*WILLI.A<M McCRACKEN, Ph.D ................742 W. Main St.
Chemi,s,try.
MlARY A. MOORE ......... .......................220 Elm St.
Assistant, Domestic -Science.
KATHERINE MULRY ..........................619 Locust St.
Sixth Grade, Training '.School.
KATHERINE NEWTON ..............,........720 W. Main St.
Secrefary.
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MlAUDE P.AR:SONS, A. B...................•.•...812 Oak St.
Latin.
JOHN PHE'I.IAN, A. B...........................R. F. D. No. 3
Assistant Director, Rural School Department.
FLORIDNCEJ PRAY, B. S .....................423 W. Lovell St.
Domestic Science.
ROBERT M. REINHOLD,, B. Pd ...........622 Wheaton Ave.
Education and Normal Extension.
G. EDITH SEEKELL ......................826 W. South St.
Fifth Grade, Training School.
M!ARION J. SHERWOOD .....................1713 Forrest St.
Assistant, Manual Traini'ng.
WILLIAM H. SPAULDING, A. B.............1223 Jefferson Ave.
Physical Education.
*LAVINA :sPINDLER ............................418 Pearl St.
Eighth Grade, Training School.
GEORGE M. SPRAU, A. M .................949 Walwood Place
EngHsh Language and Literature.
EMlILIE TOWNSEND, B. S ........................415 Pearl St.
•Seventh Grade, Training School.
GEORGE S. WAITE ......................616 W. Walnut St.
!Manual Training.
CAROLINE WAKEMAN, Ph. B ..............826 W. South St.
History.
L. H. WOOD, A. M .......................939 Walwood Place
Geography.
ELI1 SABETH ZIMMERlM.AN, A. B....,....... ..939 Walwood Place
German.
·*Absent on leave, 1912-13.

STANDING COMMITTEES.
!The president is ex-officio a member of each committee.
Appointment Conunittee-Den,smore, Hickey, Hockenberry, Reinhold.
Assembly Exercises-Jiickey, B. L. Jones, Seekell.
Athletics�Burrrham, Harvey, Jones.
Course of Study and Year Book-Hockenberry, Burnham, Dens
more, Faught, Reinhold.
Extension-Reinhold, Burnham, Wood.
Lectures and Entertainments-'Harvey, Gage, Marsh.
Program, Records and Schedules(1) Life Certificate and Graded School Courses-Faught, Densmore.
Junior and Senior Cards-Newton.
Recorder-Chittenden.
Entrance Requirements-Hickey.
General Life Course, Juniors-Parsons, Zimmerman.
General Life Course, SeniorS-Sprau.
High School Life Course-Hockenberry.
Graded Scl1ool Course-Fox.
Extension Course-Reinhold.
Art-Goldsworthy.
Domestic Art-A. Jones
Domestic Science-Pray.
K1ndergarten---Oage.
Manual Training-�aite.
Music-Hanson.
·Physical Education-M. L.
(2) Rural School Courses-Burnham.
(3) HJgh School Course_;Mar,sh.
INote,-;Appllcation for Advanced Standing should be made to
the chairman of these three commltties.·
Extra Studies�Faught, Burnham, Marsh.
Social Liie-T'ownsend, Hickey, Hockenberry, Wakeman, Forn
crook.
Student OrganizationsAmpluctyon Society---,Sprau, Forncrook, Faught, Par,sons.
ErosopWan Soclety�Matsh, JJUson.
Normal Literary Society�Seekell, Fox, Mulry, Wakeman.
Y. W. C. A.-Koch.
Oratortcal-B. L. Jones, Marsh.
Western Normal Record-JBurnham, Hickey, Hockenberry.

Western State.Normal School
The Western State Normal 'School is located at Kalamazoo,
the County !Seat of Kalamazoo County, in the heart of- South
western Michigan, In beauty, in accessibility, in general
educational advantages, this thriving city of forty thousand
inhabitants affords an ideal location for the school.
Kalamazoo is at the intersection of the great lines of
travel in Western Michigan. It is the half-way point between
Detroit and Chicago on the main line of the Michigan Central
Railway, which i,s here crossed •b y the Grand Rapids and
Indiana, the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern, and the Chi
cago, Kalamazoo and 'Saginaw railroads, all running north and
south. It is the eastern terminus of the South Haven branch
of the Michigan Central, which gives excellent connections
with Chicago by boat. It is al,so the eastern terminus of the
Kalamazoo, Lake Shore and Chicago Railroad. The Chicago
and Grand Trunk Railway now has direct connection with the
main line of that road by way of Pavilion. The electric lines
of the Mllchigan United Traction Company give trolley connec
tions with the eastern part of the state via Battle Creek and
Jackson. On the various, steam railways more than fifty
trains arrive and depart dally, giving excellent connections
with the surrounding territory.
; The advantages of Kalamazoo ·as a place of residence are
unquestioned. It Is encircled by wooded hills, on the slopes of
wb.ich are many attractive homes. The city has well shaded
streets and several beautiful parks. The climate is healthful,
the water supply excellent and the sanitary condition are un
usually good. Situated in the center of a fine farming country,
It is itself widely known for Its diversified industries.
The Normal School has the adv·antage of neighborhood with
other institutions of kindred purpose. The Public Library,
under the charge of the City Board of Education, has a well
chosen collection of forty-four thous,and volumes. Kalamazoo
College, Nazareth Academy, and the Public Sc ols give for the
one community notable opportunities for
cation.
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PURPOSE OF THE SCHOOL,

The purpose of the school a·s constituted by law is to prepare
teachers for public school service. The work of the school is
organized and conducted essentially to this end. It is recognized
i ip, knowledge of child nature, and a proper atti
that scholar,sh
tude toward the work of teaching are the three essential factors
for teachers. The courses of study
in all professional preparation
·
in the Western State Normal School have been planned with t4e
purpose of providing for these ends by giving as thorough knowl
edge of the subject matter as possible in the time devoted to
the work by emphasizing the principles underlying the educa
tional process, and by keeping before the mind of the student
the realization that the highest aims of education are char'acter
and service. All facilities possible will be offered for the
furtherance of these purposes and for bringing the student into
contact with the best in modern thought and life. The spirit
of hearty cooper'ation between faculty and students in enter
prises and interest& of the school will be fostered at all times.
The responsibillty for the proper attitude of students toward
the school anti community is necessarily for the most part
thrown upon the student& themselves. While it is the purpose of
the school to continually incite the student to higher and better
ideals of character and public s,ervice, it is impradicable for a
Normal School to attempt the task of reforming young men and
young women. No personal effort will be ·spared in assisting
· s,tudents in every possible way. But those who are manifestly
lacking in the essentials of good character, or in ability to be
come efficient instructors of children, will be requested, when
ever the evidenee of their unfitness ds complete, to withdraw
from the school.

GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS,

The school is located on a eommanding bluff wesit of the
valley in which Kalamazoo lies, nearly opposite the central part
of the residence section of the city, and within a mile of the
business district. From the various sites offered by the citizens
of Kalamazoo, the tract of twenty acres on Prospect Hill was
chosen by the State Board of Education as combining to an un
usual degree natural beauty with practical advantage,s1• From
the hilltop one gains a magnificent view of the dty 'and the
river valley. M
· uch of the tract is wooded, and in the prepara-
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tlon of the grounds especial care has been taken to save the
natural forest. The street railway runs along the western
border of the site, while within three blocks on the e'ast are
situated the High School, the Manual Training School, and the
Vine Street School, of the city system.
The central Normal building on the summit of the hill Is a
fire-proof structure of pressed brick. Its dimensions are 136 by
94 feet, and there are two stories above the. basement. In the
· latter are the science laboratories. On the first floor, besides
the general offices, there are six large classi, rooms. The sec- ond story contains six additional class rooms and the assembly
hall. This building is to be the central front of the group of
eight connected buildings designed around an inner court.
The gymnasium Is 011.e of the 'best planned and best equipped
structures of its kind to be found among the normal schools and
colleges of the entire· country. The main room is 119
feet long 'and 68 feet wide, the floor being entirely clear of
posts or obstructions ot any kind. The running track, twelve
feet above the main floor, is suspended from the structural steel
supporting the roof. The track is nine feet in width and has
sloping sides and ends as well as raised corners. In the base
ment are shower baths for both men and women and a swimming
pool fifty-two feet long. It h'as also a baseball cage for use
In cold and stormy weather. There are offices and recita
tion rooms• for the director of athletics for men and the director
of physical education for women. All classes in public school
gymnastics meet In the gymnasium. The main gymnasium
floor serves on special occasions as an assembly room, having
a seating capacity of twelve hundred people.
A third buHdlng, which connects the central building and
the gymnasium, has been completed. In this connecting struc
ture, rooms are provided in the basement for Domestic Science
and Art. On the firs,t floor there Is an extensive addition to
the former library and re'ading room and on the second 1loor an
additional room has been devoted to the Art Department. This
building also contains recitation rooms.
The Training School building, which �s, us•ed by students for
observation and practice teaching, Is of fire-proof construc
tion like the other Normal buildings. This structure Is 118 feet
long and 100 feet wide, with two srtories and a
' basement. The
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entire building Is heated by a system of direct and Indirect
radiation with the fan s·ystem of forced air currents, Insuring
perfect ventilation at adl times. In the basement are well
lighted rooms of model arrangement which Insure all conveni
ences for the school arts. These Include •a large kitchen, a
dining room, sewing room, clay modeling room, a large manual
training room, dark room for work In photogi,aphy and a room
for printing and boolrblndlng. It also ·contains a play room, 25
feet wide and 48 feet long. All the •gymnasium work for
the lower grades Is conducted here. On the first and second
floors are offices, a library, a rest room, a study room, and
s,plendldly arranged quarters for the kindergarten and each
of the first eight grades. The Training School building Is
believed to be the most convenient and best arr'anged struc
ture of Its kind in the country.
When the plans already drawn shall be finally realized, the
Western State Normal 'School will have an edifice of harmonious
structure, equipped with all the necessary facilities for normal
work. The s,ite chosen and the work already done assure for
the school an Ideal home, unsurpassed in beauty and equipment
by any normal school ,in the country.
All &hop work In the department of Manual Training will
hereafter 1be conducted in the new Manual Training building
now being erected by the city of Kalamazoo at a cost of $100,000. This building Is located near the Normal and w!H be
equipped with all needed machinery and tools for the various
branches of manual training.

THE RAILROAD,

An electric railway, controlled and operated by the school,
provides free transportation to and from the ,summit of the hill
on which the Normal buildings are located. The railway will be
in operation during the summer term as well as during the reg
uar s·chool year.

GENERAL EQUIPMENT.

During the past biennial period additions have been made to
the general equipment of the school.
Gymnasium Apparatus-The gymnasium, which is one of the
largest buildings of its kind among the Normal schools of the
United •States, has 'been provided with a splendid equipment of
the necessary apparatus for physiclal training.

The Reading Room
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Mlanual Training-Large expenditures have been made for
the departments of Manual Training 'and Domestic Science, and
the equipment for these subjects includes the essentials needed
for effective work. The department of Manual Training is well
equipped for all lines of work, having in the machinery depart
ment twelve wood-turning lathes, circular, rip 'and cross-cut
saws, a band saw, planes, drill pres,s1, emery grinder, and an
engine lathe. ln the forging department are four double Sturte
vant forges with hand and electric motor blowers, and forging
tools. The molding room has equipment suitable for casting in
soft metals all patterns made 'by students.
Laboratories-Many additions, of important pieces of appara
tus have been made to the department of physics and chem
istry. Among these are vernier calipers and micrometer screws
for accurate measurements, a fine force table, a torsion appa
ratus and a torsion pendulum, Boyle's law apparatus, wire test
ing machine, an apparatus for illustrating wave motion, three
pat.rs triple beam balances, one delicate ,sartorius analytical
balance, electric tuning fork, set electrodynamic charts for il
lustrating construction of dynamo and motor, two D'Arsonval
galvanometers, a fine combined volt and ammeter, three resis
tance 1boxes, Wheatstone ,bridges, electric calorimeter, inter
ference of sound apparatus, pair reflecting paraboUc mirrors.
The geography department h!li8' been enlarged and now In
cludes extensive collections of maps, a complete stereopticon
outfit including several hundred slides, globes and other ma
terial needed in a geographical laboratory.
rrhe department of Biology has developed r·apidly, and a good
working equipment for this branch of science is being ac
cumulated.
'l'he appropriation of $10,000 for equipment of the Training
School has ·secured the installation of all needed conveniences,
including clock and telephone s,ystems, the very latest patterns
of desks and chairs for children, complete equipments for
kitchen, dining room, manual training, pottery and sewing
rooms and the children's gymnasium. The equipment includes
stacks, museum cases, tables, chairs and desk,SI for the children's
library, and a laboratory for the upper grades.
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THE LIBRARY.
The ll'brary consist of three rooms-a stack room and two
reading rooms, thrown together by large archways, giving a
floor space one hundred feet long ·and thirty feet wide, and
allowing accommodation for one hundred and forty-five readers.
;The reading rooml'I have wall shelves containing the files of
bound magazines for reference work. There -are complete sets
of the American Journal of Sociology, Atlantic Monthly, Educa
tional Review, Forum, Harper's .Magazine, McClure's Magazine,
Nation, Pedagogical Seminary, Popular Science Monthly and
Scribner's Magazine; the files of other periodicals, especially
those on educational and psychological subjects, are being com
pleted as rapidly as possible.
Library bureau equipment is constantly 'being added to meet
the growing needs. The Dewey decimal classification is used
for the arrangement of the books, and a card catalogue of the
dictionary type makes available a collection now numbering
·approximately 8,500 volumes. For the especial use of the Rural
School Department cards forming a complete index to the Year
Books of the Department of Agriculture and the Farmers' Bul
letins have been- purchased from the Library of Congress and
incorporated in the catalogue.
All students· have •access to the stack room as well as to the
periodical and reference collection during library hours, and
an effort is made to insure intelligent use of the scheme of
arrangement of the books and of the worksi of reference.
The use of the Public Library of Kalamazoo, a comprehensive
collection of 44,000 volumes, is generously permitted to the
members of the school, and gives a much appreciated oppor
tunity for supplementary work.
·-The periodic'al list Is as follows:
American IJl•aturaUst
American blacksmith
American bot-ani-st
American photography
American boy
American school board journal
American historical review
American journal of psyc1lol- Atlantic educational journal
ogy
Atlantic monthly
American journal of sociology Aus nah und· fern
Bookman
American lumberman
American magazine
Boston cooking school magAmerican mathematical monthazine
ly
Botanical gazette
American monthl;!'. review of Boys' magazine
Bulle, tln of bibliography
reviews
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Bulletin of the American geo�
graphical society
Bulletin of the Pan-American
union
/
Bulletin of the Torrey botanical club
Century magazine
Chicago record-herald
Christian science monitor
Classical journal
Classical philology
Country life in Amerioa
Craftsman
Cumulative book index
Current literature
Detrcoit free pres•s
Deutsche :schule
Dial
L'Educateur moderne
Education
Educational bi-monthly
Educational review
Elementary school teacher
English journal
Etude
Fortnightly review
Forum
Garden magazine
Geographical journal
Good health
Good housekeeping
Guide to nature
·Harper's bazar
Harper'.
s monthly magazine
Harl)er's weekly
Hibbert journal
History teachers' magazine
House beautiful
Illustrated milliner
Indel)endent
Internation,al ,studio
Journal of education
Journal of education (English)
Journal of educational psychology
Journal of geography
Journal of geology
Journal of home economics
Journal of philosophy, ps•ychology and scientific meth
ods
Keramic studio
Kindergarten magazine
Kindergarten review
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Ladies' home journal
Library journal
Literary digest
Living age
McClure's magazine
Manual training magazine
Michigan farmer
Mind and body
Moderator topics
Modern language notes
Modern language review
Modern philology
Musician
Nation
National geographic magazine
Nature study review
Nineteenth century
North American review
Outing magazine
Outlook
Peda,gogical seminary
Plant world
Playground
Poet lore
Popular ,science monthly
Primary education
Psychological bulletin
Psychological clinic
Psychological review.
Public librarleiS'
Reader's guide to periodical
literature
Der Saemann
St. Nicholas
School and home education
School arts book
School century
School journal
8cbool review
School science and mathematics
Science
Scientific American
Scottish geographical m·agazlne
Scribner's magazine
Sprin,;,-eld republican
Survey
Teacher's college record
Training school
VocatlonaI education
Westermann's· monatshefte
Western journal of education
World's chronicle
World's, work
Yoqth '.s companion

School Organizations.
LIT'.E,RARY SOCI'.ET'IES.

Three literary societies have been organized and each of
these holds regular meetings throughout the school year.
Amphictyon-----!The Amphictyon Society was organized in 1904
and holds regular meetings throughout the school year. The so
ciety ha'!!· expressed itis object as follows: "To promote such a
liberal interchange of thought and social Interests as will aid In
the development of right character, the s·pirit of good fellowship,
and the highest freedom and efficiency of mind." The society
has a large membership, and 'besides maintaining a high grade
of lyceum work the Amphictyons give receptions and public
programs that do much to promote the social life of the school.
Normal Literary Society�This society was organized In 1906,
and Includes both men and women of the school In Its mem
bership. An important purpose of this society is the promotion
of Interest and efficiency in public speaking. Like the societies
formed earlier in the history of the school, thi,s organization
maintains literary meetings throughout the school year. Its
mem'bers were active In organizing the Oratorical Association.
Erosopbian�In 1907 the prepar'atory students organized the
IDrosophian !Society, with the aim of making sociological studies
and giving students opportunities: for training in the public presentation of material.
This organization during the past year has Included a mem
bership •Of ninety ,students, and has become one of the most
vigorous and wide-awake Institutions of the school. Students
of the high school department are thus afforded opportunities
sdmllar to those enjoyed b
, y the students of the life courses·.
O;'ratorical Association-'This organization Includes members
from 'all three literary societies• named above and from the
R.ural Seminar. The aim of this association is to develop an
interest throughout the school in pulblic oratory. Annual con
tests are held on the third Wednesday in May; these contests
are open: to alil. who have mem'bership in any of the above
named societies. Manuscripts of contestants· are submitted to
the chairman of the faculty committee on oratorlcals two
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weeks before the finals. Gold and sUver medals are awarded
annually to contestants taking first and second place.
THE CLASSICAL CLUB,
The Classical Club is an organization whose active members
are students in the Latin Department. Any other students in
the school are cordially welcomed as 'associate members and
are entitled to all the privileges of the society.
T,wo meeting,s a month are held, one having a program of
classical s·ubjects presented, the other -of a social nature, in
which the private life of the Greeks and Romans is developed
and illustrated by games, costuming, and other means.
The purpose of the cub primarily is the study of sub
jects of common intere-st to those in the Latln Department.
The meetings are planned t o benefit students, in other depart
ments, particularly those specializing in art, Engli.sh and
hf.story.
MUSICAL ORGANIZATIONS.
Choral Union-This organization, whose membership f.s not
confined exclusively to the student body, has been an important
factor in establishing ,better mms,ical standards in the school. It
has been the means of bringing a number of well known mu
sical artists to the students, and has .thus· far given, in addition
to miscellaneous ·concerts, an opera. "Martha," in concert form;
two cantatas,, "Rose Maiden" and "'I'he Wreck of the Hesperus1;"
Haydn's oratorio, "The Creation;" Grieg's "Olaf Trygvasson,"
and the operas of "The Chimes, • of Normandy," "Ermin'ie," and
Pauline," an operetta in two acts. The <last three were unique
because all the roles were taken by students. A new feature
this year has been the monthly musical program by the Choral
Union, assisted by outside talent, members of the fa·cuity, and
the Chaminade Club.
Treble Clef C'lub--Jrhe work in this chorus Is required of
all preparatory girlls, and ·has been elected by many others.
The clu'b, in addition to various choruses., presented the cantata
"King Rene',s Daughter." It has proven an agreeable addition
to the programs of some of the societies,.
Chanrlnade Club-The mem'bership is confined to the special
izing students in Music. They have furnished the music for a
number of special occa,si< ons.
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Normal Orchestra-Any student who has h'ad moderate suc
cess with an instrument is eligible to membership. Weekly re
hearsals are held, and the opportunity for ensemble work under
direction is one of >which a number of the students have taken
advantage. Thl,s year the orchestra furnished mus.fc for the
Christmas Festival and "The Taming of the Shrew," and has ac
cepted engagements to play for commencement exercises at
some of the surrounding towns.
THE YOUNG WOMEN'S CBiRISTIAN ASSOCIATION.
The Normal has a Christian Association for the young
women of the school, and through the past year Bible study
classes, conducted by a capab.1e instructor, have constituted an
important part of the work. Regular weekly meetings are
held, and the members of the association 'aim to be of practical
help to new students.
ATHLETIOS.
The Western State Normal offers exceptional advantages in
athletics and physical training. The new Gymnasium, s, econd
to none in normal schools of the country both in structure and
equipment, forms the center of athletic work. The gymna,s,ium
is provided with 'abundance of floor space for all indoor games,
a large running track of modern design, a swimming pool, and
shower baths, and all the latest appliances for gymnastic exer
cises. Three efficient instructors have charge of the work in
phy,s,ical training, thus assuring careful consideration of the
physic'al needs and health of the students. It is, the purpose
of the work in this department to send out teachers physically
strong and healthy, and to this end the work is planned. Indi
vidual attention is given the studentsr in all indoor and outdoor
exercises,.
Opportunities for :an sorts of games a.re provided. Ba.sket
ba:11, indoor ba.Beba.11, and indoor track meets will be given due
prominence in the gymnasium. During recent yea.rs successful
football and baseball tea.ms have been organized. Tennis, courts
on the ca.rµpus a.re open to students and faculty. A tennis tour
n'a.ment will 'be held annually among the players of the school.
It is planned to make the athletic work an organic pa.rt of the
student life in order to foster the health and efficiency of the
teachers of the state.
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

The Western Normal Alumni Association, organized June 19,
1906, by some of the graduates of the first two outgoing classes,
is alre'ady making itself felt throughout the State in strength
ening the bond that draw& the graduates back to the institution
and in perpetuating the associations formed in student days.
With the class of 1912 its membership will exceed twelve
hundred, and nine classes will be represented in the enrollment.
Headquarters are maintained in the fall at the time of the State
Teachers' Association meetings, and alumni are urged to regis
ter and make use of the rooms reserved as a meeting place.
A banquet ls given by the Alumni Association at the close of
commencement · exercises each year.
iA special effort is being made thf.s year through the Appoint
ment Committee of the Normal to keep in touch with the gradu
ates, particularly those who continue to teach. In this way
there can be mutual help and a maintenance of those friendly
rel'ations which keep the Normal and the graduates interested
in each other.
THE NORMAL RECORD.

rro satisfy a genuine demand on the part of the stud�nt body
and the faculty the publication of the Record was begun in
May, ·1910. The magazine is issued once a month during the
regular school year from October to June inclusive. It is con
trolled by a board of managers representing students and fac
ulty. Immediate control is vested by the board in a managing
editor and associate and a business manager and assistant.
The Record is intended to mirror the ,life of the school and
to give a somewhat complete account of its activities·. In ad
dition, the comings and goings an1d the various places of work
of the alumn
_ i are chronicled, so that through its pages those
who have left the school are able to keep in touch with their
friends and schoo1m·ates.
The Record, however, contains much more than school his
tory. In each is,sue a solid article on some phase of modern
educational practice, written by an authority, is printed. Among
those who have contributed are Dr. Charles H. Judd, Professor
Riohar•d E. Dodge, Dr. M. V. O'Shea, Dr. Lewis F. Anderson,
Miss M'.abel Carney and other weH known authorities.
The Record serves as a clearing house for the educational
activities of the Normal. Time_ly articles on present questions
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are contrLbuted by members of· the faculty. The Training
School, the departments of Art, Expres·sion, Music, Physical
Training, and the Kindergarten furnish many articles of great
practical value to teachers. TMs, material ill! usable and
serviceable, as it is the record of successful work in the
Normal itself. The subscription price is fifty cents a year for
the nine issues.
EXTENSION COURSE.
In 1905 the State Board authorized the granting of an ex
tension life certificate to mature •students who (1) are high
school graduates, (2) have taught six years, and (3) under
the direction of the Western State Normal 'School faculty have
completed work as follows: (a) three summer terms in resi
dence ,(b) two years of non-resident work. This non-resident
work ts, either (1) class work at some center within range of
the school, so that an instructor can meet the students once
a week, usual�y on Saturdays, or (2) carefully organized
courses taken by corresl)ondence.
The object of this arrangement has been to meet the needs of
those who are otherwise deprived of opportunity for growth
and advancement. The pos,sible danger that students by tak
ing this course would be led aside from undertaking resident
study has not proved real. In fact, one of the important re
-suits has been the number of students who, after undertak
ing the extension course, have come to -see that it was more
possible than they had thought to enter upon and complete
the life certificate course in residence.
Extl'a <:redits or substitutions for residence study by work.
done elsewhere are not allowed and the minimum required for
a certificate is in all cases the full ·course.
A higher grade of work is necessary to satisfy the require
ments than the average of class residen-ce accomplishment. It
is the student whose experience has trained him to effective
methods of organization who can profit most by studying under
the direction of an absent instructor.
The original design was to meet the needs of a small num
ber of deserving teachers and the school has held consistently
to this l)'lan. Ml told &ixty-five students have completed the
extension course. A special ·announcement of the course will
be mailed on application to the secretary of the school.
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THE APPOINTMENT CO:MMITTE,E.
In order to •serve the ·best interests of the superintendents
throughout the state in securing teachers adapted to the needs
of the various schools, the work of recommendation is placed
In the hands of the Appointment Committee. This committee
consi'sts of .members of the faculty who are in a position to
know Intimate1y the work of each student, both in trai.ning
school teaching and in clasisi room work. Full re·cords regard
ing previous experience, range of sa:J.ary, grade for which
the student is adapted, with a photograph of the student and
detailed statements from the instructors concerning the ability
and personality of each are kept on record in the office of the
Training School. These records are ,sent out upon applica
tion to the superintendents, or ·can be referred to by them
when they visit the Normal School. While a personal ,inter
view with the students at the school is to be preferred, the
committee makes every effort to make discriminating selection
of students for vacancies referred to them by superintendents.
'A complete Alumni file with the reports from the present field
of work of each ,student ma-kes it possible to name candidates
for work which requires more mature and experienced people
than those in the class of the current year. Each year some
of the graduates are thus taken to larger cities, county normal
work, superintendents· of larger places, etc. The committee
is desirous of being of the greatest possible service to the
schools of the state and each year extends its work.

Expenses
Tuition.

FEES.

The State Board of Education has made a change In the
schedule of tuition fees to go into effect at the opening of the
summer term of 191 2. After that date the tuition rate will be
as follows:
For residents of Michigan, $5 for each regular term of twelve
weeks and $3 for the summer term of six weeks.
For non-res'idents of Michigan, $1 0 for each r.egular term
of twelve weeks and $5 for the summer term of six weeks.
The above rates will apply to all classes of students.

Graduation Fees.

Rural School Course .., ...................................$2.00
Graded School Course .................................... 2.00
Life Course ............................................. 3.00
Extension Course ...................................... . 3.00

L'aboratory Fees.

Chemistry, each term ...................................$1.00
Physics, each term ..; .................................. .50
Botany, each term· .............. . ....................... .50
Zoology, each term ....................................... .50

Athletic Fee.

A fee of fifty cents !,s, collected each term for the support of
athletics.

LIVING EXPENSES.

There are no dormitories conne-cted with the school, but
good rooms, lighted, heated and furnished, are plentiful within
walking distance. There are plenty of boarding placeSt and
clubs·.
Board in clubs costs a'bout $3 per week, and rooms conveni
ently located and suitably furnished may be obtained at a cost
ranging In price from 75 cents to $1.2 5 per week for each
student.

/
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The secretary of the ,s{)hool will on request give information
regarding rooming places,, and will assist new students in se-.
curing desirable locations.

REMUNERATIVE OCCUPATION.

.Kalamazoo offers many opportunlties for students who wish to
support themselves, in part during their residence in the
school. There are openings in a number of lines, including
the care of ilawns, furnaces, waiting on table, caring for chil
dren, assisting in housework, etc. For those who have had
experience in business lines, inC'luding stenography, there i,s
frequent demand. The secretary of the school has charge of
this dep�rtment and receives and attends to requests for as
sistance.

Conditions of Admission.
Students may enroll at the opening of any term. In 191213 the opening dates· are as follows: Fall term, September 23,
1912; Winter term, January 6, 1913; Spring term, April 7, 1913;
· Summer term, June 30, 1913. Students enter.fng for the first
time should bring certificates from schools they have attended.
A blank is provided for this purpose.

ENTRANCE WITHOUT EXAIDNATION.

High school graduates•, college graduates, and those who hold
the state certificate or indorsed first-grade certificate, will be
admitted to the Two Years' Life Certificate Course without ex
amination. Such persons may also enter any of the special
courses without examination (music, drawing, manual training,
domestic science and art, kindergarten).
Students who have completed the fir,s,t two years of an ap
proved high school course, will be admitted to the Two Year
Preparatory Course without examination. Those who hold sec
ond grade certificates wiU also be admitted to this course under
the general direction of the committee on the High School
Course.
Requirements for entering the Graded School Course are the
same as those in the Life Certificate Course.
Requirements for entering the Rural School Course are given
in connection with the description of that work o n pages 87, 88.
High school graduates and others who have taken one or
more years in an approved school, should bring a statement
of their standing on entering the Normal.

ENTRANCE WIT-H ADVANCED CREDITS.

A student having had work above high school grade in an
other normal school or in a college, will present his credentials
to the chairman of the course· in which he wishes to secure
a certificate as early al:! possible for the adjustment of credits.
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ACCEPTED HIGH SCHOOLS.
At a meeting of the State Board of Education held at Lan
,s,ing, Jan. 23, 1903, the following polic;:y was adopted concern
ing the admission of students to 'the Normal Schools of
Michigan:
1. All school work below the standard of graduation from
the twelfth year of a system of public schools, having not less
than thirty-six weeks of ,school per year, of which four full
years are ·occupied with distinctively high school work, shall
be considered preparatory to the Graded School and Ltfe Certi
ficate Courses of the Normal .Schools of the State, and when
included In Normal School courses, shall be designated as prep
aratory with reference to the regular Normal School work.
2. All .s,tuden'ts regularly graduated from the twelfth year
.,f public school systems In which -four full years are devoted
wo high school work, with not less than two teachers fully em
ployed In distinctively high ·school work, and whose term Is not
less than thlrty-,si, x weeks may be accepted into the regular
Grad.ed School course and the Life Certificate courses- without
examination.
3. All students who have finished not less than two years
of high ·school work in a twelve-year course as herein outlined,
may be admitted to the high schoof course In the Norma\
SchooJ.,s, on their record, receiving credit for the work they have
finished beyond the first two years of high school work. When.
students have finished the preparatory work at the Normal
School, they -shall 'be allowed to enter upon the regular one or
two year Normal courses.
4. All -students unable during the first term in the regular
course of the Normal Schools to maintain a fair standing, may
in the discretion of the faculty In each case, be dropped from
the rolls of the school, reduced to high school work, or re
quired to repeat the courses not satisfactorily completed on
first trial; and In all •such ca-ses, shall be reported back to the
high schools from which they came, with the facts In each
case, to the end that a standar-d may be set for the high s·choo1s
cf the state, and that the superintendents and principals o!
these schools may learn what our standard of admission is
and take measures to prevent their pupils from coming to the
Normal Schools withcm't due preparation. Should successive
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cases of defective preparation be found to come from particular
schools, the privilege of admission without examination may,
at the discretion of the faculty, be withdrawn from ,such -schools.
5. :Similar conditions for entrance may be made applicable
to other than public schools, from which pupils, come to the
Normal Schools when proper investigation shall have ascer
tained the rank or standing of such schools to be satisfactory.

COUNTY NORMAL GRADUATES.

The following recommendations have been adopted by the
State Board of Education:
1. That graduates of County Normal Training Classes who
have completed the tenth grade in a public school of the state,
be allowed to complete the Rural Normal School Course in any
one of the State Normal Schools, after a residence of three
terms of twelve weeks each.
2. That graduates of County Normal Training Classes who
have completed the eleventh grade in a public school of the
state, be allowed to complete the Rural ·School Course in the
State Normal ·Schools, after a residence of two terms of twelve
weeks each, and that graduates of accepted high ,schools who
' e allowed
are graduates of County Normal Training Classes b
to graduate from the Rural School Course in any of the Normal
Schools, after a res-idence of one term of twelve weeks, or two
summer terms of six weeks each.
3. The graduates fr'Om County Normal Training Classes
who are also graduates from approved high schools shall be
given credit in eight subjects on the life certificate cour,ses in
the several State Normal Schools instead of six subjects as
heretofore. This w'ill enable the above classes of students to
complete the life certificate courses, in one year and two sum
mer terms.

REGISTRATION AND ENROLLMENT.

The first day of each term is given to registration, payment
of fees, and enrollment in classes. The student should first
fill out the registration card, to be obtained in the office, present
this card to the Secretary, and on payment of the fees for the
term, will receive a stamped enrollment card. This he will
present to the chairman in charge of the enrollment for the
course he wishes to pursue, arrange Ms studies for the term,
and fill out the enrollment card.
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To save time at the opening of each term, a student in resi
dence the preceding term will arrange his studies and fill out
the enrollment card on Monday and Tues-d:ay of the eighth
week of the term. The enrollment card will be returned
stamped to the student on payment of fees.
The student will next present the enrollment card to each
instructor, secure his, signature, and return the card to the
office. Instructors, will be found in their recitation rooms
during the hours �or which classes are ·scheduled.
Having entered upon a course of study, the student is under
the guidance of the chairman of that course, and must not
change his course without the consent of thi-s, chairman and
the chairman of the course he wishes to enter. After enrolling
in a •class, the student must not leave the cla,ss without the
consent of the chairman of his course and ,should notify the
instructor of his withdrawal from the class.
Students are urged to familiarize themselves with the re
quirements of the different courses of study, and consult the
member•s, of the Enrollment Committee. Having decided upon
a course af study the student will be furnis,hed with a card
setting forth the requ'irements of that course, wfth blanks in
which to keep a record of his grades in the various subjects.
It is the business of the student to see that he meets nil the
requirements of the course of study in which he wislles a
certificate.
EXTRA STUDIES.
,students wishing to carry an extra study, and thus earn
more than 48 weeks' credit in any one term, must obtain the
permission of the Committee on Extra -Studies•, which will be
granted only on the recommendation of three members of the
Faculty. Application for an extra study is made by filling out
an "Extra Study" card at the time of enrollment. No applica
tion for an extra study will be considered after the close of
the first week of the term.
CERTIFICATES.
A student expecting to receive a certificate of any kind at
the end of the term should notify the Secretary by the third
week of that term in order that the case may be acted upon
promptly by the proper authorities.

Courses of Study.
The Western State Normal School offers
cour,ses of study:

the

following

I. General Life Certificate Course.

This is a two-yea•r course for graduates of approved high
s,chools, those who hold indorsed first-grade certificates, and
those who have -completed the high sohool or advanced rural
school course. It i,s intended for those preparing to teach or
supervise in the grades.

2. High School Life Certificate Course.

This course is intended for studenlts who are preparing to
teach in high schools and is open only to students with ade
quate preparation. Permf.ssion to enter this course must be
obtalined from tlhe chairman in charge (see p. 12) and the
beads of the departments In which the work Is taken.

S. Special Life Certificate ·courses.

Special courses are offered in
Art.
� Art and Music .
..:-:Domestic Art.
Domestic Science.
�Kindergarten.
- Manual Training.

Music.

Physical Education.
These are two-year courses, and are open to graduates, of
approved high schools and others having equivalent prepara
tl:on. Holders of lndorsed first grade certificates are admitted
to these· courses without examination.

4. Extension Certificate Course.

T>hls coul'se Is open only to mature teachers who are gradu
ates o.f approved high schools or equivalent academic prepara
tion and who have taught at least six yea.re with ability and
success. The course requires three summer terms In resi
dence and two yeal's• of non-resident study under the direction
of the faculty. See page 24.

The Kindergarten
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o. Graded School Course.
The requirements for entrance to tMs course are the same
as for the General Life Certificate Course. It may be completed
in one year and one summer term and leads to a three-year
certificate, renewruble for three years.
6. Rural School Courses.
'Dhree courses are offered for the preparation of teachers for
rural schools. Course I. Is for high school graduates and re
quires a residence of one year and one summer term. Course
II. provides a certificate for high ,school graduates who have
taken specified subjects· directly related to teaching, and
Course III. provides a certificate for certain high -school students
who have not finis• hed all of their high school requirements,
but who have taken stated subjects relative to teaching.
7. High School Course.
lThis cour;,e is -designed for students who have not had high
school advantages, and for any who may have had only part
of a regular high school course. Students who have completed
the eighth grade of the public schools may enter this course,
and regu1'arly certified high school credits for any of the sub
jects included in this course will be accredited, thus affording
a convenient opportunity for ·students who are incomplete in
their preparatory work to make themselves ready for admis
sion to the graded school and life cer�lflcate courses.
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General Life Certificate Course.

Group 1.-Required.
1. Education.
Elementary Psychology (101) ................
!Child Study (102) _,,._ ............•............
History of Education (106) ...................
'.Advanced PJ;;ychology (107) ....•.............

12
6
12
12

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

2. Te�ching.
Principles of Teaching (101) ................. 12 weeks
Teaching (102-3-4) •••........................ 30 weeks.
3. Art.
Drawing from Nature (101) ................. 12 weeks
Per-spective (102) • ................•...... ..... 12 weeks
4. English.
Composition (101) ...•.•. ............•.....•.. 12 weeks
5. Music.
Teachers' Course in Music (106) ............... 12 week&
Note-Child Study (102) and Teaching (102-3-4) must be
taken in the same term.
Group 11.-The student will elect one course (12 weeks) from
,each of the following groups:
1. English.
English Literature (102) ........•........... 12 weeks
Literature for the Grades (103) ............... 12 weeks
!American Literature_ (111) ..................• 12 weeks
Lyric Poetry (112) • .•..................•..... 12 weeks
2. •Expression.
Reading (101) ..................•.•.......... 12 Weeks
'Story Telling (103) • .•....................... 12 weeks
3. Geography.
Physiography (101) ..•........................ 12 weeks
Regional Geography (102) ...................• 12 weeks
4. History.
United States History (101) ...•.....•..•....• • 12 weeks
Modern Europe (102) .....•..•....•...•.....•• 12 weeks
5. Mathematics.
Arithmetic (101)
12 weeks
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6. Nature Study.
Biological Nature Study (107) ................ 12 weeks
Chemistry for the Grades (110) ................ 12 weeks
Physical Nature Study (101) ................... 12 weeks
Note._1Story Telling (103), Regional Geography (102), Mod
ern Europe (f02) may be e,1ected only by coil'sen,t of rthe head
of the department.

Group 111.-Elective.

In One Department . .......................... 36 weeks
In Any Departments ............... ...... .... 48 weeks
Notes.-(1) Students who have not had Music and Pby,siology
in the high school must elect Music (101) and Physiology (110).
(2) Physical Education (101-2-3-4) is requked.

High School Life Certificate Course.

Group 1.-Required.

1. Education.
Elementary Psychology (101) ........ ....... 12 weeks ,
Secondary Education (105) .................. 12 weeks
History of Education (106) .................... 12 weeks
Advanced Psychology (107) ................... 12 weeks
2. Teac!hing.
Principles of Teaching (101) .............. ... 12 weeks
Teaching (106) (In the Tr. School) ........... 12 weeks
Teaching (171-2) (In Departments) .......... 24 weeks
3. English.
Composition (101) ........................... 12 weeks
Group 11.�Electives ............................180 weeks
Each student will elect 72 weeks in each of two departments,
or 72 weeks in one department and 36 weeks in each of two
other departments. Courses are open in Biology, Chemistry,
English, Geography, German, History, Latin, Mathematics and
Physics.
The remaining 36 weeks are free electives,.
Physical education (101-2-3-4) is required.
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ART COURSE
FIRST YEAR.

Fall Term.

Drawing from Nature (101)
Art Observation (113)... ..
Greek History (103) . . .. ..
Mechanical Drawing (109)
Voice Culture (103).......

SECOND YEAR.

Fall Term.

12
6
12
12
6

Advanced Art (105) ...... 12
History of Art (107) . .. ... 6
Domestic Art (101) ... . . . . 6
P,sychology of Manual Arts
(104) .·.................. 12
Teaching (106)............ 12
Physical Education (103)..

Perspective (102).......... 12
Blackiboard Sketching (109) 6
Art Observation (114).... 6
Elementary Psychology
(101) .... . . ... ... . .... . 12
El. of Vocal Music (101) 12
Ph:ysioal Education (101)

Design (104) ..... ....... 12
History of Art (108) ...... 12
Physiography (101) ...... 12
Teaching (151) .......... 12
Physical E'ducation (104).

Winter Term.

Spring Term.

Construction (103)....... . 6
Art Observation (115)..... 6
Reading (101) ............ 12
Composmon (101) .. .... .. 12
Teaching
of
Principles
(101) . ....... .. ... .... . 12
Phyt:;ica,l Education (102)

Winter Term.

Spring Term.

Advanced Art (106)
Literature for Grades (103)
Story Telling (103) ......
Teaching (152) . .. .. . . . ...

12
12
12
12
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MUSIC COURSE
SECOND YEAR.

FIRST YEAR.

Fall Term.

F'all Term.
Teacher's Course in Mus,ic
(106) ........ ..........
Harmony (109) ..........
Composition (101) .......
Reading (101) ........ ....

12
12
12
12

Primary Songs and Games
(108) •.•...............
History of Music (112) ...•
Psy;chology of Ma111ual Arts
(104) ....·.......7.......
Teaching (106) .. ........ .
Phys,ical Education (103)

Winter Term.
Harmony (110) ..........
Primary Songs and Games
(107) ..... ...... ..... ..
Music Observation (116) ..
Debate and Informal
Speaking (104) ........ .
Elective . ....... .........
Physical Education (101)

History of Music (113) ...
Teaching (161) ...........
12 • History of Education (106)
6 Elective ....... . ..........
Physical Education (104)
·6
12

Spring Term,
Harmony (111) ..........
Music Observation (117) ..
Voice Culture (105) ......
Principles of Te'aching(l0l)
Elective ........ ....... ...
Physical Education (102)

12
6
6
12
12

12
12
12
12
✓

Winter Term.
12

12
12
12
12

Spring Term.
High School Methods in
Music (115) ..... .....
Literature for Grades (103)
Teaching (162) ...........
Elective ..................

12
12
12
12

,I
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COMBINED ART AND MUSIC COURSE
FIRST YEAR.

Fall Term.

Drawing from Nature (101) 12
Art Observation (113) .... 6
Harmony (109) . ......... 12
Teachers' Cour,se in Music
(106) .............. .. .. 6
Reading (101) .... ....... . 12

Winter Term.

Perspective (102) ........ 12
Art Observation (114) .... 6
Harmony (110) ........, .. 12
Primary Songs and Games
(118) .................. 6
Elementary P,s,ychology
(101) ................. . 12
Physical Education (101)

Spring Term,

SECOND YE.AR.

Fall Term.

Design (104) ............. 12
History of Art (107) . . ... 6
Hi-story of Music (112) .... 6
Psychology of Manu!al Ar,ts
(104) ................... 12
Teaching (Art) (151)..... 6
Teaching (Music) (161).. 6
Physical Education (103)

Winter Term.

History of Art (lOS) ..... 12
History of Music (113) . . . 12
Roman History (104)..... 12
Teaching (Art) (151) . . . . 6
Teaching (Music) (161) . . 6
Physical Education (104)

Spring Term.

Advanced Art (111) ..... . 12 Advanced Art (106)....... 12
Construction (103) ....... 6 High School Methods in
Harmony (111) .......... 12
Music (115) . . . . . . . . . . . 12
Music Obls�rv,a,tfon (116) .. . 6 Literature for Grades (103) 12
Pri:µclples of Teaching
Teaching Art (152) . . . . . . 6
(101) ........ ......... . 12 Teaching (Music) (162) . . 6
Physical Education (102)
In the comlbined Art and Music Course the director,s of the
departments will arrange a preparatory course should the ap
plicant not have had sufficie-nt academic work in either or both
subjects. In music, the following subjects are prerequisites:
Music 101, 103, 104, 105, and a half credit of 102. Should the
student show early in the course that not ,sufficient ability is
possessed to warrant specializing to a successful issue, the
privilege is reserved to remove the right to specialize.
Students wishing to combine art with music must have had
training in the grades and the equivalent of one year's. work
in art in high school. If not thus prepared, students will be
given review courses in art to equal this requirement.
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DOMESTIC ART COURSE
SECOND YEAR.

FIRST YEAR.

F'all Term.

Domestic Art (101) ...... 12
Domestic Science (101) .... 12
Drawing fr.om Nature (101) 12
General Inorganic Chem�
istry (104) ............. 12

Winter Term.

Domestic Art (102)
Domestic Science (102) ...
Design (104) ............
Gen. Inorganic Chem (105)
Physical Education (101)

Spring Term.

Fall Term.

Domestic Art (104) .... .. 12
P,s,y,dhoLog,y of Manuia.l Arts
104 ..................... 12
Principles of Teaching
(101) ................ .. 12
Teaching (121) ........... 12
Physical Education (103)

Winter Term.

12 · Domestic Art (105) ....... 12
12 PhysioJogy (110) ......... 12
12 History of Education (106) 12
12 Composiitlon (101) ........ 12
Physical Education (104)

Domes,tic Art (103) ...... 12
Domestic Science (103) ... 12
Sanitary and Applied Chem.
(108) .................. 12
Elementary Psychology
(101) .................. 12
Physical Education (102)

Spring Term.

Domestic. Art (106) ......
Advanced Psychology (107)
Manual Training (102) ....
Teaching (106) ..........

12
12
12
12
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DOMESTIC SCIENCE COURSE
SECOND YEAR.

FIRST YEAR.

Fall Term.

Domestic Science (101)....
Domestic Art (101) ......
Dr-awing from Nature (101)
Gen. Inorganic Chem. (104)

Winter Term.

Domestic Science (102) ...
Domestic Art (102) ......
Design (104) ............
Gen. Inorganic Chem. (105)
Ph,y1,ical Education (101)

Spring Term.

Domestic Science (103)....
Domestic Art (103) ......
Sanitary and Applied Chemistry (108) .............
Element'ary Psychology
(101) ..................
-Physical Education (102)

Fall Term.

12
12
12
12

Domestic Science (104) ... 12
Psychology of Manual Arts
(104) ................... 12
Principles of Teaching
(101) ................... 12
Teaching (121) .......... 12
Physical Education (103)

12
12
12
12

Domestic Science (105) ...
Physiology (110) ..........
History of Education (106)
Composition (101) ........
Physical Education (104)

12
12

Domestic Science (106) .•
Advanced Psychology (107)
Manual Training (102) ...
Teaching (106) ..........

12
12

Winter Term.

Spring Term.

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
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KINDERGARTEN COURSE
SECOND YEAR.

FIRST YEAR.

Fall Term.

Child Study (101) ........ 12
Ga
' mes and Rhythms (107) 6
Drawing from Nature (101) 12
Elementary Psychology
(101) .................... 12
Voice Culture (103)
6

Winter Term,

Technics (102) ... .......
Perspective (102) ..... ...
Physiology (110) ... .......
Reading (101) ..... .... ...
Physical Education (101)

Spring Term.

Child Study (103) ........
Composition (101) ........
Section A.
Teaching (111-2) .........
'Section B.
Story Telling (103) ........
Elective ................ .

12
12
12
12

12
12
24
12
12

Fall Term.

Educational Principles
.(104) ................... 12
Games and Rhythms (108) 6
Primary Songs and Games
(118)

................... , 6

Teaching (113-4) ......... 24

Winter Term.

Practices and Methods
(105) ..................
History of Education (106)
/Section A.
Story TeUing (103) ......
Elective ..................
Section B.
Teaching (111-2) . : .......

12
12
12
12
24

Spring Term.

Practices and Methods
(106) ..................
Advanced P,sychology (107)
Teaching (115) ..... , .....
Elective ......... ........
Physical Education (102)

12
12
12
12
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MANUAL TRAINING COURSE
FIRST YEAR.
Fall Term.
Manual Training (101)
Mechanical Drawing (109)
Drawing from Nature (101)
Advanced Physics (102) ...

Winter Term.
Manual Training (102)
Mechanical Drawing (110)
Per,s,pective (102) ........
Composition (101) ........
Physical Education (101)
.,

Spring Term.
Manual Training (103) ...
Mechanical Drawing (111)
Design (104) .......... . . .
Elementary Psychology
(101) ............... . ..
Physical Education (102)

12
12
12
12

SIDCOND YEAR.
Fall Term.
Manual Training (104)
Mechanical Drawing (112)
Principles of Teaching
(101) ..................
Elective ........,..........
Physical Educ'ation (103)

12
12
12
12

Winter Term.
Manual Training (105) ....
Economics of Manual Art
(107) . ..... . . . ..........
History of Education (106)
Teaching (141) ...........
Physical Education (104)

12
12
12

Spring Term.
Manual Training (106) ...
Mechanical Drawing (113)
Advanced Psychology (107)
Teaching (142) ..........

12

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12

12
12
12
12
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COURSE IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
SECOND YEAR.

FIRST YEAR.

Fall Term.

Fall Term.

German Theory and Folk
Dancing (105) ..........
Elementary P,sychology
(101) ...................
Reading (101) ...........
Games and Rhythms (107)
Primary Songs and Games,
(118) ..... ....... .......
Physical Education (101)

12
12
12
6
6

Winter Term.

Swedish Gymnastics and:
Gymnastic Dancing (106)
Physiology (110) ..........
Composition (101) ..... ...
Elective ..................
Physical Education (102)

Winter Term.

12
12
12
12

Spring Term.

Gymnastic Dancing and
Games (107) .......... .
Sanitary and Applied
Chemistry (108) . .. .....
Principles of Teaching (101)
Elective ..................
Physical Education (103)

Course of Study (108) .... 12
Domestic Science (104) .. 12
Ps,yohology of Manual Arts
(104) ........... . ....... 12
Games, and Rhythms (108) 6
Teaching (181) ....... . .. 6
Physical Education (104)

Applied Exercise and Gymnasium Equipment (109)
Ad"ianced Psychology (107)
Teaching (106) ...........
Elective ..... .............

Spring Term.

12
12
12
12

12
12 _
12
12

History of Education (106) 12
-Sociology (107) ........... 12
Teaching (182-3)
24
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Graded School Course.
Group 1.-Requfred.
1. ·Education.
Elementary Psychology (101) ............... 12 weeks
Child Study (102) .... .. . ........... . ........ . 6 weeks
2. Teaching.
Principles of Teaching (101) ................. 12 weeks
Teaching (102-3-4) ........................... 30 weeks
3. Art.
Drawing from Nature· (101) ................. 12 weeks
Perspective (102) .... ... ... .................. 12 weeks
4. English.
Composition (101)

12 weeks

5. Music.
Elements of Vocal Music (101) or
Teachers' Course in Music (106) .............. 12 weeks
Note.-----1Child Study (102) and Teaching (102-3-4) must be
taken in the same term.
Group 11.--The student will elect one course (12 weeks)
from five of the following groups:
1. English.
English Literature (102) .. ............. ..... 12
Literature for Grad.es (103) .................. 12
American Literature (111) .......... .......... 12
Lyric- Poetry (112) ............................. 12
2. Expression.
Reading (101) ............................... 12
!Story Telling (103) ............. ............. 12
3. Geography.
Physiography (101) .......................... 12
Regional Geography (102) ................... 12
4. 'History.
United States History (101) ... ............... 12
Modern Europe (102) .... ......... .......... . 12
5. Mathematics.
Arithmetic (101) ....... .... . ......... ........ 12

week�
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks,
weeks
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6. Nature Study.
Biological Nature Study (107) ................. 12 weeks
Chemistry for the Grades (110) ................ 12 weeks
Physical Nature Study (101) ................. 12 weeks
Notes.-(1) Story. Telling (103), Regional Geography (102),
Modern Europe (102) may be elected only by consent of the
head of tte department.
(2) Physical education (101-2) ls required.

Course L

Rural School Courses.

Elementary Psychology (101) ................ 12
Method (1) .............................. .. . 12
Teaching (2) ................................ 12
ComposWon (101) ........................ ... 12
Literature for Grades (103) or Equivalent .... 12
Drawing from Nature (101) . ................. 12
Perspective and Construction (102-3) . .. ..... 12
Geography (101) or (102) . ........ .......... 12
Arithmetic (101) ............................. 12
Nature Study and Agriculture ................ 18
Domestic Science and Art .................... 18
Rural Sociology (13) .......................... 12
Elements of Vocal Music (101) ............... 12
Physical Educa,tion (101-2)

Course II,-Required High -School Subjects and

P&ych-0l-0gy (1) ............................. 12
Method (1) .............................. .... 12
Teaching (2) ................................ 12
Drawing from Nature (1) ................... 12
Perspective and Construction (2-3) ............ 12
Elements of Vocal Music (1) .................. 12
Arithmetic (1) ............................... 12
Agriculture (4-5-6) ......................... . 18
Nature Study (7-8-9) ........• ................ 18
Physifcal Education (1-2)

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

1weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

A total of 576 weeks' credit, the same amount as for gradua
tion from high school, ls required to complete this course.

6
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Course 111.-Required Ninth and Tenth Grade ·subjects and
Geography (1-2-3) ..................... ...... 36
Elements of Vocal Music (1) ................ 12
,Drawing from Nature (1) .................. 12
Per.spective and Construction (2-3) . ....... .... 12
Psychology (1) ....... ..........,......... ...... 12
'Method (1) ............... : ............... ..... 12
Management (1) ....... ... ...... . ............ 12
Nature Study and Agriculture (4-9) .......... 36
Arithmetic (1) .... ..... . .. ................... 12
Grammar (7) ................................ 12
Plhysiical Education (1-2)

weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks
weeks

A total of 336 weeks' er.edit, the same amount as for two years
and one term of high school work, is required to complete this
course.

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE

IX.

DEPTS.
Art
Domestic Art
Doreestic
Science
English
Germ.an
History

X.

XII.

Domestic Art. ..
(1-2-3)
(E) Domestic Science . . (1-2-3)
(R) Composition ... (R) Masterpieces . . (R) Grammar and
(4-5-6)
Composition . . .
(1-2-3)
(7-8-9)
(R) Library Methods
(E) German ....... (E) German . . . . . . . (E) German . . . . . . .
(4-5-6)
(107-8-9)
(1-2-3)
Medieval and
(E) Ancient ....... (E)
Modern ........
(1-2-3)
(4-5-6)
(7-8-9)
(1-2-3) (E) Latin (4-5-6) (E) Latin
(E) Latin
(E)

Latin
Manual
Training
Mathematics• . (R) Algebra ....... (R) Plane Geom(3-4-5)
etry . . . . . . . .
(6-7-8)
Music
Science

XI.

(E) Art (1-2)

(E)
(E)

..

(E)
(R)

American Literature . . . . . . . .
(10-11-12)
(E) German .......
(110-11-12)
(R) u. S. History
and Civics .....
(10-11-12)
(E) Latin (10-11-12)
(E)

Woodwork ..... (E) Iron Work
(a) Algebra ... (E) Trigonometry ..
(9-10)
(103)
(b) Solid Geom- •
etry (11-12)

Music
(1-2)
Geography . . . . (R) General Biology. (R) Physics .
(1-2-3)
(1-2-3)
(1-2-3)

......

(E)

Chemistry
(1-2-3)

NOTE-Two years of Latin or two years of German wtll be reqmred m the High Scheel Course.

..

Schedule of Classes
Note--Subjects are given in the order ot the departments

FALL TERM, 1912
8 O'CLOCK
General Biology (1)
Agliculture (4) and Nature
Study (7)
Domesitic Al't (101)
Advanced PSJYohology (107)
Oomrposi• rti'on (101)
G'l'ailllllar ( 7)

Phyisdography (�01)
United States History (101)
Ancient History (1)

Child Study (101)
Mechanical Drawing 009)
Mechandcal Drawing (112)
Arithmetic (101)
Algebra (3)
Harmony (109)
Elementary Physics (1)
Physical Eduoation, women
(101)

9 O'CLOCK
Drawing from Nature (101)
General Biology (1)
Agriculture (4) and Nature
Study (7)
Qualitative Analysis (106)
Domestic Art (101)
PSJY•Chology of Manua;l Arts
(104)

Psy,chology (1)

Composi,Uon (101)
Compo1sdtion (1)
Read.fn1g (101)

Second Year German (4) and
(104)

Pol1tical Economy (108)

United <States• Hlsitory (10)
Elruglish History (7)
La1Jin---Homce (104)
Manual Trainring (101)
Manual Training (105)
Advanced Alge-bra (9)
Te•ae'hers' Course in Music
(106)
Elemenits of Vocal Milllsic (1)
an� (101)
Elementary Phys.Ics (1)
Phys-i'ca• l Eduoation, women,
(101)

Princi-ples o.f Teaching (101)

10 O'CLOCK
Drawing from Nature (101)
Zoology (104)
General Inorgandc Ch·emistry
(1) and (101)
Dome1Sitic Art (104)
Domestic Science (104) Elementary P,sychology (101)
Literatw-e for the Grades (103)
Anglo-Saxon (106)
Grlammar (7)
Drama and Festival (105)
Regional Geography (102)
Fourth Year German (110)

Medieval and Modern Hi'Story

(4)

Lait:in.----Caesar (4)
Manual Training (101)
Manual Tr'll;ining (104)
Manual Training (105)
Arithmetic (101)
Arilt:hmetf.c (1)
Elements• of Vocal Music (1)
and (101)
Voice Culture (103)
German Theory and Folk Dan
cing (105)
Method (1)

"
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11 O'CLOCK
Drawing from Natur·e (101)
Zoology (104)
Agriculture (4) and Nature
Study (7)
Gene,ral Inorganic Chemi,stry
(104)
Domestic Art (104)
Domestic Science (104)
Elementary Psychology (101)
Psrycholog,y (1)

EnglLs'h Litei,ature (102)
Mais,tm-piooes (4)
Physiography (101)
First Year German (1)
Beginners' Latin (1)
Manual Training (104)
Plane Geometry (6)
HilS'torry of Music (112)
Phy,sioal Education, W'O'IIlen,
(101)

I.O'CLOCK
History of Art (107)
Drawing from Nature (101)
Biologioo.l Nature Study (107)
Dolmesitic Science (101)
Elementary Psychology (101)
Study of t:he Novel (113)
Masterpieces (4)

Rea<iing (101)
Phy,sical Geography (1)
Uniited States HiJSftory (101)
Games and Rihy,th� (107)
Games ail'd Rhythms (108)
College Algebra (102)
Physical Education, men, (101)

2 O'CLOCK
Arrt Ob'servartion (113)
Design (104)
Biologioo.l Nature Study (107)
Domestic Science (101)
H'isrtory of Ed111catiQ!Il. (106)
Composition (101)
American Literatu,re (10)
Library Methods (13)
Phyisical Geography (1) !Jab�
oratory
F1irst Year German (101)

Greek Hits:tory (103)
UnHed ·States History (10)
Educaitional PriillCiples (104)
Latin-Cicero (7)
Calcul'llll (105)
Pl-ane Geometry (6)
Advanced Physi!cs (102)
Phyisical Educa,tion, W'Oillen,
(101)
Physi-cal Eduootion, men, (101)
Pvindples of Teaching (101)

3 OC'LOCK
Drawing from Nature (1)
Biological Nature Study (107)
Elementary Psychology (101)
Management (2)
Shakespeare (109)
Life in Primitive Regiorus
(103)
Third Year German (107)

AJ:gebra (3)
Prlimary Bongs and Games
(118)
Men's Voice Culture (119)
Physical Laboratory
Physical Educ'aition, women,
(101)
P�ysical Edu.cation,, men, (101)

4 O'CLOCK ·
Physfoal Laboratory
Physical Education, wome111,
(103)

Phyisioal Education, men, (102)
Football
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WINTER TERM, 1913
8 O'CLOCK
General Biology (2)
Agriculture (5) and Nature
Study (8)
Domestic Art (102)
Elemenitary Psyo
, hology (101)
Hilstory of Eduoo.tJion (106)
El!izabethan Dr'ama (108)
Comlpositlon (8)
Physiography (101)
Modern Europe (102)
Arucient Hisrtory (2)

Technics (102)
Latin Selection,s (106)
Manual Traindn,g (103)
Mechanical Dmwdng (110)
Economics of Manual Art
(107)

Algebra (4)
Harmony (110)
Elemenrtary Physics· (2)
Physical EduoatiO'Il., wiO'IIlen
(102)

9 O'CLOCK
Perspective (102)
General Biology (2)
Agriculture (5) and Nature
Study (8)
Qua.lirtJative Anlaly;sis (107)
Domestic Art (102)
iAdvanced Plsychology (107)
,'P,sychology (1)
'Composition (101)
Composition (2)
Story Telling (103)
Second Year German (5) and

English History (8)
Uniiti ed States Hisrtory (11)
Larti�tullus (105)
Manual Training (102)
MruliUal Tra.J.ning (106)
Advanced Algebm (10)
Solid Geomietiry (11)
Tea.ohers' Cours·e in Music

United States History (101)

P.l'indples of Teaching (101)

(105)

(106)

Elements of Vocal Music (101)
Elementary Phys,ics. (2)
Physical Educa:tion, worn.en
(101)

10 O'CLOCK
Pers,pective (102)
Desi.gn (104)
Zoology (105)
General lnor'gani<l Chemd,sitry
(2) and (102)
Domeistfo Art (105)
Domestic Science (105)
Elamenmry Psychology (101)
Ohaucer (107)
. Oomposttion (8)
Reading (101)
Physiography (101)
F1ourtih Year German (111)
Medieval and Modern History
(5)

Lartin-Oaes'ar (5)
Manual Training (102)
Manual Tra!ntn.g (105)
'Manual Tm!nin,g (106)
ArLthmetic (101)
Arithmetic (1)
IDleme'Illts of Vocal M'llsic (101)
Voice Cu:lrture (104)
Physical Educatiion, women
(101)

Swe-dish Gymnastics and Gym
nastic Dancing (106)
Method (1)
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11 O'CLOCK
Perspective (102)
Masterpj.eces (5)
Zoology (105)
Regional Geography (102)
Agriculture (5) -and Nature First Year Gennan (2)
Strudy (8)
Beginnem' Latin (2)
Genernl Inorgan,i-c Chemll9try Manual Train!ng (105)
(105)
Pr.ane Geolmetry (7)
;History of MUJSic (113)
Domestic Art (105)
·Physical Education, women
Domestic Science (105)
(102)
Man!agem.erut (2)
Physic-al Education, men (102)
Composition (101)
Hmtory of Art (108)
Plhrysiology
·
(110)
Dolmeis.tic Science (102)
Se:hool OrgaD.JizatJion, (108)
•Lyrdc Poetry (112)
Masioorpieces (5)

1 O'CLOCK
Debate and Informal Speaking
(104)
P:hY'Siioal Geography (2)
Modern Europe (102)
Trigonometry (103)
Physical Nature Study (101)
Pby,sical Education, men (102)

2 O'CLOCK
Art Observation, (114)
Uruted St'ate$ History (11)
Plhry,siology (110)
Roman Hisitory (104)
1
Chemistry for the Grades
Practioe>s and Methodsi (105)
(110)
Lat.dn----Oicero (8)
Doonestic Science (102)
Caliculus (106)
History of Ediu'Cation (106)
Pl-ane Geomet� (7)
Oomposition (101)
Advanced P.hysfos (103)
American Lite·rature {11)
Phys,ical Educaitlon, women
Physic-al Geography (2) Lab(102)
Physdcal EduooUon, men, (102)
oratory
ffiirst Year Germam! (102)
Prlruciples• of Teaching (101)
3 O'CLOCK
Perspective (2)
Rurral Sociology (13)
Construotion (3)
AJ.gebra (4)
OorustructJion (103)
MEl'Ill'IS. Voice Culture (120)
Domestic Science (102)
Primary Songs arrd Games
.Seoonda.ry Eduoatforu (105)
(118)
English Literature (102)
P.hylS>ioa.l Labor'aitory
Nineteenth Century Pros•e
Physical Education, women,
(105)
(101)
·Pby,sicail Education, m'e!ll•, (101)
Eurasia (104)
Thiird Year German (108)
4 O'CLOCK
Ped!a,gogical Seminar (time to Physical EducaUon, women,
be arranged)
(104)
Physd'ool Education,, men, (103)
Physd•cal Laboratory
Basket BaH
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SPRING TERM, 1913
8 O'CLOCK
General Biology (3)
Agriculture (6) and Nature
study (9)
Domestic Science (103)
Advanced Psycholtogy (107)
Cblild Study (102) Sec. A
Ohtld study (102) Sec. B
Pre-RaphaeMte Poets (110)
Com1>ositlon (9)
Oratory (106)
Reg,ion1al Geography (102)

Sociol-ogy (107)
Ancient llistory (3)
Mechanical Drawing (111)
Moohanical Drawin·g (113)
Ari'1:ihmeitilc (101)
Algebra (5)
Harmony (111)
Elemena.ry Physfo:s (3)
Phyisic'atl Eduoatlon, women,
(102)

9 O'CLOCK
Drawing from Nature (101)
General Biology (3)
Agriculture (6) and Nasture
Study (9)
Comimerclal Chemisttry (109)
DomestJi.c Art (103)
Hi'story of EducaUOill (106)
Phychology (1)
Composition (101)
Compooition (3)
Reading (101)
Second Year German (6) and
(106)
Modern Eul'ope (106)

En,glis'h History (9)
Unilted States History (12)
Latin Selections (106),
Manl\lal Training (103)
Manual Training (102)
Solid Geometry (12)
TeaC'her,s' Cours·e In Musk
(106)
Elements of Voca.l Musfo (101)
Elennenrtary Physdcis (3)
P:hysf.cal Education, WOl!Ilen
(102)
Principles of Teaching (101)

10 O'CLOCK
Drawing from Nature (101)
Zoology (106)
General Ino·rga.nfo Chemi'stry
(3) and (103)
Domestic Art (106)
Domestic Science (106)
Elementary Psiyohology (101)
Amer'ioan Literatu,re (111)
Compositfl.on (9)
Story Telling (103)
Physiography (101)
Fourth Year German (112)

Medievail and Modern History
(6)

Latin--Caes,ar (6)
Manru:al Tratindng (103)
Manua,l Troinlng (106)
Arith�tic (101)
Arithmetic (1)
Voice Culture (105)
Elem.ems: of Vocal Music (101)
Gymn,astllc Dancmg and Games
(107)
Method (1)
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11 O'CLOCK
Drawing from Nature (101)
Zoology (106)
Agriculture (6) and· Naiture
Study (9)
Sanitary am:l Applied Ohemi'stry (108)
Domeis.tic Art (106)
Domestic Sdence (106)
Elementary Psychology (101)
Compos:Ltion (101)
Ma,siterp1'eces (6)

Physiogrlaphy (101)
F'irnt Year Germa.n (3)
Rural Sociology (13)
Beg'inne,rs' La.tin (3)
Manual Trairuin1g (106)
Plan.e Geometry (8)
High School Methods, in Musdc
(115)
Physical Educaition, women,
(103)
Physfoal Education, men, (103)

1 O'CLOCK
Construct:i,()IIl. (103)
Biological Nature Study (107)
Doonestfo Sc.fence (103)
Literature •f or the Grades (103)
Mrasterpieoos (8)
PhySltca,l Geogr'a'P'hY (3)

Sociology (107)
Analytic Geometry (104)
Musdc Observation (116)
Physical Natmcr-e Study (101)
Physlical Edt1cation, men, (103)

2 O'CLOCK
Advanced Art (106) and (111)
Des;ign (104)
Bio•logicaJ Nature study (107)
Domestic Sc• :ience (103)
Oomposition (101)
Tenmyson (109)
American Liltera.ture (12)
Physical
Geogra�hy (3) Labor,a,tory
Fi, ,rS!t Year German (103)
Undlt,ed States mstory (12)

Medieval Europe (105)
Practices and methods (106)
La.tin-Cicero (9)
Oalculws (107)
Pl,ane Geometry (8)
:A.diva.need Phys, ics, (104)
WOII1en,
Phys,ical Educrution,
/
(102)
Phy,sdca.J. Education, men, (102)
Principles• of Tearehdng (101)

3 O'CLOCK
Biological Nature Study (107)
Advra.n,ced Psychology (107)
Englisih Iliterature (102)
Geographic/al Geology (105)
Third Year German (109)
Rural Socio.logy (13)
Chdld •Study (103)

Algebra (5)
Mw's Voice Culture (121)
Physical LaboraJtory
Physi, cal Educra.t:ion, women,
(102)
Physr, cal Education, men, (102)

4 O'CLOCK
Pedagogical Seminar (111)
(time to be arranged)
Physica.l Laboratory

Physdcra..J Education, men, (104)
Basebahl

Details of Departments
Subjects bearing numbers from (1) to (99) are accepted for
credit in Rural and High School courses; those from (101) to
(199) are accepted for credit in the Graded School and Life
Certificate courses.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY.

ART

MISS JUDSON.

MISS BALCH.

Rural and High School Courses
1. Drawing From Natnr�he same as for Life Certificate
students. 12 week!S cred[ll. Spdng term.
MISS GOLDSWOR!I'HIY.
MISS BALOH.
2. Perspective-The same course as outlined for Life Certi
ficate studeruts·. 12 weeks credit. Wiruter term.
MirSS GOIJDSWORTHY.
MISS BAI.OH.
3. Constrnction�The same as, outlined for Life Certificate
studellllt$. 6 weeka credit. F'a.11 term.
MISS JUDSON.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses
A two years' course in Public School Art is open to students
who -are graduates of high schools and who have had some pre
vious work in art that would warrant their continuing this
subject as a speci,al study. This course prepares students to
supervlse art in small _cities. The candidates shoul� have a
love for teaching as well as a love for art. If after a term's
work it is the judgment of the committee that -the candidate
has no special ,talent along art lines, he or she will be advised
to ern,ter •the general ilife certlfiearte cours·e.
CllJldidates for 1:Jhe combined Art and Music course may take
an entrance examination if desired and eliminate part or all of
the work outlined for the first year.
101. Drawing From Nature-This course •aims to enlarge
the appreciation and knowledge of the world of nature by ex
pressring variOI.IJS 1>has·esi of the 'landscape, aliso by the study and
expression of flowers, grasses•, fruits, and other · nature sub
jects, including figure and animal studies in various mediums,
penc-il, cr-ayou, and water color. The n,ature motifs1 -sudiled form
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the basis for problems in design which are applied to prac
tical schoo'1 problems,.
12 ,weekls! credit. F1all, Spring
MISS GOLDSWORTHY, MISS B:ALcm:
Terms.

102. Perspective-Thf.s, course aims to enlarge the apprecia
tion and understanding of the common forms around us, and to
develop a knowledge and skill in render-ing the appearance of
forms included under the study of cylindrical and rectangular
pers,pective. 12 weems .cr,edit. Winter Term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY, MISS BALOH.
103. Construction-This course takes up the subject of hand
work In the grades, and includes the working out of simple
problems in weaving, basketry, clay modeling, stenciling, and
bookbinding. This course may be taken without previous
courses in Art. 6 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MIS'S JUDSON.
·students completing the work required for Life Certificate
courses, may ,tJake any of the foMowing -cours,es wlhi-ch have
been planned for stiudents specializing in Art.
104. Design-This course includes the study of the prin
ciples of pure design as expressed in line, dark and liiht, and
color. Some problems showing application of design in block
printing, stenciling, pottery, leather and metal work are in
cluded in this course. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
MISS JUDSON.
Terms.
105. Advanced Art---,Pictorial and D·ecorative Composition.
This course will continue work commenced in Art 101 and in
cludes more advanced work from nature, along the lines of
pictorial and decorative composition. Outdoor sketching will
be a feature of the work. 12 weeks credit. Fall T-erm.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY, MISS BALCH.
106. Advanced Art-This course includes special work in
charcoal and water color. Figure work is a feature of the
work. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY.
107-8. History of Art---,This course is divided into two terms.
The fall term of six weeks includes a study of the work of
Italian, German, Dutch, French, Spanish, English, •and Amer
ican artists. The winter term of twelve weeks takes up the
History of Art included in a study of Egyptian, Assyrian,
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Greek, and Roman art in architecture, sculpture and- painting.
18 weeks, credit. Fall, Winter Terms.
1
l\1lISS GOLDS:WORTHY, MISS BALCH.
109. Blackboard Sketchlng-This course gives attention to
free -sketching on the black!board -in illustrating all school sub
jects.. 6 week� credJ.t. Winter Term.
MISS GOLDSWORITHY, M'ISS
: BALCH.
111. Advanced Art-12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MISS GOLDSWORTHY, MISS BALCH.
113. Art Observation-Obs•ervation of the teaching of art
in the Training School. This includes a study of the leading
s,ystems of public school art and the planning of a course of
study for art work in all grades in the public schools. 6 weeks
credit. Fall Term.
1.USS JUDSON.
114. Art Observation-Continuation of 113. 6 weeks credit.
Winter Term.
:MJSS JUDSON.
115. Art Obseirvation-Continuation of 114. 6 weeks credit.
Spring Term.
MlISS JUDSON.
DR. HA.RiVEY.

BIOLOGY

MISS KOCH.

Rural and High School Courses

1-2-3. General Jliology-Thi-s course aims to introduce the
student to the great realm of biology, giving him a general
knowledge and appreciation of the life about him and its con
trolling principles, with the hope that such will widen his out
look, increa1:1e his capacity for enjoyment and orient him in
nature. The. course lays the foundation for further work in
the department to which it is made a prerequisite. Consists of
laboratory, field and recitation work throughout the year. Re
qured of all high ,school students -in their sophomore year. 36
weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
DR. HARVEY.
4-5-6. Agriculture, (a) Animals-A study of• the different
types of cattle, horses, sheep, swine, and important breeds .of
poultry. The care of milk, separation of cream and the Bab
cock test will be considered. Field work includes inspection
of typical farms about Kalamazoo. (b) Soils-Tests and ex
periments dealing with temperature, air, moisture, porosity,
etc. Discussions on tillage and fertilizers. (c) Farm Crops
Class,ifl.cation and culture. Experimental plat,s in the school
garden, plant diseases, judging of crops, with especial emphasis
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upon corn. Two hours a week throughout year. 18 weeks
credit , To be taken with biology 7-8-9. Fall, Winter, Spring
terms.
MISS KOCH.
7-8-9. Nature Study-(a) A study of trees, with particular
atterution to the farm wood lot. WoTk in forest nm:1£1ery. Ele
ments of landscape gardening. (b) A study of the structure,
functions and hygiene of the human body. Sanitation of the
home, school and community. (c) A consideration of the com
mon native birds, weeds and Insects with particular attention
to their relation to agriculture. Identification of spring
flowers. Two hours a week throughout year. 18 weeks credit.
To be taken with bio1'ogy 4-5-6. Fa.II, Wirnter, Spring Terms.
MISS KOCH.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101-2-3. Dot.any-A general course devoted to the considera

tion of plant morphology, ecology and physiology. Consists of
lectures, laboratory and field work. Prerequisite, Biology 1-2-3
or its equivalerut. Offered In alternaitive yea.rs wlitlh Biology
104-5-6. Offered In 1913-1914. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter,
Spring Terms.
DR. HARVEY.
104-5-6. Zoology-A general consideration of animals from
the morphological, ecological, and physiological standpoints.
Consists of lectures, laboratory and field work. Prerequisite,
Bi10Iogy 1-2-3 or i:bs equivalent. Offered In altel'Ill8.tive years w1'th
Biology 101-2-3. Offered in 1912-13. 36 weeks credit. Fall,
Winter, Spring Terms.
DR. HARVEY.
This course and the preceding one ar,e designed especially as
a prepamtion for teaching <the biological ,sciences In high
schools. Biology 101-2-3, 104-5-6 and 110, must be COIJilpleted to
£·ecl!re major cred\rit : in the departmerut.
107. Biological Nature Study-The purpose of this course
Is to present the idealSi and methods of nature study, to ac
quaint the student with available materials and give him a
grasp of the literature of the .subject. School gardens receive
attention. Seasonal phenomena of plant and animal life are
treated. Field and laborat<j>ry work are devoted to identifica
tion and ecology of our common plant and animal forms-
especial stress being placed upon tree, bird, flower and insect
study. Two entire afternoons a week. 12 weeks credit. Fall,
DR. HARVEY.
Spring Terms.
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109. Field Biology-Special work in the taxomony of plants
or animals with detailed -study of some group or habitat. Col
lections and reports. Resident or extension work. To be
taken �only after consultation with the instructor. Time and
credit to be arranged.
DR. H!ARVEY.
110. Pbysiology�This, course is designed to meet the de
mand for a general knowledge of physiology, 'hygiene and sani
tation and to prepare the teacher to properly handle such
work and problems in his own s, chool. Available texts are
investigated. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
DR. HARVEY.

CHEMISTRY

DR. McCRACKEN.

Rural and High School Courses

1-2-3. General Inorganic Chemistry-This is, a course for be
�nners and ·presupposes no knowleidge of the Sl\lbject. Those
having partiail credit iDJ Chemjjsitry wm supplemerut their work
from this course. Laboratory work is required and a note book
of the eXll)erimeruts performe.d must be kept. DomeS!tJc s'Cience
students are not admitted to this course. 36 weeks credit. Fall,
DR. McCRACKEN.
Winter, Spring Terms.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101-2-3. General Inorganic Chemistry-Same as Chemistry
1-2-3.
104-5. General Inorganic Chemistry-This is also a begin
n,er'IS CO'llrSle, but Isi intended for do:mesitic science ·students
only. Others beginning the subject must take courses 1-2-3 or
101-2-3. Particular attention will be devot.ed to those parts of
the subje'Ct that -are germane _ito the work in, domestic science.
Laboratory work is required and a note book must be kept.
24 weeks credit. Fall, Winter Terms.
DR. McCRACKEN.
106-7 Qualitative Analysis-Lectures and 1-abomtory work.
Students prepared for this work may begin at any time. The
amount of credit given will depend upon the time spent in the
laiboratory and the progress, made. Students taking this course
must have had cour,ses, 101-2-3 or their equivalent
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\ The lectures in thlis course will be giiv,en in the llall and
sprln:g terms only. Studen<tis desiring to take tlrls· work must
make their arrangements to take these lectures then. 24 weeks
credit. . Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
DR. McCRACKEN.
108. Sanit;ary and Applied Chemistry-In this course atten
tion will be directed to questions related to the purification of
air and water, ventilation, use of disinfectants, etc. A study
will also ·be made of the composition and use of various house
hold chemkals. Foods and baking powders will be studied
from -the standpoint of their composition and properties.·
Cour:ses 104-5 or their. equivalent is a prerequisite. For Domes
tic Art and Science students only. 12 weeks credit. Spring
Term.
DR. McCRACKEN.
109, Commercial Chemistry-In this course a study will be
made of a number of chemical substances and processes that
are of value in the arts. Such subjects will include -the metal
lurgy of various important metals, the sulphuric acid and alkali
in:dustries; electro-chemistry and its applications; the manu
facture of wood and grain alcohol, etc. Allied subjects will
be taken up as, time permits. A knowledge of general chemistry
will be required of all taking this course. 12 weeks credit.
Spring Term.
DR. McCRACKEN.
110. Chemistry for the Grades-This is a nature study
course. A study will be made of oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen,
carbon, chlorine, sulphur, etc., and of some of the more com
mon and important compounds occurring in nature and the
arts. The attempt wlll be made to show how these things, may
profitably be introduced to children in the grades. While some
knowledge o.f chemistry is desira;ble, it is not required of those
taking the course. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter Terms.
DR. McCRACKEN.
So far as possible an effort will be made to accommodate
those who wf.sh to do special work in this department.

DOMESTIC ART

MlISS ADELE M._ JONES.

Life Certificate Courses

101-2. Domestic Artr-Two lines of work, independent of each
other, are carried on through the Fall and Winter Terms.
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(a) Elementary Sewing. Practice in the various rudimen
tary stiches and exercises used in hand sewing and their ap
plications in making models and small useful articles; darn
ing, patching, button hole making, hemstitching, simple drawn
work, fancy stitche·s and simple embroidery.
(b) Textiles and Primary Construction. A study of the prim
itive arts. Development of spinning and weaving. Rug weav
ing on original hand-made looms. A study of the four great
textile fabrics, cotton, wool, silk, and flax. The use of card
board, cord, yarn, reed and splints in working out problems in
knotting, netting, weaving and basketry. 24 weekls· credit. Fall
MISS JONES.
Winter terms.
103. Domestic Art. The use of the Singer, Wheeler •and
Wilson, and White machines. Drafting of patterns, designing
and making the following garments: Corset covers, drawers,
petticoat, nightgown and a tailored s'hirt waist suit. 12 weeks
credit. Spring Term.
MISS JONES.
104. Domestic Art. (a) Millinery. Practical les·sons in the
designing, making and trimming of hats ,suitable for fall and
winter. Practice in handling millinery tools and materials.
Making of buckram frames. Special attention given to bow
making and hand made trimming.
(b) Drafting and designing. This work is given preparatory
to the dressmaking in the winter and spring terms. Founda
tion patterns are drafted to the students' measures and much
empha·sis is placed upon the designing of numerous and varied
styles of waists and skirts. 12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
M'ISS JONES.
l 05. · Domestic Art. This course includes the making of · a
wool dress and a simple muslin dress. Designing of patterns,
cutting, fitting, making of a fitted lining, boning, methods of
trimming, finishing. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
MISS JONES.
106. Domestic Art. (a) Dressmaking. A continuation of
work done in the winter term. Making of graduating dresses.
(b) •S1>ring Millinery. The planning and making of wire
frames. Methods of sewing braids., The making and trim
ming of two hats. Special attention given to the cleaning and
renovating of straw hats and old m!llinery materials. 12
weeks credit. Spring Term.
MISS JONES.
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MISS PRAY.

Life Certificate Courses
The course in Domestic Science ·may be completed by High
School graduates in two year,s. Those wishing to complete the
work in Domestic Science and Domestic Art will be required
to give longer residence, the amount of time depending on pre
vious training. Students who have had chemistry In High
School will have an opportunity to elect other courses in its
place, which is very desirable. The work in Education and
Teaching is the same as that required of other Life Certificate
s· tudents. The Domestic Science courses are outlined below.
101-2-3. Domestic Science. A study of production, manufac
ture, food value of different food materials, and study of the
principles underlying the cooking of proteids, fats and carbo
hydrates. Laboratory work gives an op-po·rtunity to apply these
principles In the pre-paration for the table of cereals, vege
tables, meats, eggs, malk and such combinations as muffins,
bread, cake and other plain cooking. 36 weeks credit. Fall,
MISS PRAY.
Winter, Spring Terms.
104. Domestic Science. Home Nursing and emergen,cies•.
The course includes all duties, which would be performed by a
house nurse, such as care and furnishing of sick room, daily
care of patient, treatment in common diseases, methods of dis
infection. Some work in invalid dietaries•. 12 weeks credit.
:MISS PRAY.
Fall Term.
105. Domestic Scienee. Home sanitation and Home Manage
ment. Topics: House, its location s-urroundinigs, structure,
house planning, heating, lighting, ventilating, furnishing, sys
tematic housekeeping, cost o.f living, the keeping of acoounts
and planning work of the home. With this, -some practical
work in cleaning and care of pl'umblng Is given. 12 weeks
MISS PRAY.
credit. Winter Term.
106. Domestic Science. This course in,cludes such topics
as digestion, metabolism, standard dietaries, the making of
dietaries at different cost1s,. With this· work, laboratory_ work
i-s given In advanced cooking and in ,serving of the meals
planned by members o.f the class. 12 weeks • credit. .Spring
MISS ];'RAY.
Term.
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EDUCATION

MR. BURNHAM.

DR. HOCKENBERRY.
MR. REINHOLD.

Rural School Courses

1. Psychology.. . Seniors in tbe rural school courses II. and
III. ·are given a twelve weeks' course in psychology. An at
tempt is made to give such instruction as will serve as a
foundation for the courses in method and management. A
further purpose of this cour-se is to inspire a permanent interest in the study of psychology.
MR. BURNHAM.
2. Management. 1Seniors in rural school courses II. and III.
study management and school law in correlation with directed
observation in the rural school at Oakwood. 4 text-book in
school management is used and the State Course of Study for
Rural Schools Ls ca.refully studied.
MR. BURNHAM.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101. Elementary Psychology. While the greater part of the
time in this course will be given to gaining facility in dealing
with problems of elementary psychology and in the use of the
necessary vocabulary and materials, it is intended ·also to
serve to lay the foundation for the student's later work in edu
cation and especially to assist him to a better understanding
and control of his own methods of study. 12 weeks credit.
Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
DR. HOCKENBERRY, MR. REINHOLD.
102. Child Study. By means of definite assignments for ob
servation and careful study of children, the student will have
opportunity to gain further acquaintance with the interests and
activities of the various stages, of child life and youth. This
will be supplemented by the reading of ,some of the more sig
nificant ,studies that have been made and ·by acquaintance with
the more important conclusions and problems that have been
formulated. Prerequisite, Elementary Psychology 101. 6
weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
DR. HOOKENBERRY, MR. REINHOLD.
104. Psychology of Manual Arts. Required of students· in Dd
mestic Science and Domestic Art, in Music and Art. The first
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half of thJ.s course Is devoted to Child Study. The second half con
sider-s important questions, connected with the interpretation
of the larger demand for the industrial and fine arts, the place
of these in the curriculum, and the teaching of the same. 12
weeks credit. Fall Term.
DR. HOCKENBERRY.
105. Secondary Education. This course deals with the psy
chology -0f adolescence. In the first part of the term chief at
tention will be devoted to the traits, in>terests, mental and moral
reactions of adolescents as these are shown in the studies of
Hall and other recent workersdn,the field. In the last half of the
term chief attention will be placed upon the presentation and
dbs-cussion of the more important proh1ems of secondary educa
tion. In this part of the course the leading books and articles
will be hastily surveyed. Prerequisite, Elementary Psychology
101. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
DR. HOCKENBERRY.
106. History of Modern Education. The deYel_ opment of the
school ln its relation to other social organizations. Especial
attention will be given to the historical condition and the men
most significant in the underEtanding of present-day problems.
P,rerequislte, Elementary Psycbotogy 101. 12 weeks credit.
Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
DR. HOCKENBERRY, MR. REINHOLD.
107. Advanced Psychology. The aim of this course ls a
careful study of such problems in psychology and education
as the learning process, the reasoning process, habituation and
and inhibition in the light of the student's previous experience
and training and with the aid of as much experimentation as
is practicable in the class and in small groups of the class.
It will be planned to formulate the results of this -.:tudy so
as to make it serviceable in teaching and as a basis for in
dependent study and research. Prerequisite, Elementary Psy
chology 101. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MR. REINHOLD.
108. School Organization and Administration, This, course
is intended not only for those who expect to engage in
educational administration, ·but also for other teachers who wish
to understand better the condition under which they are work
ing. The tendency toward a greater -sharing of responsibility
on the part of all concerned in a school is often hindered by
lack of this underEtanding. A study will be made of some of
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the books and periodical literature of the subject in an effort
to determine a. few of the influences which are manifesting
themselves in the organization of school rows, boards, super•
vision, curri2}lla and methods, pupils' and teachers' organiza
tions, etc. 12 weeks credit. 'Spring· Term.
DR. HOCKENBERRY, or MR. REINHOLD.
109. School Hygiene. An introduction to material that has
been produced in comparatively recent years through the study
of personal and institutional problems of hygiene, especially In
relation t-o the school. Among the topics taken up will be the
perlod·s, of development;· school diseases; measurements and
tests; time -tables; home study; examinations; fatigue; posture;
medical insp
. ect!on; s,chool grounds, buildings and decorations.
Reports wn be required of actual conditions found and
of possible methods, of improvement. 12 weeks credit.
DR. HOCKENBERRY.
110. Tile Philosophy of Education. In this course it will
be the endeavor to gain some idea of the principles of educa
tion in accordance with the relevant laws of biology, psychol
ogy, socio-logy and philosophy. Us:e will be made of the chief
contributions of Rosenkranz, Tate, Horne, Cole, Dewey, Mac
Vannel •and others who have attempted to state the nature of
educaitlon in the light of its broader and deeper aspects,. 6 or
12 weeks credit.
DR. HOCKENBERRY.
111. Pedagogical Semin;1r. The pedagogical seminar will
meet once a week in the evening for two hours. The
work planned for 1912-1913 ls the systematic read
ing of standard periodicals, current books and monographs, but
always along the lines o-f the student's predilection and inter
est. Reports and outl'ines of this reading will be given· at
stated times,: and each member of the seminar will make a
formal repo-rt embodyfog the results of his, study and read.Ing.
The study of heredity and environment: will be the special
problem for the seminar in 1913-1914. 6 or 12 weeks credit.
DR. HOCKENBETIRY.

Christmas Festival in the Trainini! School.
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112. Introduction to Philosophy. Important periods and sys
tems Olf philosophy 'will be studded with the aim of giving the
student an introduction to the subject. Admission and credit
arranged wJ.th the instructor.
DR. HOCKENBERRY.
MR. JO"NES

ENGLISH

MISS MiARSH

MR. SPRAU.

Rural and High School Courses

1-2-3... Composition. Required in rural and first year high
school courses. Elements of composition-punctuation, word
usage and ·structure, the paragraph being the unit; letter writ
ing, business and social forms. Daily practice. 36 weeks credit.
MISS MARSH.
Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
4-5-6. Masterpieces. Required in rural and second year high
school. Reading and critical study of selected English and
American classics. 36 week!s credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
'Term�
MISS MARSH.
7. Grammar. Thorough academic review of the subject;
comparative study of grammar texts, based on Whitney's• "Es
sentials, of English Grammar." 12 weeks cr,edit. F1a.M Term.
MISS MARSH.
8-9. Composition. Development of the theme through de
scription; narration, exposition, and argument. Dadly p·ractlce
and criticism. Required in third year high school course. 24
M'ISS MARSH.
weeks credit. Winter, Spring Terms.
10-11-12. American Lit.erature. Elective in the fourth year
high school course. Development of American literature from
Franklin to present day. Critical study of types of different
periods. Required as pre<requlis1te rto English Literature 102.
36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms. MISS MARSH.
13. Library Methods. This course is intelided to give stu
dents the ability to use readily and intelligently the tools of
their trade: first, the individual book, and second, the library.
It will include discussion and problems1 in the use of books, the
arrangement of the library, the card catalogue, and the study
of the most important reference books in history, literature,
science, etc. The course is required of all Tenth grade students,
and is open to eleventh and -<twelfth grade students. 6 w.eekis
MISS BRALEY AND MISS FRENCH.
credit.
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Graded School and Life Certificate Courses
Language

101. Composition. A study of wol'd usage, the .sentence, and
the paragraph, with critical work in puncutation and general
manuscript details. A formal study of description and narra
tion; this is supplemented by daily themes in description and
by original work in the simple incident, fable, folk-tale and
short story In narration. For:rnal study of exposition and argu
mentation. The es·say and the written debate are stressed. One
or more detailed outlines for original expositions and a brief
for a long argument are required.
Argumentation is supplemented by a study of typical forms
from Burke, Webster, Lincoln, and others. Individual consulta
tions and criticisms on all written work. Required in Graded
School and all Life Certificate courses. 12 weeks credit. Fall,
Winter, Spring Terms.
MR. JONE'S AND MR. SP�U.
The student is advised to follow this course by a course in
orntory.
104. ComposHJon. A study of the construction of the fable,
the folk-tale and the drama, especial emphas.fs being laid on
the latter. An attempt at original dramatization of folk-tale
and short story. Readings from contemporary dramatists re
quired. 12 weeks credit. Winter term.
MR. JONES.
106. Anglo-Saxon. The purpose of this course is to give the
student some acquaintance with the old English grammar and
old English forms as a foundation for more thorough study and
understanding of modern English. Bright's "Anglo-'Saxon Read
er." 12 week:s credit. Fall term.
MR. SP�U.
107. Chancer. Courses 102 106 prerequisites. Attention is
paid to middle English forms. 12 weeks credit. Winter term.
MR. JONES.

Literature
102. English Literature. Course 101 prerequisite. An out
line situdy of the hf.story of English ljterature with special em
phasis on one of the four divisions given below.
(a) From the beginnings to 1550. A survey of the history
of the literature of the period, supplemented by class study or
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a;s,signed readings, in Beowulf, Chaucer, and M!alory's "Mort 'd
Arthur." (b) 1550-1700. Detailed study of Elizabethan, Puritan,
and Res,toration literature, w!th ,special attention to Spenser,
ShakeB1Peare, Bacon, Milton and Dryden (,c) 1700-1830. A ,study
of the Augustan Age, the romantic reaction against the classic
school, and the creative school at the close of the eighteenth
and beginning of the nineteenth centuries. Representative
works of Addison, Pope, Johnson, Gray, Burns, Scott, Words
worth, Byron, and Shelley are read'. (d) Victorian Age 1830 to
the present time. A study of the history of the work of the
poets, novelists, and essayists of the period. Class study and
suggested reading will be confined largely to the poets and nov
elists. Some attention will be given to a study of the develop
ment of the novel. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
MR. JONES AND MR. SPRAU.
Terms.
103. Literature for the Grades. The purpose of thls course
is to introduce the student to literature which may be adapted
both to Ms work in the training school and to his later work
as an independent teacher. The work includes a study of the
nature, ·and general fitness to partlcular gr,ade1s, of some of the
types of literature, especially epic and lyric poetry, simple
drama, and prose narrative. Emphasis is laid on the study of
the individual story, particularly its, structure and suitability
for dramatization. The student supplements this work with
bibliographies prepared with reference to future practical use
of material considered in the course of the term',s, work. This
course is recommended particularly to students who expect to
teach In Grades I-V. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
MR. JO�ES.
terms.
Note.-It is advisable that thls course should precede Ex
press•ion, 103 (Story TelMng.)
105. Nineteenth Century Prose. A study of non-fiction prose
of the nineteenth century. Selections from Lamb, Carlyle,
Ruskin, and Arnold are studied in class. In addition to library
reading each studenit writes severa, l papers• on ,subjects, suggested
by the course. 12 weeks credit. Winter term.
MR. SPRAU.
108. Elizabethan Drama. Readings from the ,chief dramatists
of the period from the presentation of Gorboduc to the closing
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of the theatres, supplemented by lectures on the development
of English comedy and tragedy. 12 weeks, credit. Winter Term.
MlR. JONES.
109. English Literature. The aim of this course is to study
some one poet intensively to give the s:tudent a method of private
study. The work wiP vary from year to year. In 1912-1913
Tennyson or Browning will be read. 12 weeks credit. Winter
Term.
MR. SPRAU.
110. The Pre-Raphaelite Poets. Course 102 prerequisdte ta
study of the representative poems of Rossetti, Morri:s and Swin
burne. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MR. JONES.
111., American Literaiture, A careful study of the chief
American poets supplemented with library reading from the
chief prose writers. Several critical or interpretative ess·ays
are required of each student. 12 weeks, credit. Spring Term.
MR. SPRAU.
112. Lyric Poetry. This course is· intended for grade teach
ers especially. Us aim is to he1p the student to a fuller appre
ciation of good poetry; to know why a poem is good literature;
and to suggest ways of using poetry with classes. 12 weeks,
credit., Spring Term.
MR. SPRAU.
113. A Study of the Novel, This course attempts to trace
the development of pr.ose fiction since the time of Defoe. 12
weeks credit. Fall Term.
MR. JONES.

EXPRESSION

MISS FOR!NCROOK.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101. Reading. A study of the elements of expression and
the application of these principles in reading of classic selec
tions. The course aims to develop expressive reading and
effective teaching of reading. It puts special emphasis on funda
mental principles and therefore should precede other courses.
12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS FORNCROOK.
102. Reading. An advanced coul\Se in reading. This course
must be preceded by Reading 101. It gives the student an
opportunity to present for criticism interpretations of classical
MISS FORNOROOK.
literature. 12 weeks credit.
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103. Story Telling. A study of the purpose of ,story telling
in: school, and of selection of storLes. Daily practice in telling
stories. Should be pre-ceded by English 103. 12 weeks credit.
Winter, Spring Terms·.
MISS FORNCROOK.
i04. Debate and Informal Speaking. Aims to develop ease
in •public speaking. Discussion of general topics and leading
questions of the day. 6 weeks credit. Winter Term.
MJISS FORNCR!OOK.
105. Drama and Festival. Study and interpretation of stand
ard and modern plays or scenes from them. Alms to develop
dramatic imagination and sympathy, to cultivate ablllty to read
drama interpretively and to give prospective teachel:'s1 training
in the staging of plays. 'Some time will also
· be given ,to the
preparation and presentation of festivals. 12 weeks credit.
Fall Term
MISS FOR!NCROOK.
106. Oratory. A study of the masterpiece orations from the
standpoint of literature and vocal interpretation; writing and
delivering of one oration. Should be preceded by English 101.
12 weekis credit. Spring Term.
MISS FORNCROOK.
107. School Plays. Much attention is given in the Depart
ment of Expression to careful ·preparation for and the presenta
tion of standard plays. "Twelfth Night," "The Little Minister."
_'..'.l'he Knight of the Burning Pestle,'' ''The Shoemaker's Holiday,''
"The Chaplet of Pan,'' "Land of Heart's Desire,'' and "J.e·anne
D'Arc" are among the plays that have been presented by stu
dent.s of the Normal. Credit Is given, the amount depending
upon the amount of ISitudy required.
/ M'ISS FORNOROOK.
MR. WOOD.

GEOGRAPHY

MISS HARR!JSON.

Rural and High School Courses
1-2. Physical Geography. 24 weeks credit. Fall, Winter
Terms.
MISS HARRISON.
1
3. General Geography. In this course, which Is a comple
ment of the preceding, type regions are studied with a view to
llustratlng principles of geography. 12 weeks credit. Spring
MISS HARRISON.
Term.
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4. Regional Geography. This course Is open to Rural School
students only, and alms to study especially such phases of the
subject as are of peculiar Interest in a rural community. 12
weeks credit. Spring Term.
MISS HARRISON.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101. Physiography. This course includes a study of the fac

tors controlling and the characterisUcs of the climates of the
world; a study of the relief forms of the earth in their relation
t� human life by means of topographic maps, chalk IIllOdeling,
and field exercises. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
Terms.
MR. WOOD, MISS HARlRJSON.
102. Regional Geography. The purpose of this course Is
the Interpretation of the industrial and commercial life of the
United States and some European nations as determined by
their geographic environment.
Course 102 may be substituted for the required course
101 by students who have received previous adequate prep,ara
tlon. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MR. WOOD, M!IS'S HIARffHSON.
103. Life in PrlmitJve Regions. A study of those regions
in which man's life is simple and closely bound to climatic con
ditions. Ty•pical areas will be s,tudied such as Greenland and
the Obi Basin in the Arctic region, the Amazon forests,, the
Sud·an, and· the high plains of the Andes in the tropical region,
the Kirghiz Steppes and the dry plains of the United States.
The material of this cours-e is particularly adapted to use in
grades one to four, lnch1slve. 12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
MR. WOOD, Mt!SS HARRISON.
104. Eurasia. S
• tudied as the home of the Chino-Japanese,
Ind'ian, and European civilizations. 12 w eeks, credit. Winter
MR. WOOD.
Term.
'105. Geographic Geology.. Geological processes and the re
sulting relief forms of the lands, the evolution of the North
American continent being taken as the basis of the work. 12
weeks credit. Sprin,g Term.
T\1:R. WOOD.

GERMAN

MISS ZIMMERMAN.
MISS HUTZEL.
1-2-3 and 101-2-3. First Year. Elementary Course. (1) Ele
ments of German grammar. (2) Compos,ition: Sentence building
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and reproduction of texts read. (3) reading and memorizing
of selected poems. (4) Reading of 100 to 200 pages·. of German
to be selected from the following texts: Guerber, Maerchen
und E.rzaehlungen; Hauff, Das kaHe Herz; Seeligmann, Altes
und Neues; Volkman Leander, Traeumereien; Grimm, Mae,rchen;
Andersen, Maerchen; Carruth, German Reader; Zschokke, der
zerbrochene Krug; Storm, Immensee. The aim of the first
year's work is to give the student a thorough knowledge of
the rudiments of German grammar, a working vocabulary of
German words, •some facility in •s•peaking and writing the lan
guage, and the ·power to understand and reproduce simple Ger
man reading matteir. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
Terms.
MISS ZIMMiERJMAN, M'ISS HUTZEL.
4-5-6 and 104-5-6. Second Year. The work of this. course
will cons.!st principally of extensive reading of dramatic and
novelistic German. The reading matter will be selected from
such works as the following: Scheffel Audifax und Hadumoth
Seidel, Leberecht Huehn�hen; Heys, e, Die Blinden; Meyer, Der
Schuss von der Kanzel; Keller, Kl'eider machen Leute; Freytag,
Di Journalisten; Schiller, Wilhelm Tell or Die• Jungfrau von
Orleans; Lessing, Minna von Barnhelm. The composition work
will consist of the reproduction of texts read, short composi
tions on subjects suggested by the texts and reports on books
assigned for c�llateral reading. The reading and memorizing
of German poems: will be continued. 36 weeks credit. Fall,
Winter, ·Spring Terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN, MISS HUTZEL.
107-8-9. Third Year. l'fhe aim of this course is· to bring the
student into direct touch with some of the masterpieces of Ge•r
man literature, to trace the most important movements in Ger
man liter'ature and history, and to develop in the student the
power to express himself in simple but idiomatic German. The
composition work will consist of reproductions and theme :writ
ing, together with reports on books assigned for collateral read
ing. One drama each of Lessing, Schiller, Goethe, and Kleist
will be read, and one or more novels selected from the follow
ing: Keller, Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe; Freytag, Soll
und Haben; 1ScheffeI, Ekkehard; Sudermann, Frau Sorge. 36
weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS ZIMME·RMAN, MISS HUTZEL.
110-111-112. Fourth Year. A study of the history of Ger
man literature together .with ,the reading of representative
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works from the difl'.erent periods, both for class work and for
outside assignment. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
Terms.
MISS ZIMM!ERMAN, MISS HUTZEL.
113. German Conversation. This cours·e will enable the stu
dent to acquire a practical knowledge of the spoken language.
A number of modern German texts will be read and discussed
In German, wl-th , sp
. eclal reference to idioms and sentence struc
ture. Open to students who have had the equivalent of three
years of German, and required of all students s·peclallzlng In
German. 6 weeks credl,t. Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS ZIMIMERlMAN, MISS HUTZEL.
171. Practice Teaching. This cour1se is required of all stu
dents who are specializing in German with a view to teaching.
The work of the course consists of the comparative study of
current methods of modern language Instruction and observa
tion and teaching in the preparaltO'ry department, and should
be taken in connection with course 113. 6 weeks credit. Win
ter, Spring Terms.
MISS ZIMMERMAN, MISS HUTZEL.

HISTORY AND CIVICS
MR. HIOKEY.
MR. BURNHAM

MISS WAKEMAN.
MR. PHELAN.

Rural and High School Courses

1-2-3-. Ancient History. Elective in High School Course.
The work is based on a text-book. 36 weeks credit.
MISS WAKEMAN.
4-5-6. M:edfev·a1 and Modern History. Elective In High School
Course. The work l's based on a text-book. 36 weeks credit.
MIS
, S WAKEMAN.
Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
7-8-9. English Hfstory. Elective In H'lgh School Course. Spe
cial emphasis is placed on the social and Industrial develop
ment of England. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Term•s.
MISS WAKEMAN.
10-11-12. _ United States Hfstory and Civics. Required In
Rural ,and High School Courses. 36 week:s ·credit. Fall, Winter,
MR. HICKEY, MR. PHELAN.
Spring Terms.
13. Rural Sociology. ·Students in the rural school courses
will have the advantage of planned reading, observations, and
discussloru in rural sociology during the entire course
in the rural sociology seminar. T'his work will be continued In
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the senior year as a class recitation subject, and an attempt will
be made to relate it directly to the work of the rural s, chool. 12
iMR. BURNHAM.
weeks credit. Spring Term.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101. United States History. Emphasis will be laid upon the
different periods ac,cording to the nee<ls ·of the class. Special
attention will be given to choice of s_ubject matter and biblio
graphy suitable 'for grade work. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter
MR. HICKEY.
Terms.
102. Modern Europe from 1815. Particular emphas,is will be
placed on the historical explanaUon of present conditions in
MR. HICKEY.
Europe. 12 weeks cre<llt. Winter Term.
103. Greek History. A study of Greek civilization; its con
tribution to the modem world. 12 week'.s credit. Fall Term.
MISS WAKEiMAN.
104. Roman History. The Romans as mi'ssionarles of Greek
culture; ;Roman institutions; their influence on the political
organization of Modern Europe. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
MISS WAKEMAN.
105. Medieval Europe. The purpose of this cour,se will be to
study the chief characteristics of the period in relation to
modern clvll!z,ation. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MISS :WAKEMAN.
106. Modern Europe. 1648-1815. In this course paritlcular
emphasis wlU be placed on the French Revolution and the Na
poleonic ,period. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
,,
MR. HIICKEY.
107. Sociology. lAn elementary study of the -.ioclal laws and
forces. 12 weeks credi,t. Spring Term.
MR. HICKEY.
108. PQlltical Economy. An elementary course in the prin
ciples of the science. Based on text. 12 weeks credit. Fall
Term.
MR. HICKEY.
110. Social and Industrial History of England, Must be
preceded by a good high ,school course in, English History. 12
iMISS WAKEMAN.
weeks credit. ·Spring term.
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KINDERGARTEN

MISS GAGE.
101. Cbild Study. Introductory course to acquaint the stu
dent with various interests and play activities of childhood by
means of reminiscences and observations. Classification of
same a.ceording to stages. of growth. Texts: The Child by
Tanner; :Studies, of Childhood by Sully. 12 weeks credit. Fall
Term.
M'ISS GAGE.
102. Technics. This will in,troduce tbe student to various
play materials, gifts,· occupations and outsi-de materials having
play value, a study of these in relation to the child's instincts
and im'I)ulses-the presentation of practical problems which
will employ these materials in a definite situation. References
Place of Industr1ies In Elementary Education by Dopp; Peda
gogics by Froebe!; Elementary School Teacher 1908-1909. 12
weeks -credit. Winter Term.
MISS GAGE.
1103. .Controlling Elements During Play Period. Emphasis
lmre again upon ,the child study of Habit. Moral development
and emotions as forms of control and efficiency. ·same texts
as Course 101. References·: James's ·and Thorndike's Psy
, 
chology; E. A. Henderson, Principles of Educaition. 12 weeks
MISS GAGE,
credit. Spring Term.
104. Educational Principles. A review of education as an
interactionary reconstructive pr'ocess: with emphasis upon the
teacher as Interpreter of both child and materials. A study of
Froebel's Principles of Unity, Self-activity, Relativity and Con
tinuity seeking corresponding principles In modern psychology
and chld study contributions. Text, Education of Man by Froe
be!. References: Princlpl'es of Education by Henderson; Fun
damenta1's of Child Study by Kirkpatrick, and Social Education
by Scott. 12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
MlISS GAGE.
105-6. Practices and Methods. The study of variou•s interpre
tations of Froebel's principles as found In kindergarten educa
tion leading student to discovery of this being-dynamic rather
than static in_ character. Student will employ these principles
in program and plan making organizing bo' th subject maitter and
material with help of following ,tex,ts,: Froebel's "Mother
Play;" Blow's Educational Issues in the Kindergarten," and
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"Dewey's School and Society," "Child and Curriculum," and
"Pedagogic Creed." 24· weeks· credit. Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS GAGE.
107. Games and Rhythms.. . Introducing students to the im
portance of losing self in play with children by freeing the body
and recognjzing that in so doing one gains in grace of heart and
mind· as well. Organization of rhythm as basis of the dance,
empha:s1's always placed upon movement as medium of expres
s,ion, Text, Johnson's "Education by Plays and Games." 6
MISS GAGE.
weeks credit. Fall Term.
108. Games and Rhythms. A continuation of course (107)
studying the clas:slfication of games and rhythms from stand
point of child's development.
1. Games for activity's sake.
2. ·Dramatic games.
3. Traditional and Ring Playsi.
Elements studied and employed in original settings. Text,
Johnson's "Education by Pl'ays and Games." 6 weeks credit._
Fall Term.
'MJSS GAGE.
111-112. Teacltfng. iWhen possible choice of praotice work
is given lru the city or Normal klnergarrtens, under most com
peten't critics, thereby offering a variety of situations. Two
hours dally. 24 weeks credit. Winter and S,prlng Terms.
MISS GAGE.
113-114. Teaching. Practice teaching either In the clty or
Normal kindergartens, or in the first grade of the training
school. Two hours dally. 24 weeks credit. Fall Term.
l\:IJIS'S GAGE.
115. Teaching. Observation in kindergarten and firs:t grade
in both city and Normal schools under direction of critic. Re
ports and class, discussion of same. 12 weeks credit. Spring
Term.
MISS GAGE.

LATIN

MISS PARSONS.

High School Courses

, '1-2-3. Beginners' Latin! The study of forms and syntax
followed by six weeks of connected reading, such as Virl
Romae or selections from Caesar. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Win
MISS PARSONS.
ter, Spring Terms.
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4-5-6. Caesar and Latin Composition•..1Selectioll's. from Cae
sar's Gallic War; study of Roman History, especially from
the time of Caes'3.r and the organization of the Roman army.
36 weeks crediit. Fall, Winter, 'Spring Terms.
MISS PARSONS.
7-8-9. rC:lcero and Latin Composition. Ovid:: !Selections. Six
to eight orations of Cicero will be read in this course. A thor
ough study will ·be made of tµe political institutions, of the Ro
m.an republic.. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS PARSONS.
10-11-12. Virgil, The first six books of the Aeneid will be
read, and certain ,selections from the last six. A thorough study
of Greek and Roman mythology will be included in the course.
36 weeks creidt. Fall, Winter, 'Spring Terms.
MISS PARSONS.
A student may enter Courses 4, 7, 10 after having completed
the preceding course elsewhere. No credit will be given: for
less than two years of Latin.

Life Certificate Courses

101-102-103. De Senectute or De Amicitia. 12 weeks credit.
Fall Term.
Livy; selections, Books 1, 2, 21 and 22. 12 weeks credit.
Winter Term.
Latin Comedy: Plautus and Terence. 12 weeks credit. -Spring
Term.
A course in advanced prose will extend throughout the year.
MI1SS PARJSONS.
C
Note.- ourses 101-102-103 will not be offered in 1912-13.
104. Horace. 'Selections from Odes, Satires, and Epistles.
12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
105. Catullus. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
106. Latin Selections. A study of Roman literature with se
lections from representative authors. 12 weeks. Spring Term.
MISS PARSONS.
Note.-Courses 104-105-106 will be offered in 1912-1913.
Note.-Roman his•tory (104) is required of all students taking
advanced courses.
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MlR. WAITE.
MR. SHERWOOD.
101. Manual Training. Consists of hand work suitable for
pupils of first four grades, and includes work with paper,
cardboard, string, raffia, clay, wood and other materials. 12
weeks credit. Fall Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
102. Manual Training. Instruction in wood and other ma
terials suitable for the pupils in the fifth and sixth grades., 12
weeks credit. Winter Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
103. Manual Training. Instruction in woodworking shops
suitable for students of the seventh and eighth grades. Work
in various kinds of wood, tbe use of woodworking tools of all
kinds, and tbe finishing of the objects ma.de. 12 weeks credit.
Spring Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
104. Manual Training. Advanced work in cabinet making
and joinery ·and elementary wood turning. 12 weeks credit. Fall
Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
106. Manual Training. Advanced wood ,turning, pattern
making, molding and casting of patterns made. 12 weeks credit.
Winter Term.
MlR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
106. Mann'.11 Training. Forging exercises in drawing, up
setting, twisting, welding, tempering of iron and steel; orna
mental work in iron; chipping, filing and fitting metals; use
of drill press and engine lathe. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
107. Economics of Manual Art. Development of manual
training in the United States; organization of courses of study;
planning of rooms and buildings; selection and purchase of
tools and materials; supervision of manual training work; lec
tures and discussions; topical reports. 12 wee'ks credit. W,inter
MR. WAITE.
Term.
109. Mechanical Drawing. Consists of simple elementary
and geometrical problems, the use of instruments, plans, and
elevations of simple objects, and simple lettering. 12 weeks
credit. Fall Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
110. Mechanical Drawing. Continuation of geometrical prob
lems, more adva11ced dr·awings of objects, drawings of shop ex
ercises, and letterings. 12 weeks credit. Wiinter Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
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111. Mechanical Drawing. Orthographic projections, devel
opment of surfaces· and sheet metal patterns, machine drawings.
12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
!MR. WAITE, MR. 1SH'ERWOOD.
112. Mechanicn.I Drawing. I,sometrlc drawings, mech'anlcal
shadings and drawings, designs for equipment of woodworking
rooms, tracings and blue prints. 12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
MR. WAITE, MR. SHERWOOD.
113. Mechanical Drawing. Mechanical shading of drawings,
including tinting in colors, plans: of schoolrooms showing equip
ments, designs for shop exercises, ;machine drawings. Plans,
elevations, details, specifications, tracings and -blue prints of a
manual training building. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MR. WAITE.

In the manual training courses instruction is given regarding
materials-, and topical reports are required.
Much reference
work ls done, all students having free acces·s to the library,
which is well equipped.
Students will be required to take chemistry, physics, mathe
matics and English, if not graduated from an accredited high
school.
Electives may be taken by consent of the head of the de
partment.

MATHEMATICS
MR. JILLISON.

DR. FAUGHT.

MR. PHJELAN.

Rural and High School Courses

Arithmetic. -In this course especial attention will be
given to the needs of the rural school. It consists of a thor
ough review of the fundamental processes with integers· and
fractions, common and decimal; denominate numbers; mensura
tion; practical measurements; percentage and its applications.
The method of teaching arithmetic f.& emphasized in thi,s class.
12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Sprdng Terms.
MR. PHELAN.
1.

. 3-4-5. Elementary Algebra. A beginners' course in algebra,
designed for rural school and first year high school students.
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This course includes the fundamental processes; Integral
equations; factoring; fractf.ons; linear equations; simultane0\1s
equations; powers and roots; theory of exponents; surds and
radicals; quadratic equations; and simultaneous quadratics.
36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MR. PHELAN.
6-7-8. Plane Geometry. The aim is to deveiop independent
thinking by the pupil. ·Special emphasis 1-s placed on methods
of demonstration, originals, and constructions. The course• in
cludes a study of rectilinear figures; the circle; proportion and
equivalent figures; and area of regular polygons and the circle.
36 weeks credit. Fall, W-inter, Spring Terms.
MR. JILLISON.
9-10. Ad-vanced Algebra, This course extends. and completes
the course in elementary algebra, and includes the study of the
equation by means of its graph; logarithms, imaginary and
complex numbers; quadratic equations and simultaneous quad
ratics; higher equations; proportion, variation, and series. Only
those 1situdents who have had a year's· work in algebra are ad
mitted to this course. r.t will also furnish a review for students
who feel the need of such a course. 18 weeks credit. Fall,
Winter Terms.
MR. JILLSON.
11-12 Solid Geometry, This course follows the course in
plane geometry and together with that course furnishes, the
required preparatory work In geometry. It Includes a study o!
lines, angles, and planes In spa,ce; polyhedrons, cylinders and
cones; and the sphere. The method· pursued i,s a continuation
of that used In plane geometry. 18 weeks credit. Winter,
MR. JILLSON.
Spring Terms-.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

101. Arithmetic. The work of thl-s, course consists of the
organrization, and development of the subject matter of pure
arithmetic, with its application to typical problems of applied
arithmetic. The purpose and principles of teaching the subject
are kept constantly In V:iew. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter,
Spring Terms.
DR. FAUGHT.
102. College Algebra. This course Includes a study of vari
ables and functions with graphic representation; the theory and
solution of equations,, linear, simultaneous, quadratic and high-
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er equations; progressions; binomial theorem, and logarithms.
DR. FAUGHT.
12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
103. Trigonometry. Plane trigonometry; trigonometric func
tions; identities; Inverse functions; logarithms and solution of
•triangles,. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
'DR. FAUGHT.
104. Analytic Geometry., An !ntroduction to p1'a-ne analytic
geometry, Including the straight line, circle and the conic sec
tions·. 12 weeks. credit. Spring Term.
DR. FAUGHT.
105-106-107. Calculus. An elementary course In the differ
ential and 1integral calculus with applications to geometry,
physics and mechanilcs. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
DR. FAUGHT.
Terms. •

MUSIC
MISS HANSON.

IMISS HOOTMAN.

Rural and High School Courses
1. Elements of Vocal Music. ,This is an racademlc course,
and should precede the teachers' Course In Mus-le. It presup
poses no previous knowledge, but deals with the very rudiments
of vocal music. It consists of the cultivation of the ear, the
voice and the beginning of sight singing. The course covered
Is that of Book One of any of the standard music courses, and
may be_ eliminated by ex-amination. 12 weeks credit. Fall,
MISS M'INTYRE.
Winter, Spring Terms.
2. Elements of Vocal Music. This course must be preceded
by course 1 or it sequivalent. It consists of ear training, voice
culture, melodic writing of a simple character, advanced sight
singing and practice in · part s.!nglng. 12 weeks credit. Fall,
Winter, 'Spring Terms,.
MISS HANSON.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses
101. See Course 1.
102. See Course 2.
103. Voice Culture. This class is desig11ed to meet the needs
of thooe who have never had any special work with the
voice. It lncl1Udes• the principles, of voice placing, correct
breathing and enunciation. Development work is taken up with
selected titanldard songs. 6 weeks credit. Fall Term.
MISS HOOTMAN.

Class in Physical Training
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104. Voice Culture. An advance on course 103, with an
effort at tone building. A larger repertoire -O'f songs !.s also in
cluded. 6 weeks credit. Winter Term.
MISS HOOTMAN.
106. Voice Culture. A further extension of the work of
Course 104. 6 weeks credit. Spring Term.
.
•MilSS HOOTMAN.
106. Teachers' Course in Music. This must be preceded by
course 101 or its equivalent. Advanced sight reading and ear
training are 'taken up in this class; discussion of methods, and
practice teach'ing during the class period as preparation for
teaching this subject in the first eight grades. Observation f.s
made in the training school. 12 weeks credit. Fall, Winter,
MISS HANSON.
Spring Terms.
107. Primary Songs and Games, This course is a suggestive
one for teachers in the primary grades a,s• well as for special
izing students. The care of the child's voice, and the develop
ment of an appreciation for rhythm, as well as the acquirement
of a repertoire of children's songs and games· are taken up.
Specializing students are required to play the songs and rhyth
mic studies. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
MISS HOOTMAN.
108. Prfma.ry Songs and Gamel!!, Is a 'cour•se designed espe
cially for students who are specializing in the kindergarten and
music courses. It will include an entarged repertoire of songs,
simple folk dances·, use of percussion instruments, practice in
accompanying and the writing of original settings. The work
i,s, a progression on the same line.s· offered in Muslic 107. 12
MISS HOOTMAN.
weeks credit. Fall Term.
109-10-11. Harmony. This course embraces the cultivation
of the ear; feeling for tone and chord color; chord relations;
melodic writing; the harmoniz.ation of melodies; the writing of
four voiced harmonies from the figured bas,s,, •etc. Students
taking this work must be familiar with all scales, major and
minor, and be able to play sufficiently .to render hymn tunes.
The work covers three terms. Text: White, Norris I and II,
Jadassohn and Emery. 36 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring
Terms.
Mr�s HANSON, MISS HOOTMAN.
112. History of Music. The evolution of music from the
prim:itlve phase to the time of Bach is considered in this course.
The text us•ed in Baltzell's "History of Music," with collateral
reading. 6 or 12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
MflSS HANSON.
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113. fllJstory of :Music. :Course 112 need not precede this,
although it is desirable. Music from the time of Bach to that
of modern composers is considered. Text: Baltzell's "Hisiory
of Music,'' and references. 12 weeks credit. Winter Term.
MISS HANSON.
115. High School Methods in :Music. This course is intended
for students 1,pecializing in music, but should prove helpful to
students who are preparing for high school work. It will in
clude advanced sight reading, •and the process of organizing
and directing choruses, glee clubs, etc. 12 weeks credit. Spring
Term.
MISS HANSON.
116. :Music Observation. Observation of the teaching of music
in the training school. This, includes the comprehensive, com
parative study of the leading systems of public school music.
6 weeks credit. Winter, Spring Terms.
'MISS HOOTMAN.
117. :Music Observation, Continuation of (116). 6 weeks
credit. Spring Term.
MISS HOOTMAN.
118. Primary Songs and Games. A brief course on the lines
of (108). 6 weeks credit. Fall, Winter Term.
MISS HOOTMAN.
119-120-121. :Men's Voice Culture. Thes<e courses take up
voice placing, and the development of the individual voice. A
series of songs are learned and work is studied that may be
used when engaged in high school teaching for boys' choruses
and glee clubs. 6 weeks• credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS HANSON.
122-123-124-125. Choral Union. This has weekly meetings in
the evening. · Two evening concerts, presenting standard works
are given, and also special numbers are prepared for assemblies.
3 weeks credit each quarter. Wbere attendance and singing at
Assembly is included. 12 weeks credit per year.
126-127-128.
Orchestra. AH students playing ,an instrument
moderately well are eligible to the orchestra. Ensemble play
ing is a decided advantage ,to the student. Weekly rehearsals
in the afternoon. 3 weeks credit each quarter.
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PHYSICS
MR. FOX.

1-2-3.

Rural and High School Courses

Elementary Physics.. Jl'his course 1s designed for be

ginners. The student is expected to spend four hours in recita
tion and two hotm,i in laboratory weekly. The work i,s equiva
lent to the college preparatory unit in physics and may be so
used. 36 weeks· credit. Fall, Winter; Spring Terms.
MR. FOX.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

Physical Nature Study. A comprehensive review of se
lected portions of physics necessary to the analysis of prob
lems which arise in the grades. Special attenUon given to meth
ods of organization, and presentation in grade work. Prerequi
sites high school physics. 12 weeks credit. Winter, Spring
MR. FOX.
Terms..
102. Advanced PJ1ysics, :Meclianics and Sound. For manual
training students and for those wi-s·hing to do continuous _work
in physics during the year. Prerequisites, preparatory physics
and preferably trigonometry. 12 weeks credit. Fall term.
'MR. FOX.
101.

103.

Advanced Physics, Heat., :M11gnetism and Electricity.

Prerequisites, phy,sics, 102.

12 weeks credit.

Winter Term.

MlR. FOX.

104. Advanced Physics, Light. Prerequls-lte, physics 103. 12
weeks credit.
105. Practical Photography. This course Is designed to give
the student a practical working knowledge of photography as
a school asset. Demonstration and laboratory work in exposing,
developing plates and films, printing, lantern slide making, etc.,
will recieve attention. To elect this course student should own a camera. Class will meet twice weekly. 6 weeks credit
Spring Term.
'.M!R. FOX.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN

MISS M. L. JONES.
MISS FROST.
A regulation gymnasium suit is required. A physical exam
ination is given each student at the beginning of the year in
order that no injury shall result from the work. Students tern-
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porarily unfit for work w111 be excused, but ylll be expected to
observe the work of the class. Prompt enrollment and regular
attendance are necessary .to secure credit.
Instruction in swimmlng will be given to those desiring it.
The swimming pool is open to the women each morning.
101. Physical Education. Elementary Swedi,sh gymn:astics;
marching; light apparatus consisting of wands, dumb bells and
Indian clubs; gymnastic games and simple folk dances. 12
weeks. Fall', Winter Terms.
MISS JONES.
102. Physical Education. This course presupposes: Physical
Training 101. It consists, of Swedish and German gymnastics;
advanced light apparatus work and folk dancing; more highly
prganized games ,as, Schlag ball, indoor basie ball and basket ball;
elementary heavy apparatus. 12 weeks. Winter, Spring Terms·.
MISS JONES.
103. Physical Education, This course presupposes Physical
Training 101 and 102. It consists <Jf advanced work in all
lines; folk dances; games; gymnastic dancing and military
iMISS JONES.
tactics. 12 weeks,. Fall, Spring Terms.
104. Physical Education. This course presupposes Physical
Training 101-2-3. Each student will have an opportunity to ar
range lessons and conduct classes among other students or in
the Training School.
Topics relating to hygiene will be assigned at the beginning
of the te-rm, 12 weeks. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
M'ISS JONES, MI'SS FROST.
105. German Theory and Folk Dancing(a) Study of the German system of physical education, in
cluding pracrt.lce in gradation for public school gymnastics.
(b) A course in folk dancing, consisting of German, Swedish,
Danish, English, Scotch, Russian and Amerkan. school dances.
12 yeeks credit. Fal'l te·rm.
MISS JONES, MISS FROST.
106. Swedish Gymniistlcs and Gymnastic Dancing(a) Theory and practice of Swedish gymnasitics. Study of
the progression, selection and arrangement of exercises In the
Swedish Days Order.
(b) Fundamentals of Gymnastic Dancing. 12 weeks credit.
Winter Te·rm.
MISS JONES, MISS FROST.
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107. Gymnastic Dancing and Games(a.) A continuation of Course 106b. Gymnastic dancing ls a
form of applied· exercise which makes; for co-ordination and
sens·e of rhythm, grace and correct posture.
(b) A graded course of games. Arranged to meet the needs
of the child at the various stages of development. Outdoor and
schoolroom games. 12 weeks credit. Spring Term.
MISS JONES, MISS FROST.
108. Course of Study. Correlating the child's phystc·at, train
ing with hl-s; study of literature, history, nature study, and in
dustries. 12 weeks credit. Fall Term.
MISS JONES.
109. Applied Exercise and Gymnasium Equipment(a) A study of s•pecial exercises for their corrective value.
(b) Planning of equipment for gymnasium. 12 weeks credit.
MI'SS JONES.
Winter Term.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN

MR. SPAULDING.
101. Gymnastics. A course in systematic phy,sical education
for young men i's required. Cla.ss,es in floor and apparatus
york begin atJ the close of i!he football season and continuing
through the winter term,
MIR. SPAULDING.
102. Outdoor Athletics, Much attention is given to outdoor
athletics. Football teams are orgarulzed in the fall and baseball
is given due attention in the spring term.
MR. SPAULDING.
103. Indoor A·thletics. In the winter term indoor baseball
and basketball in the gymnasium are emphasized. Track work,
both indoor and outdoo·r, will also be made· a prominent feature
MR. :SPAULDING.
of the athletic training for young men.
MISS DENSMORE.

TEACHING

MJISS GOODRICH AND CRlTIOS.

Rural School Courses

1. Method. .Students completing the work of the depart
ment or rural schools study method In connection with directed
observation in the training school and the rural observation
sch
· ool. The class considers the material best adapted to the
interests and activities of children,· and discusses methods of
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handling materials. :Special problems of the rural school are
. MilSS G QOD RICH.
given empha-sis. 12 weeks credit.
2. Teaching. 'Students are assigned to the different grades
in the training school for practical work in handling of groups
of children and preparation for lessons. 12 weeks credit.
MISS GOODRICH.

Graded School and Life Certificate Courses

Principles of Teaching. (1) A study of the elementary
school curriculum with consideration of various topics su
· ited
to the interests and needs of children in each grade. (2) A
discussion of types of lessons and making of lesson plans. (3)
Systematic observation of different phaises of grade work with
reports and class dis·cussion. At the close of the term students
will be assig:q.ed to the rooms in which they are to teach for
the coming term, and their observation will be directed by the
critic teacher in that grade, in preparation for their teaching
work. 12 weeks credjt. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
MISS DENSMORE, MISS GOODRICH.
102-103-104. Teaching. This course will include observation
·of classes taught by the critic teacher, the making of lesson
plans, the teaching of classes in the training schoo( and the
study of individual children. There will be meetings with the
critic and director of practice, and to ,some extent with heads of
departments, for conference in regard to work and discus
sion of methods of teaching and general school management.
During this term the student is expected to give the major
part of his time in the training school to acquiring the tech
nique of school method and management. To this end the term
will be divided into first and second. halves and each student
will work under two critic teachers in two dlfferent grades.
Students are privileged and expected to take part in all the
special features of the trainlng school work. School fes·tivals,
parents' receptions, and other special exercises are important
factors• in the work of the grades, and all who work in the de
pa.rtment are required to assist in planning and carrying out
these exercises.
AH students will reserve the 8 o'clock hour for conferences.
Students will meet the director of practice on Monday and
their respective critics on two other mornings at the 8 o'clock
period for conference.
101.
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Required in the Graded School and General Life Certificate
Course. 30 weeks credit. Fall, Winter, Spring Terms.
105. Teaching. rrhe privilege of an ele<:tive term in teach
ing is granted only with the permission of the director of prac
tice and con,sent of the member of the Normal faculty with
whom enrollment is ma.de. Students attend meetings as di
rected by critic. 12 weeks credit.
106. Teachlng. A tetm of grade teaching designed to meet
the needs of specializing students in high school and other
courses. Required in special courses. 12 week:s credit. Stu
dents attend one 8 o'clock meeting with critics.·
111-2-3-4-5. Kindergarten Teaching. 12 weeks credit each.
121-2. Domestic Science Teaching. 12 weelra credit each.
131-2. Domes.tic Art Teaching. 12 weeks credit each.
141-2. Manual Training Teachlng. 12 weeks credit each.
151-2. Art Teaching. 12 yeeks credit eac'h.
161-2. Music Te· achlng. 12 weeks credit each.
171-2. fflgh School. 12 weeks credit each.
181-2�3. Physical Training. 30 weeks credit.
Students hr courses 105-6 to 181, inclusive, will attend the
general student conference with the director of practice on
the first and last Monday of each term of practice, and each
student will- attend these conferences consecutively throughout
one term of teaching.

RURAL SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

MISS GOODRICH
MISS KOCH
MISS HARRINGTON
A special department gives careful attention to rthe prepara
tion of teachers for country s, chools. The number of school
districts· which pay a salary sufficient to coIIlillland the services
of specially prepared teachers, is rapidly increasing. The
courses offered here, to fit teachers to meet successfully the
progressive demands of the d-lstricts, are the result of experi
ence accumulated in working at this problem through the eight
years since the establishment of this institution.
Courses are offered which are adap'ted to the best advance
ment of the young people ,who seek s·pecial preparation for
rural school teaching. Three groups of students are seeking
thi<s, preparation: First, mature young people, with or without
experience in teaching, who have had little or no high school
MR. BURNHAM
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instruction and who cannot attend for a whole high school
course; second, students who wish to begin, tea:ching at the con
clusion of a regular four-year high school course, and third,
high school graduates who wish to ,give a year or a year and
a 1:mmmer to preparation for rural school teaching.
A few studentls, are now going from graduation In the Life
Certificate Course (,two year,s of study after graduation from
high -school) to teaching in rural schools. It is suggested that
they elect rural s-chool me'thod, rur,al soclolo· gy, and agriculture,
in their senior year.
COURSE I.
This course is open to graduates of approved twelve, grade
high ,sc, hools·. It may be completed in one year ·and one sum
mer term. Graduates of this course receive a certificate which
is good for three years in any school in Michigan in grades be
low the tenth. This ceI'tificate is renewable for three years.,
For subjects in this cours,e see page 45.
COURISES II. AND III.
'Students who apply for admis1s,!on to these courses must pre
sent satisfactory evidenee that they have completed eight
grades of the public school course. An eighth grade diploma
or certificate of promoUon from this grade Is sufficient evidence.
Students entering with high school cerdits for any of the !311lb
jects required in the,se courses may apply such er-edit to ooorten
their course here, upon the a'Pproval of the .director of this de
partment, but in no case shall such advance credit reduce· the
period of study in residence to les,s, than three terms. Total
credi:ts of 336 weeks are necessary to complete Course III.,
heretofore called the elementary rural school course; and a
total of 576 weeks' credit is requlred to compliete Course II.,
heretofore called the advanced rural school course. For sub
jects in these courses see pages 45, 46.
Enrollment In Course III. will be carefully restricted to per
sons whose abbreviated high s •chool adv, ,antages. and other co11dltions make a minimum term of res,ldent study absolutely nec
essary. Graduates of this• course will be given certificates, good
in any one-room school in Michigan for three years and re
newable once. Graduates of Course II. will receive certificates
good for five years in any one, two or three-room school in
the state and renewable once for three years. These certificates
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are not good in any county until filed with the county com
mis·s.foner of schools.·

ADMINISTRATION AND INSTRUCTION.
The enrollment, classification and direction of· students in
the department of rural schools •will be given close attention by
the director 1"ith consfant co-operation of the Instructors es
pecially employed to assist In this department. Statemens of each
S'llbject In detail will be found in the ·several departments of
the school under which the Instruction Is given. The subjects
peculiar to the rural school courses may be described briefly
and in general as follows:

Pedagogical Subjects.
In addition· to the academic work regularly required in high
.schools and the Instruction in music, dr!J,wlng and construction,
to which reference Is, later made, there are three subjects
which bear directly on teaching. Psychology Is taught as fur
nishing the fundamental cons, Lderatlons which determine the
management of children and the method of their instruction.
Method, Teaching I in the course of study, is taught to familiar
ize ,the student with materials adapted to the use of the chil
dren of the various grades .and to discuss, and illustrate the
advantageous handling of materials. Mianagement is taught for
the purpose of interesting the student In the general problems
of the state's, maintenance of public schools and the particul'ar
problems of the rural school in their legal and pedagogical
phas·es. In connection with each of these subjects there is, di
rected .observation of actuia.I school conditions in both the
graded and ungraded training schools·. Students taking prac1llce teaching must have their election of .s-tudies approved by
�he director of the training ,school.

Social and Industrial Subjects.
In addition to the study, obs·ervation and diseusslons directed
through the rural sociology seminar, the present social status· In
country communities and the various organizations an:d .other
agencies which make for better �ondltions in country life ·are
made subjects of special study and clas-s: room discussion dur
ing the senior year in each course. It l's believed that intelli
gent social identification is one of the chief essentials for the
largest-measure of seirvlce by a teacher to a rural community.
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Agriculture is studied for the purpose of multiplying the in
dustrial intelligence of the students and of ·developing in them a
sympathetic_ appreciation of the primal importance of produc
tion in relation to all the problems of local and general well be
ing. The• attempt is- made to give the student •a sufficient scien
tific foundation, not only to understand and ap'Preciate, but also
to intelligently apply the fundamental principles of scientific
agriculture. This course forms an organized basis for instruc
tion in nature study and such elementary school agriculture as
local conditions may be found to permit.
Rural Observa_tlon School.
Through the co-operatron of District No. 2, Kalamazoo Town
•ship, known as the Oakwood school, the Western Normal is able
to provide for the cand-idates for graduation in the rural school
courses an opportunity to observe expert rural school teaching.
This school is within ten minutes' car ride of the Normal, and
all prospective graduates in the department of rural ,schools are
asked to devote the maximum of time compatible with other
;ichool duties to directed ·observation in this -school.
Rural Sociology Seminar.
/Students in the department of rural schools are organized for
supplementary study in a rural sociology seminar. This or
ganization meets two afternoons in each month, and papers,
discussions. and debates concerning the educational·, social, and
.industrial life of rural communities, together with music, short
addresses by members of the faculty, and parliamentary drills,
make up the programs. The work of this 1se• minar is intended
to serve the general culture needs· of the students and to form
a foundation for the formal course in rural sociology. This
work in no way interferes with active membership in other
regularly organized literary societies of the school. Required
of all seniors,.
,Rui'tl Junior Literary Society.
Students ranking as juniors in the department of rural
schools are organized for liter• ary work in a Junior Society
which meets two afternoons each month. The work is under
direct supervision of a member of the rural school faculty. and
i's intended to serve as, a foundation for the more advanced work
of the senior seminar. Required of all junior-s.
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Rural Progress Lecture.

An annual lecture on ,some phase of rural progress is an im
portant factor in the �work of this department.· This, series of
.lectures was begun in 1907 when President Kenyon L. Butter
field, of the Massachusetts Agriculturial College, discussed "The
•Social Fae.tors in Rural Progres' s,." In 1908 Dean L. H. Bailey,
of the State College of Agriculture of New York, lectured on
"The Outlook for Rural Progress." The 1909 lecture was by
Dean Eugene Davenport, of the College of Agriculture of Illi
nois. His subject was "Education in Rural Progress." In
1910, Hon. Henry Wallace, editor of Wrctllace's Farmer, and a
member of the National Country Life Commission, lectured on
"Some Rural Problems." The 1911 lecture was given by Hou.
Charles A. Garfield. His subject was "Recreation and Rural
Life." Th
, e 1912 lecture was given by Professor Henry C. Ad'ams
of the University of Mlichigan. His· s·ubject was, "Three Steps
in Rural Prog_ress." Representatives of the various farmers'
organizations of the state attend these lectures and the students
of the department of rural ,school:s, give a recE'iption in honor
of the lecturer and the guests,.

Credits and Renewals.

Students, who have completed Course III., may complete
Course II. in one year and two terms. ·Students who have
completed Course II. may complete Course I in one year and
one summer term. Graduates of Course I. may complete the
Life Certific-ate Course in two terms and one summer term.
Graduates of Course II. may complete the Life Certificate
Course in two years-. Graduates of County Normal Training
Classes, who had finished the tenth grade or its, equivalent be
fore entering the classes, may finish Course II. in one year.
Graduates of County Classes• who had completed twelve grades
before entering the classe·s, may finish Course I. in one regular
and one summer term.
· Renewals of rural school certificate,s are granted upon appli
cation made in due form, for which blanks may be obtained
from the secretary of the school; and accompanied by recom
mendations of renewal by the county commissioner of schools
and the ,school directors, who are familiar with the work of the
applicant ln the school room. Loyal participation in all activi
ties suggested or organized by the county comm1s-sfoner for
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the welfare of schools and the growth of teachers in service
ought certainly to precede any request made upon the commis
sioner for a recommemlation. Likewise faithful ,service and
succes·s in the school room should precede the request for a
testimonial by the school director.
County Examinations.
Teachers wishing to prepare to enter teaching by way of
the regular county teachers' examinations will find courses
,suited to their needs in progress during any term. Epecfal ef
fort ls made to accommodate such teachers1 in the summer
term. Hiowever, it is urged that all young people who can pos
si'bly do so, take regular credit courses leading toward some
sort of Normal School Certificate.

Register of Students
July 1, 1911-June 30, l912

Abel, Anna ......Hudsonville
Ackerly, Florence ..Jonesville
Acton, Amy ........Dowagiac
Adams, Clinton .....Dowagiac
Adams, Eloise ........Otsego
Adams, Harold .....Dowagiac
Adams,, Harvey ......Pullman
Adams, Ray .........Hopkins
Addis, Luella ........Harvard
Adriance, Etta ......Paw Paw
Ailes, Pearl ........Oshtemo
Allen, J. Bernard ..Kalamazoo
Allen, Ella .........Marshall
Allen, Jean ........Charlotte
Ament, Viola ......Caledonia
Anderson, Beryl ..........
..............Cedar Springs
Anderson, Edna ...........
........-....-..Traverse City
Anderson, Lillian ..Bess- emer
Anderson, Pe!arl ....Bronson
Andrews, John ......Bad Axe
Andrew•s·, Helen ..-Grand Haven
Anson, Lena ..........Doster
Anthony, Ruth .......Oshtemo
Areaux, Lillie ......Paw Paw
Arehart, Ira J. ....Kalamazoo
Argabright, Laverne ......
.................. Dowagiac
Arner, Ethel ...... Bear Lake
Arnold, Elva ....Hudsonville
Arnold, Gladys ......Mc Brides
Arnold, Grace .....McBrldes
Arntz, Frances .....·Sheridan
Athanaslus, ,sister ..Kalamazoo
Atkins, Zelma ....,....Dutton
Atwood, Julia .......Holland
Aungst, Una .......Galesburg
Austerburg, Elsie ......Homer
Averill, Mildred ..Ooopersville
Avery, A. J. ..-........Lowell
Ayers,· .Frank ........Lacota
Babcock, Mrs. H. A Kalamazoo
Bach, Thera ......-..Assyri'a
Bache, Violet ....Coopersville
Bacon, Ethel .....Middleville
Bacon, Mercedes ..Kalamazoo

Bair, Forrest ......Vicksburg
Baker, Alzadah ......Marshall
Baker: , Chrystal ....-Plainwell
Baker, Della ........Lawrence
Baker, Emile ...White Pigeon
Baker, Mary ......Kalamazoo
Baker, Pearl ......:Vicksburg
Baker, Seth ..........Jiopkins
Balch, Mabel ......Kalamazoo
Balch, Ruth ......Kalama' zoo
Bale, Freda ........Fennville
Ball, Charlotte ....Kalamazoo
Ball, Franche ........Lowell
Ballam, Nica .............
.........Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Ballinger, Grace ...Vicksburg
Baptista, Sister .....Nazareth
Bard, Edith ..!Benton Harbor
Barendreght, Ruth ........
.................Kalamazoo
;Barger, Genevieve ...iReading
Barker, Florence ....Kendall
Barker, Mattie .........Dorr
Barningham, William .....
...............Vermontville
Barnaby, Lottie ..-Hudsonville
B-arnard, Harold ..!Kalamazoo
Barnes, Alta ....White Pigeon
Barn.es,, Hazel ......Lawrence
Barnes, Una ......'Kalamazoo
Barrett, Carl .......Paw Paw
Barrett, Helen ...Chicago, Ill.
Barron, Florence ...Fennville
Bartholomew, Florence ....
............,......Robinson
Batchelor, Nellie ....Marcellus
Batey, Irene ........Bay City
Batson, Donald ....Kalamazoo
Bauer, Elaine ......Hastings
Bauerle, Bertha ..Kalamazoo
Bangham, Leila .......;Albion
Baughman, Maude ........
...............Bloomingdale
Baxter, Rose .........Manton
Beardsley, Sadie ... ,,.......
...............Battle Creek
Beattie, Helena ..Orangeville
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Beaverson, Hazel ....Waldron
Beck, Gladys ........Hastings
Beckley, Edith ...Burns, Ore.
Beckwith, Zola .......Bradley
Beerstecher, Louise .......
..........· .......Centerville
Bek, Nellie .....Grand Rapids
Beldin, Clarence ......Allegan
Bellows, Mabel ..Bristol, Ind.
Belote, Alma ........Nottawa
Benbow, Margaret ..Kalamazoo
Benbow, Solon ...Kalamazoo
Bender, Perry ..East Akron, O.
Benge, Eula ........Hillsdale
Bennett, Effie .......Hastings
Bennett, Florence .....Fulton
Benwire, Irene ..... Paw Paw
Best, Lucille ......Kalamazoo
Betts, Blanche ....Kalamazoo
Betz, Mary ......Battle Creek
Bucknell, Clara .....Marshall
Bickford, Ray .....Coldwater
Binder, Mamie ......Rockford
Bingham, Kittie ....Plainwell
Bird, Hazel .....Grand Rapids
Bishop, F. Marie .., ...Coloma
Bishop, Marie F. ..Kalamazoo
Bishop, Marguerite ..Coldwater
Bishop, Ruby ......Vicksburg
Biss, Charles ..Hoops-town, Ill.
Bissell, Mrs. F. P ...Kalamazoo
Blackman, L. G. ....Mulliken
Blackmer, Hazel ..Battle Creek
Blakeslee, Beryl ...Kalamazoo
Blakeslee, Grace ....Lansing
Blakeslee, Lubelva ........
.............Benton Harbor
Blue, Florence ......Marshall
Bobb, Edna .......Kalamazoo
Bodish, Ray ........Burr Oak
Boekeloo, Howard ..Kalamazoo
Boer, Henry K. ......Zeeland
Boerman, Jennie ...Vicksburg
Boggs, Lillian ....Kalamazoo
Boles, Winnie ...........Ada
Bolier, Wilhelmina ...Zeeland
Bolks, Josephine ...Hamilton
Bolock, Stella .......Charlotte
Bolster, Lon ..........Mas .on
Bonney, Merle ........Climax
Boone, C. Delia ..Grand Rapids
Boone, Hattie ......Buchanan

Born, Kathryn .....Dowagiac
Borough, Lee .......Marshall
Borradaile, Mabel ...Marshall
Bos, Josie ...........Allegan
Bosier, J. Marion .....Jackson
Boughton, Iva ........Lawton
Bowen, Ray L. ....Kalamazoo
Bowman, Leila ........Alamo
Bramwell, Charles ........
..................Kalamazoo
Bramble, Marie ....Tecumseh
Branyan, Hazel .....Bronson
Branch, Winona ...Lawrence
Brayton, Madge .....Sheridan
Brewer, Beatrix ..Three Rivers
1Brewer, Raymond
.........
...............Battle Creek
Brewer, Sarah .....Plainwell
Hrie®er, Gloyd ....Prattville
Briggs, Bess ..Benton Harbor
Briggs, Edith ...Grand Haven
Briggs, Hazel ...Vermontville
Briney, Ora ...........Galien
Brittain, Hazel ......Conklin
Britton, Dollie ......Pittsford
Brockway, Orrl-s, ...Vicksburg
Brockway, Sarah ..Vicksburg
Broesaemle, Sarah .., ......
.................Kalamazoo
Broman, Lillian ....Kent City
Brooks, Pearl ........Covert
Brown, _Anna ........Hastings
Brown, C. E. ......Howe, Ind.
Brown, Gladys ..........Otto
Br-own Hazel .....Breedsville
Brown, Martha .......Climax
Brown, Mildred .......Albion
Brown, Myrtle ..Grand Rapids
Brown, Pearl ......Howe, Ind.
Brown, Satie ..Traverse City
Brown, Veda ...Bloomingdale
Brusse, Rose ........Holland
Bryant, Lora ........Hastings
Bryson, Gladys: ......Wayland
Buckham, Harold ..Kalamazoo
Bucknell, Hattie : ...Wayland
Bucknell, Rose .......Wayland
Buller, Dina ....Battle Creek
Bump, Nay ......, ...Hastings
Burdick, Lorence ..Kalamazoo
Burdick, Willis ....Kalamazoo
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Burdick, Mrs. W. J. .......
.................Kalamazoo
Burgess, Elizabeth ....Allegan
Burgess, Harvey .....Allegan
Burke, Evaleen .......Berlin
Burlingame, Anson ..Lawrence
Burns, H. G. ......Cloverdale
Burns, Lizzie ......Mattawan
Burton, Ethel .......Hartman
Bush, Harriet ....Kalamazoo
'Bush, Howard ..........,..
...........Hickory Corners
Bus:h, Katherine ...Kalamazoo
Busman, George ..Coopersville
Butler, Bernice ...Kalamazoo
Butler, Lydia .........Otsego
Buzzard, Blanche ..Kent City
Byers, Ralph .......Dowagiac
Byrne, Josephine ..Santa Cruz
Cagney, Rose ......Vicksburg
Cahill, ,Minnie .......Bay City
Calkins, Ione .......Wayland
Calkins, Waive .....Sherwood
Camburn, Alma ....iBurr Oak
Cameron, Maude ........Niles
Camp, Lena .......• ....Scotts
Camp, Nellie .........Climax
Camp, Zone ...........Climax
Campbell, Gladys ..!Kalamazoo
Campbell, Ruth ....Kalamazoo
Campbell, Verna
' ..'Kalamazoo
Card, Carl ..........Hillsdale
�argo, Ariel ........Bellevue
Carland, Katharine ..Curunna
Carpenter, Frank .. Kalamazoo
·carson, Sue .........Ravenna
Carter, May .........Bronson
Case, Mrs. Bessie ....Batavia
Case, Carroll .........Batavia
Caithcart, Marjorie ...Bronson
Cattelle, Lee ........Bronson
Chamberlin, Kate .....Otsego
Chamberlin, Vernon ..Kendall
Chaney, C. G. ........Dooatur
Ohittendent, Robert ..Alleg°an
Church Ethelyn ...........
............ ..Grand Rapids
Chrisman, Martha ...Wayiand
Chrisman, Sarah ..Kalamazoo
Clark, Alta ....· ....Tekonsha
Clark, Henri·etta ......Sparta
Clark, Horace .....Kalamazoo
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Clark, Myrtle ......Paw Paw
Clark, Very! ......Schoolcraft
Clark, Winfred ........Galien
Clay, Delphian ....Union City
Clay, Edith ........Kalamazoo
-Cleland, Cula .....Kalamazoo
Cleland, D. J. ......Comstock
Cleland, Wilson ....Comstock
Clement, Irene .....Comstock
Clement, Marie· .....Gobleville
Cleveland, Faye ....Paw Paw
Clifford, Elton ......Nashville
Cobb, Mrs,. Emma ..Kalamazoo
,Colburn, Lloyd .......Allegan
Colburn, Harlan ...,....Otsego
Cole, Frazer .......Kalamazoo
,Cole, Maurice ......Paw Paw
Collins, Alberta .....Marshall
Collins, Edith .....Big Rapids
Comstock, Juliet ......Albion
Conarroe, Helen ..Kalamazoo
Congdon, Winfred ..Hartford
Conklin, Ethel .....Dowagiac
Cook, Beulah ............Ada
Cook, Josephine ....Lawrence
Cooley, Vinton ..Bloomingdale
Cooper, Carl ......Cassopolis
Cooper, Edith .....Kalamazoo
Cooper, Ruth ....Normal, Ill.
Copeman, Evelyn .........
..............Cedar Springs
Copenha
' ver, Ethel ..Hastings
Copper, Aura ...Grand Rapids
Corey, Beth .....'South Haven
Corey, Gladys .......Leonidas
Correll, Hazel .....Sherwood
Corrigan, Zephia ......Coloma
Courter, Claude ...Kalamazoo
Cousin, Mrs,. Jessie .....Flint
Cousin, Jessie ........Detroit
Covey, Gladys ......Leonidas
Cowell, Maude .....Coldwater
Cramer, Gladys ........,Scotts
Cramer, Howard ......,Scotts
Craw, Ethelyn ..Grand Rapids
Crawford, Mrs. Adda ....,..
...............South Haven
Creagan, Bernice .....Decatur
Cronk, Myrna ........Bellevue
Crosley, Rea .......Vicksburg
Cross, Arthur ......Dowagiac
Crame, Ethel .......'Stanwood
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Cl'UlDlbaker, Madgle ...Mendon Dolezel, Edward ...Mancelona
Croucher; Eva ...New Buffalo Doll, Caspar ... Jl'hree Rovers
Cumming•s·, Irene .....Bedford Doll, Wilma ....Three Rivers
Donahoe, Verna ....Dowagiac
Cummings, Josephine .....
..............Grand Rapids Donovan, Olive ......Lawrence
• Cutting, Richard ..Kalamazoo Dougherty, Ros·e ..........
............, ..Grand Rapids
Cutting, Robert ...•Kalamazoo
Dailey, Grace ........Lawton\ Douglass, Florence ......Holt
Damoth John .......Wayland Drake, Floyd ........./Bradley
Dandy, Della ...Grand Haven Drake, George· ....Kalamazoo
Drake, Oscar .....Kal•amazoo
Davenport, Carrie .........
...............Birmingham Draper, A�nes, .....Galesburg
Davenport, Ella ..Birmingham Driesenga, Anna .....Zeeland
Davis, Mrs. Grace ..Kalamazoo Dubbink, Florence ...:Holland
Davis, Zella ..........Holland Dunham, Winnie .....Paw Paw
Day, Donna ........,.Marshall Dunnington, A. J. .. .. ....
...........Sedrowally, Wash.
Day, Harry ...........Climax
!Day, John ............Morgan Dunnington, Marjo,rie .....
..................Dowagiac
Day, Nina ............Marshall Dunnington, Sabrina .......
Deal, Jollie .......I<ialamazoo
....,..............Paw Paw
Dean, Alice .......Kalamazoo
Decker, Beulah ......Bellevue Dutton, Alberta ...........
....,.........White Piegeon
Decker, Bonnie ....Union City
Decker, Mrs. Grace ..Vicks.burg Duthie, Eva ....Grand Rapids
Decker, Leon ..,....Burr Oak Earl Bessie .............Niles
Deegan, Anna ......Bay City Easterbrook, Iris ......Fulton
DeGroot, Sarah ....Grandville iEl>erstein, Shirley ..Kalamazoo
Georgletta ....1 • • • • •
Dehlin, Marie .......Kent City Ebner,
..............Traverse City
Deja, Alvina ........McBrldes Eddy,
Leo L. ......Kalamazoo
Delaney, Marie .......Lowell
Alice ....,....JA.ugusta
Dellinger, Muriel ..Three Oaks Edgett,
Eggleston, Gladys ....Belding
Denney, Laura ..South Haven Ehle, Mrs. Beatrice .......
DePuy, Luella ....·..Plainwell
.................Kalamazoo
DeRyder, An.na ....Kalamazoo
Ehle, Mary ........Kalamazoo
Desmond, Martha .....Albion JDlferdlnk, Henrietta ..Holland
. DeSpelder, Elizabeth .......
Elliott, Besisde ......Kalamazoo
..............Grand Haven Ellis, Mrs. Carrie ...Cassopolis
Devereaux, Catherine .....
-Ellis, Clara ...........Otsego
....,...............Marshall Ellsworth, Hazel ....Richland
DeVinney, Laura .......Butler El,sey, Fern .......�alamazoo
Dewater, Hazel ...Kalamazoo Elsey, Hazel ......,Kalamazoo
Dewey, Walter ...Battle Creek iElsey, Pearle .....Kalamazoo
DeWitt, Mamie ......Holland 1Embree, Dena ........Dutton
Deyo, Leland ...........Oolon Emig, Jessie .......Marce11us
DeYoung, Anna ...Hudsonville Emmons, Ethel ....Marcellus
Dickinson, Florence ........
Enders, Ona ......Eau Claire
............,......Fennville Engle, Jessie ......KaJ.amazoo
Dillon., Margaret ....Paw Paw Engleman, Gladys ..Kalamazoo
Dimoc, Grace .....Kalamazoo 1Erickson, John ...Kalamazoo
Dixon, Julia .....Battle Creek Estabrook, Pansy ....Allegan
Dodge, J. L. ........Paw Paw Everse, Dena ..... Hudsonvllle

View of the City from the Normal.
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Eymer, Ethel .......Tekonsha
Fair, Ruby ...., ......Bronson
Fairbanks, Elsie .....Holland
,Farrow, Theresa ...., ..Sturgis
Fast, George .........Camden
Flear, Leroy ..........Hopkins
Feazelle, Ruth ......,......
........,.....Grand Junction
Feek, .&seneth ••...Kalamazoo
F'ellows,, Cora .....,.Kalamazoo
Fenner, .Lois ........Plainwell
Fenwick, Ina ..........Allegan
Ferguson, Berni<:e ..Buchanan
Fetterolf, Alice ...Kalamazoo
F1iandt, Maynard ......Monroe
Fillinger, Oral ........Owosso
Finch, Hazel ..•..South Haven
Findlay, Blanche ....,......
...........!Greenwich, Ohio
Finisy, Irene ........iBronson
Fink, Jessie ..•.Grand Ra'l)ids
Fis'her, Levi •......Kalamazoo
Fisk, Grace ..,.....Kalamazoo
Fleischer, Georgia ........
............Berrien Springs
Fletch'er, Vera ....Kalamazoo
Fleugal, Lucile ....Kalamazoo
Floyd, Halsey ......Kalamazoo
Floyd, Hazel ......Watervliet
Foley, Floyd ......Kalamazoo
Foote, Mildred ..Three Rivers
Foote, Ruth .....Grand Ledge
Ford, Bert ........,.Newberry
Fortuine, '.Murial ..,, ..Holland
Fornisma, Berney .........
........,......Grand Rapids
Foster, Ethel ....Battle Creek
Foster, Glada .......Bronson
Fowler, Ethel ......Mtontague
Fowler, Ruth .., ..,south Haven·
Fox, Edmund .........Athens
Fox, Lloyd ........Kalamazoo
!<'ox, Roy .............Athens
Francis, Franc ......•Lan.sing
Francoise, Florence .......
.................Ka1amazoo
Freeman, Coria .......Lowell
Frie, Clara ..........Augusta
Friend, Effie ...Grand Rapids
Fritts, Grace ...........Niles
Fuller Howard ....Kalamazoo
Fuller, Merrill ......Paw Paw
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Fuller Stella ......Kalamazoo
Fullerton, Louise ..Kalamazoo
Galbreath, Gladys ....Decatur
Galvin, H. R, •..Eaton Rapids
Garbett, Edith ....Kalamazoo
Gardner, Amy .....Kalamazoo
Gardne,r, Gethro ...Kalamazoo
,Garrett, Mlnnie ....Coldwater
Garrison, Harold ..Watervliet
Ga-sser, Clara .......Bellevue
Geiger, Hazel ........Quimby
Gezon, Paul ••., .....Holland
Gibbs,, Mabel ... , ..Prairieville
Gibson, Agnes .......Hartford
Gibson, Millie .....Kalamazoo
Gibson, Paul ......•...�otts
Giddings, Vernice ....Augusta
Giese, John ........Reed City
Giese, Regina ......Reed City
Gildart, Lulu ..........Albion
Gillespie, R. M. .....Oshtemo
Gillette, Delilah ... Ka1'amazoo
Gillette, Gladys .....Marshall
Gillett, HazeI- .........Sparta
Gillett, Jeannie .......Sparta
Gillett, WHba •......Ravenna
Glade, Louise ..Benton Harbor
Glazier, Alice ...... Galesburg
Gleason Esther .........Allen
Gleaison, Muhrl •..Burlington
. Glenn, Sallie ..•.......Portage
Goff, Zola ............Cer,esco
Goodenow, Esther ..Kalamazoo
Goodrich, Don .....Kalamazoo
Goodrich, Florence ..Tekonsha
.
iGoodrich, Irene .......
Mendon
Goodwin, Elva .......Owosso
Goodwin, Hazel ......Owosso
!(ffiostrey, Lilian ...Vicksburg
Gorham Albert ....Kalamazoo
1Gorr, Florence • ...Fennville
Gould, Helen .......Lawrence
Gould, Leona ....•C'hicago, Ill.
Gould, Maude .......Lawrence
Grable, Helen .........Otsego
Grace, Lida .........Hillsdale
Grace, Ula ........Kalamazoo
Graeber, C. 0. .....Kalamazoo
\Graf, Minerva .....Kalamazoo
Graham, Margaret .......Ada
Granger, Alvin .....Tekonsha
Grant, Harold ........Coloma
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Grant, Max ......Battle Creek
Green, Bernice ........G61ien
Green, William ...Kalamazoo
Greensides, L. G. ......Athens
Greer, Florence ......Augusta
Griffith, D. S. ......Kalamazoo
Griffith, Leland ....'Kalamazoo
Grimes, Alice .....Kalamazoo
Grimes•, Leona ..White Pigeon
Grimes, Vesta ......Paw Paw
Groenswould, Gerrit ..Holland
Gross, Susie ........Rockford
Grove, Estella .".....· ..•Sturgis
Gundry, George ....Kalamazoo
Gundry, Mrs. Josephine ....
.................Kalamazoo
Haas, Collette . ; ...Kalamazoo
Haas, Florence ..•..Vicksburg
Hackett, Lena .....Kalamazoo
Hagerman, Helen ..Constantine
Haight, Beulah ..........Ada
,Halbert, Carrie ..Battle Creek
Hale, Shirley .....Kalamazoo
Hall, Florence ..Benton Harbor
Hall, Lois ......Vermontville
Hall, Louise ..........Lawton
Hall, Mabel ...........Otsego
Hall, Marion ......Kalamazoo
Hall, Marvin ......Burlington
Hall, Nora ............Quincy
Hall, Pearl ......As,hley, Ind.
Hamilton, Mildred ..Charlotte
Hand, Hiley ..... ,,, .,..Onsted
Haney, Lilian . : ..Albion, Ind.
Hannen, Besse ..Traverse City
Hansen, Alfred ........... .
........Missouri Valley, Ia.
Hanson, Garold ...,Kalamazoo
Harbaugh, Nola .......Athens
Harper, Elsie .......Calumet
Harriman, Myrtle ..........
.............Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Harris, Mabel ..........Mears
Hartgerink, Josie ....Holland
Harvey, Gladys .......Bangor
Harwood, Martha ..Kalamazoo
Hasenack, Ruth ...Kalamazoo
Havens•, Augusta ..Battle Creek
Havens, Ethel .......Eckford
Hawkins, Ethel .......Sturgis
Hawley, Beulah ...Kalamazoo
Hawley, Iva M. ........Berlin

Healey, Fannie .....Paw Paw
Healy, Lizzie .....Kalamazoo
Healy, Richard ....Kalamazoo
Healy, Roy .......Kalamazoo
Heaton, Leon ......Kalamazoo
Hefl'ernon, Winifred ..Kendall
Heins, G. W. .........Owosso
Heisler, Ella ..Cartright, N.D.
Helenthal, Gertrude .......
.................Kalamazoo
Helm, Ruth ..,...Three Rivers
Henderson, Sarah ....Manton
Henry, Hazel ........Quimby
Henshaw, Alice ....Grandville
Herdell, Lylan ........Argyle
Herlehy, Clarence ..Kalamazoo
Herman, Bretha .....Calumet
Herrick, Jean .....Kalamazoo
Herrington, Merle .....Otsego
Herzog, Catherine ..Watervliet
Hewitt, Agnes ..Benton Harbor
(Hibner, Edna .....Three Oaks
Hicks, Hazel .......Gobleville
Hill, Edna ............Lisbon
Hill, Glenn ........Burlington
Hill, Orley .........Plainwell
Hilton, Maude .........Union
'Hilliker, Gfadys ..Grand Ledge
Hillyer, Bert .....Kinderhook
Hoag, Pearl ...........Lacota
Hobbins, Myrtle .......Parma
Hochstein, Clara ...Kalamazoo
Hoekje, Anna ........Holland
Hoekje, Dora ...,,, ...Holland
Hofl'man, Marie ..Grand Rapids
Hofl'master, Arllen ..Hopkins
Hoffmaster, Clara ...Hastings
Holcomb, Bertha .....Bronson
Hollister, A. A .......Bronson
Holmes•, Alice ..Grand R111Pids
Holmes, Merna ......Augusta
Holt, Harry ....: ..Kalamazoo
Honeysette, Rena ..Plainwell
Hoolihan, Rilla ......Reading
Hoopengarner, Don.Coldwater
Hooper, Della ......Plainwell ·
Horton, Mabel .......Hartford
Hough, Harry .Grand Junction
Housler, Ethyl .......Manton
Houston, Lizzie ......Burr Oak
Houston, Palmer ....Coldwater
Howard, Isa .......Lawrence
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Howard, Marcia.....Lawrence
Howd, Gladys .......Addison
Howe, Mildred ......-..Covert
Howell, Blanche ......Homer
Hawks, Clyde ........Athens
Hoyt, Goldie ..........Lawton
Hoyt, Howard.......Comstock
Hoyt, Katherine....Kalamazoo
Hudson, Dorothea.....Belding
Huller, Claude .......Climax
Humphrey, Steadman.......
.................. Richland
Hungerford, Frances........
.......• ........ Kalamaz-oo
Hunter, Margaret ........Alto
Huntley, Louise ........
·
Niles
Hunziker, Minna .......Pearle
Hutchinson, Antoinette ..,..
................ Kalamazoo
Hutchinson, Lucile ....iDutton
Hutchinson, Marguerite Dutton
Hutchinson, Nellie..Kalamazoo
Hutchinson, Wm...Kalamazoo
Hyames, Jud ....Bloomingdale
Hyde, Opal ......Prairieville
Hyland, Helena.Grand Rapids
Iden, Mark.....Grand Rapids
Ingraham, Lou ..Grand Haven
Ireland, Bertha.Berrien Center
Ireland, Blanche ...........
............ Berrien Center
Irving Alveretta ....Grayling
Ives, Bessie ........Plainwell
Ives, Nina ........ Springport
Jackson, Clar-a ......Reading
Jackson, Edith ......Wayland
Jackson, Etta ......Kent City
Jackson, Howard....Plainwell
Jackson, Olive.....Kalamazoo
Jack-son, Truman...Kent City
Jacobs, Fred ...Lorain, Ohio
Jacobs, Nina ......Kalamazoo
Jacobson, Charles ..Kalamazoo
Jacobson, Fannie ..-Kalamazoo
Jacobson, George.. Kalamazoo
Jacobson, Louis ...Kalamazoo
Jansen, Mabel ........Augusta
Jellem, W. H......Kalamazoo
Jenkins-, Fern ..•....Burr Oak
Jenkins, Laverne ...Burr Oak
Jensen, Olive ....... Pentwater
Jewett, Gertrude .....Sturgis
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Johnson, Anna .........Niles
Johnson, Arden S...• Paw Paw
Johnson, Edith ..Grand Rapids
Johnson, Elizabeth ...Lawton
Johnson, Esther ....Kent City
Johnson, Florence..Kalamazoo
Johnson, Herman..Kalamazoo
JohnSIOn, Janette...Kalamazoo
Johnson, Katie......Fennville
Johnson, Olive ......Vandalia
.Johnson, Ruth .....Lawrence
Jolders-ma, Gertrude .......
.............• Grand Haven
Jones, Claude .....Coldwater
Jones, Cynthia .......Otsego
Jones, Emma .........Ceresco
Jones, Mrs. Maude..........
........ : . ..... . Kalamazoo
Jones, Maxwell ....Kalamazoo
Jones, Ruth ......Cassopolis
Joseph, Hilda ........Allegan
Josimovich, George ........
Cheyenne, Wyo.
Joy, Faye .......Bloomingdale
Joy, Wayne .....Bloomingdale
Kanley, William ..Kalamazoo
Keasey, Franc ...South Haven
Keech, Cleo... ....... Allegan
Keeler, Fannie .......Concord
Keeley, Edith ....Howe, Ind.
Keeney, Ethel .......Augusta
Keiser, Aminda .........Nile9
Keith, Hazel .....Battle Creek
Kelder, Rauske ....Grandville
Kell, Marie ........Kalamazoo
Kelley, As·a .......Cooperville
Kelley, Florence ....Paw Paw
Kelsey, Theo ....Battle Creek
Kempf, Ruth.....Grand Rapids
Kendall, Ethel ....Kalamazoo
Kent, Eva ..........Bellevue
Kent, Mildred ........Allegan
Ketcham, Hettie ...Dowagiac
Keyes, Howard ......Bronson
Kiel, Mattie .........Holland
Kimmick, Florence ......Niles
King, Hazel .....Vermontville
King, Maurice .....Watervliet
King, Ruth .......Watervliet
King, Ruth L...........Osseo
Kirby, Sarah ........Lansing
Kirkpatrick, Ethel ....Sturgis
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Kirkpatrick,· Viola ..•...•Sturgis
Klaassen, Jacob .Grand Rapids·
Klann, Bertha ..•.....Chester
Klecknor, Hazel ..Schoolcraft
Kline, Mary E ..Grand Rapid•s
Klinger, Maude ......•Bangor
Kloosterhou:se, Nellie .......
........... .... Coopersville
Knapp, Floyd .........Quincy
Knickerbocker, Clara .......
................ Kalamazoo
Knight, Olive .............
...; ..... New Decatur, Ala.
Koch Anna ....... Kalamazoo
Koechele, Lewis ..Middleville
Kopf, Mrs. Eleanor .Kalamazoo
Kortright, Alice ..•Kalamazoo
Koster, Gall ..•......Augusta
Kraft, John ...........Linden
Kraus, Alma ........Holland
Kreidler, Arla ....,.Caledonia
Kribs, Richard ...Centreville
Krise, Mildred .....Marcellus
Labarge, Harry ..........Ada
Lackey, Viola ..Bloomingdale
Laird, Eulalia .......Mendon
Ladyman, Rena ....Sherwood
Lamphier, Della ....Comstock
Lane, Eathel ...Grand Rapids
Lane, Emma ........Bronson
Langston, Mary ........Niles
Larson, Olga .......Fr'ankfort
Lauder, Beis,sie ...•.Pittsford
Lawrence, Carrie ....Cressey
Lawrence, Mrs. Leonora ....
..........Morristown N. J.
Lawton, Mabel ....Kalamazoo
Lawton, Marion .........Reno
Lauffer, Delma J ......·Sparta
Lay, Robert ... : ....Kalamazoo
Layton, John .....Kalamazoo
Lee, Alma ............. Pearle
Lee, Bessie ..Gt. Falls, Mont.
Lefever, C. A. .....Kalamazoo
Lerever Bertha ....Kalamazoo
Lefever, Jennie ....Caledonia
Lefever, Myrtle ....Kalamazoo
Lefever, Winifred ...Kalamazoo
Lemert, Edwin ...Kalamazooo
Lemmer, Tina ..... Kalamazoo
Lenters, Anna .....Allendale
Leonard, Leon ........Delton

Lerner, Hazel ..Granger, Ind.
Lewis Arthur .....Kalamazoo
Lewis, Zada · ....Battle Creek
Ley Esther .....Grand Rapids
Lich, Inez ............Lawton
Lindsley, Florence ....Decatur
Lirrtner, Inez .........Gallen
Litts Gladys ..........Kibble
Lockhart, Catherine ......•
................. Kalamazoo
Lohr, Alma ........Kalamazoo
Loughlin, Marie ..•.......Ada
Louns·berry, Belle ...Paw Paw
Luce, Genevieve ....Lawrence
Luce, Zora .....•...Lawrence
Lull, Mary .....
. ..Coopersville
Luidens, Tes·sie.Grand Rapids .
Lundgren, Louise ....Saugatuck
Lynch, Ruth ........Pennfield
Lyons, Juanita ......Jackson
Lyons, Margaret ....Bay City
· Lytle, Anna ..........Lawton
McCall, Hugh ....•....Otsego
McCarty, Eldon ..•.....Glenn
McCarty, Harry .......Glenn
McCarthy, C. J ...... Standish
McCartney, Asa
- ...Coldwater
McClellan, Mrs. Elizabeth ..
.......... ...... Kalamazoo
McClellan, Ruth ........Niles
McConnell, Eliza ..Caledonia
McConnell, Mamie .Middleville
McCosh, Elizabeth ..Coldwater
McCreary, Harlan .Schoolcraft
McCrodan, Madelon ...Dutton
McDonald, Cora ....New Troy
McDonald, Ethel ...Kalamazoo
McDonald, Hazel .......Flint
McDonough, Susan ..Houghton
!McGrath, Ethel ....Kalamazoo
McGrath, Hazel ...Kalamazoo
MicGinness, Mrs. G. A ....,..
................ Kalamazoo
McGuinness,, Marguerite ....
................ Kalamazoo
MeGuire, Louis ....Kalahazoo
McKay, Robert ..Battle Creek
McKinney, Frances .Kalamazoo
McLaughlin, Ethel ....Allegan
McLaughlin, Isabelle .......
................ Kalamazoo
McLaughlin, Marie.Kalamazoo
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Mc�aughlin, Victoria •..••.•
....... .........• Kalamazoo
McMahan, Fern•.•• Kalamazoo
McMaster, Anna ..Vick.sburg
McNamara, Kathryn .......•
....... ..••...... Wakefield
McNamara, Margaret .......
......,........... Kent City
_McWilllams, Mary ......Decatur
Mack, Alice .....Grand Rapids
Mack, Pauline ..Grand Rapids
Mackensen, Caroline .Bay City
MacGowan, Anna ......Sodus
MacGowan, Katheryn .......
................ Watervliet.
. MacGregor, •Bertrand .......
................, Kalaiµazoo
Mac Kenzie, Hazel ....Owosso
M�Naughton, Lottie ......
....: ......... Grand Rapids .
MacNaughton, Marie .....Ada
Madill, Alice ......Charlevoix
Maher, Bessie .....Kalamazoo
Mahoney, Elliott ..Kalamazoo
Major, Florence ...Vicksburg
Malone, Belle ......Kalamazoo
Maloney, Clarence ..Kalamazoo
Maloney, Frances. .Gd . Rapids
Manby, Clara ..•.•Battle Creek
Manley, Edna ....., ...Mendon
Manning, Monica ..Marcellus
Mannix, Blanche .......Niles
Manny; Mary •.Tacoma, Wash.
Mapes, Marvin ......Os-htemo
Marho:fr, Bernice ... Kalamazoo
Marks, Desdemona ..Hastings
Marshall, Hilda ..Battle Creek
Marsh, Beulah ._ .... ;Hillsdale
Marsh, Edna .•.........Mendon
Marsh, Harriet ....Kalamazoo
Marsh, Martha ....Kalamazoo
Martin. Daisy .......Hartford
Martin, Eva ......East Leroy
Martin, Frank .....Coldwater
Martin, Mabel ....Three Oaks
Martin, Nina ..........Scotts
Martin, Ruth ..•.....Hartford
Mason, Nellie .........Delton
Masten, Howard ....Sherwood
Matrau, Verna ....Watervliet
Matthews, Edna ...Kalamazoo
Matthews, Ida ......Benzonia

Matthews, Opal ..·..Comstock
Maus, Edith M ..•; .Kalamazoo
Mayer, Glenn ..••........Holt
Mealoy, Lucile .... Kalamazoo
Meeker, Harriet ..Kalamazoo
Meeks, Nellie ..·........Albion
Menning, Amelia ....Portage
Merrill, Sue .... ; ..... Augusta
Mlchen, Mrs. Anna ..Fennville
Milham, Clinton ...Kalamazoo
Milham, Lester ...Kalaiµazoo
Milham, Willous ..Kalamazoo
Miller, Alva ......Kalamazoo
Miller, B. R .....·......Vulcan
Miller, Bertha ... Battle Creek
Miller, Ella .......Kalamazoo
Miller, Hugh .... .:. ..Hopkins
Miller, Irene •........Gladwin
Miller, L. E ........Centrevllle
Miller, Nile ....•.Burlington
Milla, Starr ...........Athens
Mllls, Stella .........Hilsdale
Mitchell, Daisy .'..Battle Creek
Mitchell, Lelia ..:Springfield, 0.
Mitchell, Mabel ..Battle Creek
Mlzener, Ida ....Grand Rapids
Molloy, Myrnie ......Allegan
Mono·han, Ruby ......Allegan
Monroe, Permelia .....Otsego
Monteith, Ellsworth ...M_artiu
Monteith, Leonard ....Martin
Montgomery, Devona .......
..........•..,... Kalamazoo
Moore, Mary ....... .-Oshtemo
Moore, Mary ......Kalamazoo
Morehouse, Maude ..Muskegon
Morgan, Ethel .... Kalamazoo
Morgan, Gail .......Plainwell
Morgan, Gretchen ........•
..,........... Grand Rapids
Morgan, Leroy .Berrien 'Springs
Morrill, Charlotte ....Quincy
Morrill, Elsa .......Lake Cora
Morrill, Ora ......... Bronson
Morse, Bessie ....Clarksville
Mos•ier, Mrs. Mary .........
.... ......•.... Vermontvllle
Mott, Anna ......Battle Creek
Mott, Russell .........Delton
Mowers, Helen ....Kalamazoo
Muffi.tt, Lois ......Kalamazoo
-Mulder, Flora ..Grand Rapids
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Mungerson, Ethel..G'd Rapids
Munn, Evelyn ......Vicksburg
Munn,. Florence..Bloomingdale
Munn, Melissa .....Goblevllle
Munro, Mary ......Kala-mazoo
Murphy, Olive ........Lowell
Murray, Mae ..Grand Rapids
Murray, Margaret .G'd Rapids
Murville, Hattie ......Mendon
Myers, Florence ........Reno
Nagle, Gladys ....Big Rapids
Nash, Elizabeth ......Allegan
Neerken, Gertrude ...Zeeland
Nelson, Pauline .Grand Rapids.
Nelsen, Petra ......Pentwater
Netzorg, Rose ...Battle Creek
Nevins, Archie ........Otsego
Newkirk, Bernice ....Augusta
Newland, Mrs. Ida...Kalamazoo
Newland, Lawrence Kalamazoo
Newman, Charles ......Ferry
Newton, Edith ....Kalamazoo
Newton, Esther ...Kalamazoo
Newton, Grace ....Kalamazoo
Newton, Levi ......Kalamazoo
Niblock, Mary .... ..Kalamazoo
Nichols, Charles ...Kalamazoo
Nicolls, Cora .......Leonidas
Noble, Clyde ........Richland
Noble, Rena ......Kalamazoo
Norcross, Nina ....So. Haven
Norris, Julia .......Litchfield
Nothdurft, Lucile ..Watervliet
Northrup, Marian...Marcellus
Norton, Elizabeth .....Sparta
Notier, Harriett .....Holland
Nowlin, Clara ....Kalamazoo
Nutten, Rex ........Comstock
O'Beck, Anna ...Grand HaTen
Oernst, Leota ..Three Rivers
O'Conner, Gladys ....Allegan
Odell, Fern...........-Allegan
Olin, Bertha .......•Galesburg
Oliver, Ruth ........Wayland
Oppeneer, Katherine .......
............. Grand Rapids
Ornsby, Mary ..,•...Sherwood
Os·borne, Ruth .......Cadillac
Osborne, Viva •.. , .Coldwater
Oswalt, Lura ......Vicks-burg
Oswalt, Mildred .... Vicksburg
Owens, Hazel ... , .Kalamazoo

Paddock, Mayme .....Bangor
Palmer, Jessie ..Bloomingdale
Palmiter, Clara .....Augusta
Pankhurst, Ruth ....Marshall
Pardon, Roy .........Monroe
Parker, Alice .....Kalamazoo
Parker, Cecil .......Allendale
Park�r. Genevieve Battle Creek
Parker, Ruby .........Covert
Parker, Ruth ......Coldwater
Parmalee, Clara.....Hilliards
Parmiter, Clara....Kalamazoo
Pas, Retta ..........Holland
Passage, Edith ....Kalamazoo
Passage, Jennie ......Kendall
Pattersoµ, Lyla G.Kalamazoo
Patterson, Mabel ..Kalamazoo
Payne, Hazel .....Kalamazoo
Pease, Muriel ........Scotts
Pearson, Ethel.Fairmont, Ind.
Peck, Wilma ..Traverse City
Peek, Charles .......Arcadia
Peek, Gertrude ......Arcadia
Pell, Lou ..........Tekons- ha
Pepper, Ethel ....Kalamazoo
Perry, Harlo .....Kalamazoo
Perry, Stanford ..Middleville
Peters, Bertha ......Holland
Peterson, Christine ........
..............Grand Rapids
Peterson, H. A....'Manistique
Peterson, Ida.... Grand Haven
Philipp, Otto K....Kalamazoo
Pickett, Katherine ...Detroit
Pierce, Electa .....Vicksburg
Pierce, Jessie .....Vicksburg
Pifer, Leslie ......Kalamazoo
Pike, Bethel ..........Climar
Plant, Lena ......Coopersville
Plant, Rolland ..Coopersville
Plasman, Fannie .....Holland
Platt, Goldie ....Coopersville
Ploeg, Anna ....Grand Rapids
Plough, Elsie •....Kalamazoo
Polley, Ruby ...........Alamo
Pomeroy, Alice ....Kalamazoo
Porritt, Eleanor ..........Alto
Porter, H. F........Burr Oak
Porter, Mila ..........Sparta
Pottruff, Pearl ........Lowell
Powell, Alice ..•...Kalamazoo
Powell, Ina ..........Lawton
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Powell, Orrin E .......Athens Rix, Ethel ...........Oshtemo
Powers, Alice ..Grand Rapids Roberts, Bessie ...Kalamazoo
Pratt, Maude ...........Olivet Robinson, Dora .Cedar Springs
Price, Carl ........Whitehall Robison, Hazel .....Hillsdale
Price, Clyde .......Whitehall Robinson, Nola ......Hudson
Price, Florence ....Watervliet Robinson, Hazel ....Hillsdale
Prince, Hazel .........Sturgis Robson,, Golda ........ Hud,son
Pritchard, Marjorie .........
Rockwell, Angelia ..Kalamazoo
................ Kalamazoo Rockwell, Vera .....Ravenna
Pullen, Don ........Vandalia Rockwell, Vinnie ....Ravenna
Pullman, Lola ....Burlington Roderick, Serena ..........
Quackenbus,h, Jennie .Bangor
.. ............ White Pigeon
Quiellan, Mary ....'....Lowell Rogers, Esca .....Kalamazoo
Quimby, Orville ..Edward•s•burg Romig, Ethel .....,Moore Park
Quintal, Mary .....Kalamazoo Roof, Inez ......Battle Creek
Rabe, Alma .......Kalamazoo Root, Bernice .....Kalamazoo
Radeke, Julia ....Grand Haven Root, Marue .......Kalamazoo
Ralph, Hazel .....'...Augusta Roper, Edgar .....Kalamazoo
Ralston, Leah ........Augusta Rose, Lila ...........Decatur
Ralston, Ruth .....Kalamazoo Rosecrants, Helene ........
Randall, Irving .......Mesick
................ Kalamazoo
Randall, Ruth ........Covert Roth, Rosa ...........Lowell
Raseman, Lewis ..Kalamazoo Roth, Rudolph ....Clarksville
Read, Emma ..........Lowell Rothrick, Bessie ....Marshall
Read, Sherman ......Richland Rouaan, Minna ....Kalamazoo
Redmond, Mary ....Kalamazoo Rouaan, Rlka .....Kalamazoo
Reed, Estella ..White Pigeon Rounds, Bessie ....Kalamazoo
Reed, Ruth .........Richland 'Roush, Hildred ..... Hastin�
Reid, Margaret .Muskegon Ht's Rowe, Clarence ....Kalamazoo
Remine, Theres'a ..Kalamazoo Rowen, Otto .......Kalamazoo
Ruppert, Clara .Fremont, Ind. Romig, Ethel ....Moore Park
Reynolds, Mabel .. Breedsville Rowley, Mae ......Buchanan
Rhoads, Mrs. A. M ...........
Royce, Mrs. Margaret ......
................ Kalamazoo
................Chicago, Ill.
Rhoads, Letha ..Grand Rapids Rubbers, Mrs. Helen .Hastings
Rhinesmlth, 0. L ..Stroh, Ind. Ruess, Lucy ......Kalamawo
Rhwberry, Hazel.Eaton Rapids Ruff, Irene ............Albion
Rice, Ethel ........Lawrence Rutr, Lilian ...........Albion
Rice, Flora ...........Kibble Russell, Everett .Wheaton, Ill.
Rickett, Eunice ......Chilson Russell, Fern' .........Martin
Richards, Gertrude ..Rockford Russell, Newman ..Kalamazoo
Richards, Irma ....Watervliet ,Russell, Waive ......... Colon
Richards, Zora .....Hillsdale Ryan, Elinore .....Kalamazoo
Richardson, Clarissa ........
Ryan, Gladys ......Kalamawo
. ............... • Vlcklslburg 'Rynbrand, Cornelius .......
Richardson, Rhea ... .Bellevue
.............,.... Kalamazoo
Richardson, Rose ........Dorr Saler, Burt ..........Lansing
Rider, Genevieve ...Hastinga Salisbury, Ione .......Mendon
Ridler, Deal ........Galesburg Sanders, Lucile ..South Haven
Riggs, Coral .....Schoolcratt Satterlee, Ola ...Vermontville
Riksen, Harriet •.....Holland Saxton, Adelaide ....Litchfield
Rlttenburg, Nina ..Hudsonville Sawyer, Leora ......Marshall
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Saunqers, Velma ..Gd' Rapids Shrum�, Bessie ..Battle Creek
Scally, Helena..Cedar Springs Simms, Mrs. Irene..Kalamazoo
Scanlon, Mary ......Allendale •Sipple, Luelle ..Cedar Springs
Schwaberow, Anna.So. Haven Slack, Flossie .. Three Rivers
Schaap, Garietta .....Holland Sliter, Alice ...... Kalamazoo
Schaap, Sophia ......Holland Slocum, Ora ....... Lawrence
Scholten, Henrietta...Holland Smallegan Alice.. Forest Grove
Schoolcraft, Bessie...Kendall Smith, Carrie .. Cedar Springs
S{)hray, Ivah .......Woodland Smith, Clark ...... Kalamazoo
Schuur, Reint ....Kalamazoo •Smith, Ciyde ...... Kalamazoo
Scofield, Alma ..Bloomingdale Smith, Cora .......Lawrence
Scott, Ber-nice ........Coloma •Smith, Earl ....·.......Berlin
Scott, Gladys ............Clio • ·Smith, Elnora .... Schoolcraft
Scott, LaVerne ....Kalamazoo Smith, Eva ..... Bloomingdale
Seas, Lydia' ....•.....Mendon Smith, Florence ...Kalamazoo
Semn<elroth, Eva....Coldwater Smith, Gall .... .....Mattawan
Selby, Bernice .....Coldwater Smith, Gem .......New Troy
Sevey, Hazel ..Cedar Springs Smith, George ....Three Oaks
•Sewell, Merry! ....Kalamazoo Smith, Grace ..Cedar Springs
Seymour, E1'sie ........Glenn S
· mith, Ida M......Kalamazoo
Shafer, Medalla ....Montague Smith J. Frank ....Kalamazoo
Shaffer, Orda.Burnips Corners .Smith, Leta ..........Albion
Shakespeare, Louise........
Smith, Lillian ........Parena
· ...............• Kalamazoo •Smith, Myrtle ......Wayland
Shamplo, Ethel ....Prattville Smith, Rowena .....Mars'hall
Shaun:essy, Ella.Grand Rapids Smith, Rus·sell ....Kalamazoo
Sharpsteen, Ruth.Battle Creek Snell, Bernice ........Fulton
Shaw, Helen •.....Kalamazoo Snover, Hazel ..... Kalamazoo
Shaw, Rachel ..Grand Rapids Snow, Cora........Kalamazoo
Bhaw, Theda ......Burr Oak •Snow, Hazel..•....Kalamazoo
Shearer Jessie .....Vicksburg .Snow, Ray......•..Kalamazoo
Snow, Ruth ....•...Paw Paw
Sheldon, Mrs. Harriet......
................ Kalamazoo Snyder, Chester .Pioneer, 0.
Shepherd, Edith ..-Kalamazoo Snyder, Florence ......Fulton
Shepard·, George •.....Alamo Snyder, Lynn ...Battle Creek
Shepard, Ruby ..•.....Albion Snyder, Mill .....Battle Creek
Sherman, Ida ......Fennville Snyder, May .....,Constantine
Shimmel, Alta ....Centerville Soderstrom, Mrs. Pearl .....
Shirley, Gertrude..'Kalamazoo
................ Kalamazoo
Shivel, Ralph •...Constantine Sonke, Anna ......Kalamazoo
Shoop, Edna ......,•...Coloma •Sooy, Glenn........ Kalamazoo
Short, Mary ........ Plainwell Sooy, R. M........Kalamazoo
Shoudy, Hattie ....Kalamazoo Souffrou, May ......Rockford
Shoudy, Nina May..Kalamazoo Spalding, Beatrice.Kalamazoo
Showers, Fern ........Lawton Spalding, Mabel ..Kalamazoo
Sibole, Daisy •.• ; ..Breedsville Spauldin·g., Lilian ..........
. ·"........... Three Rivers
Sibole, Della ...... Breedsville
Sidenius, Pearl ..•.Lawrence Spelman, Clark .•.....Covert
Sieds•chlag, Lydia .......Flint Spicer, Pearl .......Paw Paw
Silverman, Rose ...Bessemer Springstead, Alice .Kafamazoo
Simmond-s, Grace ..Kalamazoo Spink, Erma .. Benton Harbor
Simmons, Luelle .. Kalamazoo Sprinkle, Nellie ...Kalamazoo
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Stace, Hazel ...• Grand Ledge Tazelaar, Ada .....Kalamazoo
Stafford, Wm ......Kalamazoo Tazelaar, Anna ...Kalamazoo
Stahl, Bessie ..•....Dowagiac Teitsworth, Leah ....Hartford
Stanford, Perry ...Middleville Thacker, 1;3rowne ..........
......•....• Waukegan, Ill.
Stanton, Julia .....Union City
Starks. Stephen ....Go"bleville Thacker, Nell .••..Elk Rapids
Stearns, Etholah ••...Hillsdale Thayer, Iva .......Goblevllle
•Stearns, Nella ........Allegan Thomas, Anna ..........Tyre
Steele, Leva ..Benton Harbor Thomas, Maude .........Tyre
Stegeman, Herman ..Holland , Thomas, Olive .....Kalamazoo
Stelrubarger, Almeda .:Mendon Thompson, Anna ...........
Stephen1;1, Pearl ....Paw. Paw
............. So. Frankfort
Stephens·on, Carrie.Big Rapids Thompson, Georgia ..Belmont
Sterling, Irene ..Three Rivers Thompson, Hazel .....Albion
Sterzick, Marie .......Lowell Thompson, Hazel.Vermontville
Stevens, Mabel ..Grand Rapids Thompson, Iva ......Rockford
Stevens, Maude ..Eaton Rapids Thompson, Metta ...Gobleville
Stevens, Lloyd: ....Kalamazoo Thompson, Pearl.Vermontville
Stevenson, Elaine ..St. Joseph Tiffany, Nellie ....Canonsburg
Stev·enson, Jessie ..G'd Rapids Tindall, Arthur ..•.Big Rapids
Steves, Hazel ..•Grand Rapids Tingle, Seldon •.Battle Creek
Stewart, Ros·e ........Portage Tinkler, Lucile .......Lowell
Stlc- kel, Lorraine ..........
Toan, Carrie ........Paw Paw
.............. White Pigeon Tolhulzen, Willamena .....
Stone, John ............Dorr
.............•... Kalamazoo
Stopp, Annette .....Buchanan
_ Storer, Lyle .........Camden Tolle, Dorothy •...Quincy, Ill.
Tracy, Ruth ......Kalamazoo
Storr, Etta ..••........Delton Traut, Maude ........Edmore
Stoughton, Adah ....Paw Paw Travts-, Cora ......Kalamazoo
Stream, Mabel .....Kent City Travl-s, Jennie .........Glenn
Strickler, Rzy V ...........
Virginia ..Battle Creek
Strohmer, Edna ........Albion Travis,
Trick, Jennie ........Cressey
Stuck, Harold ...•.Kalamazoo Trill,
Alice ....Grand Rapids
Sullivan, Hattie ..Shelbyville
Sullivan, Lois ....-Big Rapids Trill, Myrtle ....Coopersville
Sullivan, Michael ...Hastings Troffer, Lena ..Benton Harbor
Swan, Howard ....Union City Tryon, Lloyd .....Kalamazoo
Swanson, Verna ....Allendale Tubbs, Sybil ........Gladwin
Swartout, Lulu .........Niles Tungate, Wm .....Middleville
Sweetland, Hazel .....Otsego Tungate, Mrs. Wm.Middleville
Swenson, Emily .......Lowell Turnell, Ruth .......Jackson
Symons, Mae ...........Bravo Turner, Allie ..•....Petoskey
Symons, Mildred .......Bravo Turner, Lois ......Kalamazoo
Tabor, Frances ....Eau Claire Tuttle, Ross ..; ...Kalamazoo
Taffee, Bernardine ...Marshall Tymes, Sadie ........Zeeland
Taft, Howard ......Kalamazoo 'ullery, Lyle ......Middleville
Tagg, Clifford ...Battle Creek Underhill, Laura.Grand Rapids
Talbott, Hazel .....Lawrence Upjohn, Amelia ...Kalamazoo
Tambllng, Elva.Benton Harbor Upton, Mary ..Benton Harbor
Tate, Charlotte ........Berlin Valleau, Merle ..East Lansing
Taylor, Harry ....New Buffalo _van Auken, Anna ..Kalamazoo
Taylor, Je.an ..•.._.Kal�mazoo Van-Auken, Corena ..._..Olivet
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Van Auken, Gertrude.......
................ Kalamazoo
Van Bochove, Johanna.....
................ Kalamazoo
Van Buren, Claude ..Hamilton
Van Buren, Mrs. Carrie.....
.................. Hamilton
Van Buskirk, Alleen.Paw Paw
Van Buskirk, Anna.Kalamazoo
Van Bus·klrk, David Kalamazoo
VanderKolk, Honora.Hamllton
Vanden Burg, Lena.. Hastings
Vanden Burg, Lillie..Hastlngis
Vander Ark, John.G'd Rapids
Vanderveen, TUlie.Kalamazoo
VandeWalker, Harold ......
...............Battle Creek
Van Dyke, Mabel Grand Rapids
Van Hise, Susie ......Decatur
Van Keppel, Maude...Cadlllac
Van Kammen, Clarence.....
............. Grand Rapids
Van Middlesworth, Glenna..
.................... Climax
Vall' Patten, Faye ....Wayland
Van Putten, Ella ....Hopkins
Van Vranken, Beulah.Hastings
Van Wormer, Ida....Sherwood
Van Zee, Henrietta.Kalamazoo
Van Zoeren, Fannie ..Zeeland
Vaughan, F. S..........Colon
Verburg, Nell .....Kalamazoo
Verhage, Gertrude .Kalamazoo
Voorhees,- Anna..Lathrop, Cal.
Voorhees, Hazel ... Coldwater
Waber, Betha .......Kendall
Wade, Bertha .. ,. ..Cassopolte
Wade, Ethel .......Cassopolis
Wade, George .....Kalamazoo
Wagner, Forestlna .....Colon
Wagner, Pearl .........Colon
Waite, Alice ......Kalamazoo
Wakefield, Bernice ..Augusta
Wakefield, Sarah.Battle Creek
Waling, Kittle ......Richland
Wall, Mary ........,..Bedford
Waldo. Herbert ...Kalamazoo
Waldo, Ruth ...•..Kalamazoo
Walker, Bee ....... Galesburg
Walter, Glee .•.....Marcellus
Walter, Rhea ...Eaton Rapids
Walters, Carol ......Fennville
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Walters, Zula ....Pottersvllle
Walton, DeForrest.Kalamazoo
Walton, Jessie ....Kalamazoo
Ward, Hazel ......Kalamazoo
Ward, Howard ...... Bronson
Warren, Raymond...Comstock
Washburn, Rose ..........Ada
Washburn, Vesta .........Ada
Waters, Ros-ina .....Paw Paw
Watts, Lucile .. Grand Rapids
Weaver,- Mabel .•..Kalamazoo
Weaver, Minnie ....Hamilton
Weed, Hazel ........Fennville
Weiland, Mary .....Dowagiac
Welland, Tillie .....Dowagiac
Weinburg, Ernest ..Vicksburg
Weinburg, Jennie ......Scotts
Welttrecht, Emma..Ann Arbor
Weldon, Darrell ..........Ada·
Weller, Hazel .......Rockford
Wells, Hazel ....Vermontville
Wentzel, Dora .......!Holland
Westcott, William..No. Adams
Whaling, Hazel ....Galesburg
Wheaton, Levi .... Galesburg
Wheaton, Nydia ..Kalamazoo
Whedon, Anna ........Lowell
Wheeler, Beulah.Eaton Rapids
Wheeler, Edith .......Batavia
Wheeler, Ruth ....Kalamazoo
Whipple, Hazel ....Grandville
White, Avis .......Kalamazoo
White, Ella ........Paw Paw
White, Laura ..Superior, Wis.
White, Margaret ...........
............ Benton Harbor
White, Mary ......Kalamazoo
White, Myrtle .....Kalamazoo
Whiting, Florence..Pentwater
Whittemore, Pearl.G'd Rapids
Wilber, Floyd .......Bronson
Wilcox, Alfred ........Bangor
Wilcox, Bernice ......Allegan
Wildner, Fanchon.Battle Creek
Wiley, Alice ......Kalamazoo
Wilkinson, Mrs. Jean.......
.............. Grand Rapids
Willard, Mrs. Harriet ....•..
............ • Grand Rapids
Willer, Eugenia ....Burr Oak
Wilkins, Marie ..Grand Rapids
Williams, Carrie .....Buchanan
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Williams, Effie ..South Haven
Williams, Jennie .......Irving
Williams, Mildred ..Marshall
Williams, Very ........Alamo
Williamson, Myrtle Shelbyville
Willis, Edna ......Kalamazoo
Wilson, Delia .....Middleville
WUson, Hattie ..•· ....Allegan
Wilson, Luella ....Kalamazoo
Wilson, Kathryn ..Kalamazoo
Wilson, T. E ........Wayland
Wlltenberg, Ora .......Conk Un
Windoes, Ralph ....Kalamazoo
Winn, Nina .......Kalamazoo
Wittenberg, Lydia .New Buffalo
Withers, Lottie ...Charlevoix
Wood, Florence .......Otsego
Wood, Hazel ......Kalamazoo
Wood, L. H .........Kalamazoo
Wood, Mrs. L. H ..Kalamazoo
Wood, Luda .....Battle Creek
Woodhams, Eleanor .......
................ Kalamazoo
Woods, Edith .........Dutton
Woods, Edward .......Dutton
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Woodward, Vera ....Woodland
Woolner, Tllla ..•..Caledonia
Woolston, Maude ....Hastings
Workman, Lutlna ..Kalamazoo
Wright, Ayers ....Kalamazoo
Wright, Ida ..........Albion
Wright, Nora .........Lacota
Wyngaarden, Martin ..New Era
Wynne, Margaret ....Allegan
Wythe, Nellle .....Pottervllle
Yeakey, Florence ....Wayland
Yetter, Ruth .......Marcellus
Young, Diana .....Shelbyville
iYoung, Ethel .....Kalamazoo
Young, Fannie ....Kalamazoo
Young, Faye ...Battle Creek
Young, Hazel .....'Vicksburg
Young, Henrietta ..Kalamazoo
Young, Olive ......Marcellus
Youngs, Athol ....Kalamazoo
Youngs, Edna ......Plainwell
;youngs, Mildred ...rrekonsha
Zeiger, Gertrude ..Three Oaks
':Zellner, Hazel .Grand Rapids
Zimmerman, Estelle ....Dorr

